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ABSTRACT 
A Choice of Illusions: Belief, Relativism, and Modern Literature  
Alastair Morrison 
 
This dissertation considers how defenses of traditional faith in Britain have adapted to new 
frontiers of cultural relativism and religious difference. Its contention is that poetry has become 
central to such defenses. Relativistic thinking would seem to dispose against metaphysical 
belief; poetry, as a parallel claimant for cultural and expressive particularity, and as a 
sensuously non-empirical rhetorical medium, offers a way of muffling the dissonance that 
might otherwise arise from positioning difference and particularity as pretext for claims of 
universal truth. This study traces formal and rhetorical innovations from the Victorian crisis of 
faith forward to literary modernism, with a brief conclusion contemplating related 
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Introduction: Belief, Relativism, and Modern Literature 
 
In a 2004 essay, Charles Taylor summarizes the epistemological model which he sees 
undergirding much of modern secularism in the West: 
this structure operates with a picture of knowing agents as individuals, who build up their 
understanding of the world through combining and relating, in more and more comprehensive 
theories, the information which they take in (49) 
This understanding of how humans acquire knowledge, "which is only partly consciously 
entertained, but which controls the way people think, argue, infer, and make sense of things" 
(49), makes the validity of a factual claim dependent on the extent to which it can be verified by 
an already-constituted, observing subject. In consequence, claims about the Unseen are 
extremely difficult to legitimate:  "I must accede to the transcendent, if at all, by inference from 
the natural" (50). But for all its apparent naturalness, Taylor argues, this epistemological model 
is highly debatable, even flatly false. Human knowledge is not in fact acquired by neutrally 
observing individuals; observations acquire their meaning within a process of "working out," 
"an ongoing activity of coping with the world by bodily, social, and cultural beings" which is 
prior to any given instance (50). Taylor's is a powerful challenge to a certain kind of factualist 
atheism, of the positivist tradition which produces statements like Bertrand Russell's, that 
religious belief was unjustified due to "insufficient evidence." But it makes Taylor some curious 
bedfellows. The idea that an autonomous and rational self is precondition to subsequent 
knowledge comes from Enlightenment figures like Descartes; ideas like Taylor's, that 
knowledge is the result of anthropologically or societally variable processes, have achieved 
their recent influence through the work of Theodor Adorno and Michel Foucault. 
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 These are, to be fair, two of the figures most troubled by the processes of thought-
formation they report. There is also the venerable position that the deep backdrops to the 
rational and empirical intellectual agency of the individual are positive, even precious 
bequeathments. This position can be materialist; in the view Raymond Williams and the 
tradition of cultural studies, the constitution of individual subjectivities is a social, dynamic, 
and interactive process, in a way which implies democracy and community. The position can 
also be metaphysical, as it was when Samuel Taylor Coleridge expressed it in Aids to Reflection 
(1825). Drawing on Kantian concepts of a priori knowledge, and on Schiller's emphasis of 
aesthetics as a mechanism for reaching the transcendent, Coleridge proposed Understanding, 
and essential human faculty triggered by sensory experience, but pointing to ultimate truths far 
surpassing that experience. Understanding existed alongside Reason, which processed 
experience empirically, and reached abstract conclusions only by induction. Understanding, the 
faculty which allowed one to look at the mountains around Chamounix and see God, was 
always privileged. Reason depended on Understanding for confidence in its own observations.1 
Williams admired Coleridge, and gave him a prominent role in the tradition of resistance to 
bourgeois rationalism to which Williams himself subscribed. This being said, their approaches 
are quite different, especially in terms of the ground they leave open to religious faith. The gap 
between these two sorts of positions - between foundational claims of non-empirical revelation 
and relativistic assertions of material contingency in perception - poses a considerable obstacle 
for Taylor's defense of faith. And not only Taylor's. I choose him as a convenient metonym for 
the diverse range of scholars who have disputed secularism on relativist grounds in recent 
                                                          
1
 For an instance of the cultural studies position, see Williams' "Dominant, Residual, and Emergent" in Marxism 
and Literature (121). For the reference to Chamounix, see Coleridge's poem “Chamouny, the Hour Before Sunrise.” 
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years, from William Connolly in political science to Talal Asad, Saba Mahmood, and Charles 
Hirschkind in anthropology. 
 On the one hand, many people are no longer likely to be moved by an intuitionist 
argument like Coleridge's. Paradigms of cultural diffusion, like Williams', show us how such 
intuitions could in fact be culturally produced, while, at the same time, we have become 
increasingly aware of the fact that no consensus of intuitions actually exists. Relativism supplies 
a much more actionable reply to the idea of naked reason "disproving" religious beliefs. Such 
relativism may save religion from dismissal as false consciousness by incorporating it into the 
contingent but continuous process of human meaning-making. If the relativism is not the sort 
that sees violence in normalization (if, in other words, the theorist is Williams rather than 
Foucault), it may even allow for an appreciation of religious practice as a cultural and 
conceptual flowering. What it would seem to disallow is the kind of metaphysical truth claim 
that is traditionally understood to accompany these practices. Relativism can be used to protect 
religion from certain kinds of attack, but it is not a position from which one can espouse religion, 
at least not on the terms whereby religion is defined by most people. 
 I could mention some impressively acrobatic attempts to escape this difficulty. Saba 
Mahmood, for instance, offers an approach to religion as an "embodied practice," so as to 
deemphasize the potentially troubling matter of conviction.2 But I want to return to Coleridge. 
The categories of Reason and Understanding were predicted in the more explicitly literary 
                                                          
2
 See Mahmood's The Politics of Piety. It could be argued (indeed it is a favourite point of scholars including 
Mahmood, Talal Asad, and Mark C. Taylor) that hard divisions between religious activity and other activity are only 
possible in an atmosphere of modern secularism which arises out of deracinated Western Protestantism. Charles 
Taylor begins the split in the high middle ages. The distinctiveness of the metaphysical knowledge claim from other 
kinds of knowledge claim is indeed deeply culture-bound, as is the idea that some actions fall into the range of 
"religion" while others do not. At least in the Abrahamic religions, however, it would probably be uncontroversial 
to say that subscription to a set of factual positions is a necessary part of religious life. 
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binary Coleridge had formulated in Biographia Literaria (1817), that of Fancy and Imagination. 
Fancy was the merely "mechanical" aspect of artistic endeavour, the manipulation of already-
existing sense data into aesthetically pleasing configuration. Imagination, by contrast, was a 
"repetition in the finite mind of the eternal action of creation in the infinite I AM" (691-2). Just as 
it was Understanding that gave us faith, it is Imagination that gives us poetry, which by this 
gesture is made part of the access to the divine, and part of the check against the tyrannies of 
upstart reason. Poetry, however, is able to withstand its own relativization. The conclusion that 
poetry is a material and contingent semantic activity, and not a reaching for ultimate truth, does 
not make it any more difficult in the abstract to write. Even a commentator like Matthew 
Arnold, who often did think of poetry as an aspiration to perfection of a loosely metaphysical 
sort, could see that it escaped the danger of disproval in a way that religious dogma did not. 
Hence his famous, sometimes infamous prediction in an age of doubt that ‚most of what now 
passes with us for religion and philosophy will be replaced by poetry‛ (162). 
 This study will offer no late-Arnoldian celebration of the way in which literature has 
taken on the ethical mantle of faith. Rather, it will attempt to show how, in the time after 
Coleridge, and particularly, within the cultural grouping of British modernism, literature and 
poetry in particular are taken up as ways of making a relativized worldview work for religion 
as well. The history of relativistic understandings of religion is longer than the one I trace here. 
It in fact predates Coleridge, going back at least as far as Herder. My special object is a type of 
intervention, a way of positioning literature to cross the gap between the relativistic 
understandings of culture which emerge as part of secularization and the actual defense of 
religious belief.  For some authors, the subliminal direction of modernist literature, its focus on 
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the sensory disunity and the tendentiousness of individual perception, rules out transcendent 
truth claims altogether. For others, this direction is never fully relativistic, and leads to a new 
kind of romantic irrationalism, the location of God-terms on the edge of the pulse, in the 
momentary access into chaos. But between these two extremes exists a crucial intermediary 
position, a group of writers whose subliminal poetics work to demonstrate and to appeal to 
religiosity at the same pre-empirical level - that of disposition, of desire, of "working out" - 
where Taylor locates it. Literature also serves as a test case, even a vicarious substitute, in 
disputes about the subjective validity of belief, as religious writers propose analogies between 
their faith and their works, as forms of sovereign expression inassessible from any merely 
factual standpoint. 
 Tracing these literary engagements, I hope to achieve two things. First, I hope to dispute, 
or at least, to qualify the understanding of literary modernism that has emerged from 
assessments of modernity and secularization like Taylor's. In A Secular Age, Taylor proposes the 
idea of "secular re-enchantment," a kind of return of the religious repressed among post-
religious people, whereby experiences of transcendence are reasserted outside of the traditional 
structures of practice and belief. One of Taylor's examples of this new approach to spiritual 
satisfaction is D.H. Lawrence, and recent literary scholarship has offered a variety of similar 
diagnoses. In The Secret Life of Puppets, Victoria Nelson claims to identify religious experience 
bubbling up like the Freudian repressed in the work of E.M. Forster. The present project will 
seek to join work by scholars like Michael Tratner, John Xiros Cooper, and Jed Esty, among 
others, in approaching modernist writers as more conscious of their own relationships with the 
transformations around them, and more rhetorically strategic in their engagements with these 
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shifts, than "re-enchantment" will easily allow. Ideas of unbidden drive, I submit, are more a 
legacy of modernism than a way of explaining it, and my second ambition here is to point out 
the ways in which relativist modernism actually sets the stage for much of contemporary post-
secularism. The naïve or symptomatic reading of modernism can serve as a mask for this 
similarity. In Genealogies of Religion, Talal Asad gives an account of modernism much like 
Taylor's.  
The importance of Frazer for literary modernism is amply documented. See, for example, 
T.S. Eliot‘s references to him, as well as to other anthropological writers, in his notes to 
―The Waste Land.‖ The attempt by modern aesthetics to recapture the freshness of 
―childhood perception‖ and to make new beginnings led at once to an appropriation of a 
concept of the primitive and to a rejection of the concept of tradition (23). 
 
If it is hard to believe that Eliot, who wrote ‚Tradition and the Individual Talent‛ and The Idea of 
a Christian Society, rejected the concept of tradition, it is easier to see why Asad might not 
recognize the similarity that his own avidly anti-imperial defense of rooted traditions bears 
with that of a right-wing Eurocentrist like Eliot. That similarity is, nevertheless, what I hope to 
bring to light. 
 This study focuses more or less exclusively on instances of modernist literature within 
Britain, expanding only by way of conclusion to consider how these instances have contributed 
to broader international patterns. Beyond the limiting factors of length and of my own 
ignorance, this British focus derives from the peculiarly national character of religious life within 
Britain, as compared to the other Western nations that experienced secularization in the later 
nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries. The circumstance of an insular national church is 
particularly hospitable to relativistic defenses of collective faith. In Catholic countries, religious 
tradition inclined toward claims of universality, while in Protestant ones, the largely private 
nature of religious life made considerations of a group or ethnic religious situation less 
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pervasive3 (the contemporary American experience may raise questions about this 
generalization, but it will hold for the period under discussion). The Anglican Establishment 
seems to dispose British writers more strongly than their neighbors towards injunctions which 
are not metaphysical but societal and cultural in their justification. The country closest to Britain 
in this respect is France, where alternations of revolution and counter-revolution, of de- and re-
secularization do raise the religious question in a specifically national form. French intellectual 
history does suture the present discussion, especially my second chapter. Since the effort here is 
genealogical, however, I think that there are rewards in moving out from a specified point of 
origin. 
 That point of origin is the late Victorian crisis of faith, which first offers the prospect of a 
genuinely non-Christian Britain, making understandings of Christianity in its social, cultural, 
and otherwise non-metaphysical capacities pertinent in new ways. My first chapter assesses the 
difficulties of defending belief on these kinds of grounds, through examinations of two figures. 
Matthew Arnold and George Eliot were not active believers, but both lauded Christianity as a 
unifying institution, an incitement to philanthropy, and a source of comfort and meaning. But 
defenses of belief on these bases confront an immediate contradiction: since the argument is 
based on worldly necessity, and takes human well-being as its ultimate objective, it threatens to 
undermine the otherworldly faith it seeks to protect. George Eliot’s novels observe a 
contradiction: the scrupulous rigor of realist social observation furnishes a detailed case for the 
material advantages of faith, but this same approach prevents the narrative from sharing that 
                                                          
3
 I make these admittedly bold generalizations only to justify an approach, not to exclude the possibility of any 
relevant phenomena in Catholic or Protestant countries. The Austrian historian Otto Brunner, for instance, made 
Catholicism part of a particularly Germanic feudal life, and characterized the extension of secular government to 
German peoples as, in effect, a form of French cultural imperialism. See Land und Herrschaft (1939). 
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faith, and the few characters who attain the detached perspective of Eliot's narrators often feel 
barred from sharing their corrosive realism. Matthew Arnold, by contrast, tried to offer 
religion's worldly benefits as reason to accept its truth, but mostly succeeded in winning 
accusations of bad faith. 
Modernism shifts the epistemological basis of Victorian doubt. T.E. Hulme, subject of 
my second chapter, is best remembered for a seminal contribution to imagism. As per "secular 
re-enchantment," imagism tended to locate visionary insight in fleeting subjective impressions. 
But Hulme's poetry did something markedly different. Situated within the subjectivity of an 
observer, this verse uses simile to demonstrate the contingent, arbitrary nature of human 
perception. It is the natural counterpart to Hulme's epistemological speculations, which 
disallowed neutral knowledge, describing ‚truth‛ as the outgrowth of particular needs, 
interests, and dispositions. But this radical relativism was not, Hulme insisted, itself any basis 
for life; what was needed was "a choice of illusions." Hulme’s epistemic relativism offered a 
new response to the Victorian contradiction: human need was still the justification for faith, but 
need was the basis of all supposition.  
T.S. Eliot, subject of my third chapter, built on Hulme's abstract conjectures to create an 
anthropologically specific argument for Christianity. Eliot's critical prose argued for faith on 
explicitly relativistic and functional terms, contending that Western minds could only think 
from within the cultural framework of Christianity. Eliot's late poetry capitalized on this 
subliminal religiosity, while dealing with any apprehension that Eliot's arguments for 
Christianity were not Christian. Where the psychological focus of Eliot's early verse dramatizes 
a state of metaphysical unmooredness, the conversion poem Ash Wednesday (1930) offers a self-
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annihilating reprieve from the torments of mere personality. Meanwhile, Murder in the Cathedral 
(1933) warns that any inquisition into the motives for faith will constitute a relapse into neurotic 
psychologism. 
            Pointing more towards the present, my final chapter details a crucial shift from defenses 
of the religious nation to defenses of the religious minority. Roman Catholic and Welsh, Jones is 
a good representative of the peripheral position to which Christian writers are moved with the 
advance of secularization in Britain. In a relativized echo of an older romanticism, this marginal 
position leads to a pervasive analogy between religious practice and poetry, as psychically valid 
responses to a standardizing and culturally arid modernity. In Jones' long poem In Parenthesis 
(1937), a poetic practice expressed in terms of Catholic sacrament allows for the transfiguration 
of otherwise-oppressive war experience into a source of aesthetic and spiritual meaning. But in 
making a case for the validity of difference, Jones himself differs from the religious tradition he 
asserts, and In Parenthesis is both eager and unable to articulate a standard for authentic 
participation in religious or ethnic tradition. In a brief coda, I trace the resonances of this 
contradiction - between anti-normative approaches to the sovereign religious ethne and the 
highly normative qualities of religious rules themselves - in academic postsecularism, and in a 
literary arena of expanding religious difference, within Britain and beyond it. 
 I should mention a disproportion in this survey which gives me much more pause than 
the focus on Britain. Of my five principal figures, George Eliot is the only woman, and her 
position here, as in so many places, is that of an observer among partisans. While this imbalance 
has been no strategy of mine, I cannot pretend it is an accident either. The tradition of British 
cultural criticism of which these authors represent a subset is, from its origins in the nineteenth 
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century, a very male one: it is worth remembering that Mary Ann Evans took a man's name to 
write and edit for Blackwood's and The Westminster Review rather than to publish novels. More 
specifically, it is not difficult to imagine how calls for a return to traditional religiosity, 
particularly a religiosity asserted at the level of "culture" or "society," might give female writers 
and intellectuals cause for anxiety. There is even the possibility of performative contradiction, of 
the call to faith becoming a call that one's own voice be unheeded.  In one way or another, 
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Unction on the Tightrope: Religion as Culture in Victorian Britain 
 
 
Two perspectives on good will and good information: 
 
The raw bacon which clumsy Molly spares from her own scanty store, that she may carry it to her 
neighbour's child to "stop the fits", may be a piteously inefficacious remedy; but the generous 
stirring of neighbourly kindness that prompted the deed has a beneficient radiation that is not lost.   
 - George Eliot, Adam Bede, 1859 (43) 
 
I remember, only the other day, a good man, looking with me upon a multitude of children who 
were gathered before us in one of the most miserable regions of London,—children eaten up with 
disease, half-sized, half- fed, half-clothed, neglected by their parents, without health, without [245] 
home, without hope,—said to me: "The one thing really needful is to teach these little ones to 
succour one another, if only with a cup of cold water; but now, from one end of the country to the 
other, one hears nothing but the cry for knowledge, knowledge, knowledge!" And yet surely, so 
long as these children are there in these festering masses, without health, without home, without 
hope, and so long as their multitude is perpetually swelling, charged with misery they must still be 
for themselves, charged with misery they must still be for us, whether they help one another with a 
cup of cold water or no; and the knowledge how to prevent their accumulating is necessary, even 
to give their moral life and growth a fair chance! 
-Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, 1868-9 (143) 
 
These are, furthermore, both passages about religious faith. Arnold is arguing against the 
tendency, which he associates with nonconformist Protestantism, to follow fixed paths of 
personal devotion, and neglect interventions which might, on reflection, more effectively serve 
the needs of the needy. Eliot, in her novel of Methodist revival, is writing in defense of almost 
precisely this same tendency. 
 These differing exhortations in fact share a great deal. To begin with, both imply a 
natural opposition between critical thinking and religious faith. Both also imply that such faith 
is a prime mover to ethical action. These common assumptions indicate a great deal about the 
intellectual circumstances of the Victorian crisis of faith: to most people, the smooth operation 
of British society was inconceivable without Christianity, but to many, especially those whose 
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social thinking was most authoritative, Christian convictions no longer appeared empirically 
tenable. In their careers as religious commentators, Arnold and Eliot indicate the logical and 
rhetorical difficulties of religious defense under these conditions. Arnold, who identified 
himself as a spokesman of the national church, just as he was an established figure in the 
national bureaucracy, could not avoid inconsistency as to what the thing he defended actually 
was. Eliot, renowned unbeliever and materialist, was able to make a detailed case for the 
positive social effects of shared religious conviction, but the very terms of this case barred her 
and anyone sharing her perspective from the convictions in question. 
 Arnold and Eliot must also be read as part of a tradition of thought which predates the 
Victorian moment, one going back to Edmund Burke and including the main line of English 
romanticism. The salience of this longer tradition was most crucially observed by Raymond 
Williams. In Culture and Society (1959), Williams argued that its apparently conservative habit of 
adhering to this or that particular cultural form – monarchy, a certain way of making art, or, to 
name something Williams avoids, Christianity – was really a recognition of ‚the necessary 
complexity and difficulty of human affairs, and formulat(ed) itself, in consequence, as an 
essentially social and cooperative effort in control and reform‛ (7). Both progressive and anti-
utilitarian, this ‚cultural‛ tradition represented a valuation of expression, affiliation, and 
experience, in contrast to a more bluntly instrumental legislative liberalism, and also to the anti-
humanist Marxism that would treat such experience as irrelevant or illusory.  
To several of his representative authors in the Victorian period, Williams took this 
exception: that instead of understanding the presence of meaning and feeling in every human 
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endeavor and in every segment of society, they imagined that this common life could be 
bracketed, and aspired to take observational or managerial positions in regard to it. Arnold did, 
it is impossible to deny, valorize an attitude of dispassion and detachment as a balancing 
antithesis to the unreflective forces that drove everyday existence (somewhat confusingly for 
the present purpose, Arnold used the word "culture" for the detachment, rather than the forces). 
Eliot's realist mode in fiction, as well as her scientific and sociological essays, treat passions and 
communities as things to be seen and assessed from outside - often, from above. Williams’ way 
of dealing with these positions was to dub Arnold and Eliot, as well as others like Elizabeth 
Gaskell, ‚limited‛ participants in the project of culture; they had recognized culture’s political 
significance but failed to understand its encompassing and emancipatory breadth. 
 In fact, it could be argued, Arnold and Eliot offer an important new paradigm, rather 
than a slight digression, in the history of thinking about culture in Britain. In contrast to the 
older sources of the ‚Culture and Society‛ tradition, which tend to value culture along the lines 
of anti-Enlightenment nostalgia or fundamentalism, these two and some of their confreres were 
able to take an instrumental and pragmatic position towards culture, to ask questions about the 
material consequence of a form or practice and assess it on the grounds of these questions, 
rather than in terms of the inherent value of the thing itself. This disengaged attitude is 
especially evident in their treatments of religion. Here is Arnold, comparing Judaism to 
Christianity:  
As the old law and the network of prescriptions with which it enveloped human life were evidently a 
motive power not driving and searching enough to produce the result aimed at, - patient 
continuance in well doing, self-conquest –Christianity substituted for the, boundless devotion to that 
inspiring and affecting pattern of self-conquest offered by Christ. (Culture 98) 
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If the preference for Christianity is little more than a convenient chauvinism, the logic presented 
for it is radical. There is no theology here, none of the doctrine of grace or the typological 
fulfillment of the scriptures. Instead, Arnold’s claim is about rhetorical and psychological 
efficacy. The Christian story, in a way which has no apparent relation to its truth, is a more 
‚inspiring‛ and ‚affecting‛ inducement to treat others well. Eliot’s ‚clumsy Molly‛ passage 
from Adam Bede, going further, specifically implies the untruth of the dogmas it addresses; raw 
bacon doesn’t cure colic, just as, elsewhere in the novel, the Methodist belief in ‚visible 
manifestations of Jesus‛ an ‚Divine guidance by opening the Bible at hazard‛ are erroneous. 
And yet we are to approve of these beliefs, because they create nets of interdependence and 
encourage philanthropy. 
 In a significant sense, however, Williams is right. Arnold and Eliot, to precisely the 
extent that they represent a new, materially functional perspective on religion, also represent a 
disengagement from the very values they endorse. Thus neither could fully participate in the 
kinds of social activity they called for (Arnold went further in doing so, but through a lesser 
acknowledgement of the contradictions in his position). One cannot fully follow on the 
argument that something is untrue, and yet should be believed. The only way to honor such a 
claim is in the breach, in forgetting or rejecting all its contents.  
If religion is the specific topic of cultural engagement which comes to define (or deform) 
the general project, then something must change or develop in the transition from the general 
(culture) to the specific (religion). And even before this question, it is worth distinguishing the 
practical investigation of cultural activity, with an eye to its actual material impact upon human 
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welfare, from less relative or qualified forms of nineteenth century cultural advocacy. Victorian 
social thinkers, regarding the historical transformation of British society, had to draw upon a 
body of philosophy which tended towards radical antithesis. The side in such divides which 
becomes Williams' "Cultural" tradition, arising first in response to political revision in France, 
and then to shifts from the Corn Laws and the expanded franchise to enclosure and 
urbanization in Britain itself, often defended custom for its own sake.  
 Often, such defenses contained a strong humanitarian claim. Wordsworth's long poem 
Michael (1800) is about the painful dissociative effects that new manufacturing centers had on 
poor rural families. Dickens' Hard Times (1854) is a complaint about the dehumanizing working 
conditions of those same centers. Neither, however, aspires to any instrumental role in 
ameliorating the problem it describes. Rather than attempting to use emotional response to 
change reality, both instead try to invalidate given realities based on the types of emotional 
responses they encourage: nonchalance towards the family, selfish individualism, a materialistic 
conception of social relations. The idea that people might be happier in the newer world doesn't 
even need to be disproved; the argument would be insufficient even if it were true. In 
Wordsworth’s "The Old Cumberland Beggar," which was part of the first edition of the Lyrical 
Ballads in 1798, readers are presented with an elderly vagrant, dependent on public charity.  The 
poem is against his deportation to any ‚‚HOUSE, misnamed of INDUSTRY,‛ but not because 
he would be worse off in such a place (676). ‚Deem not this Man useless – Statesmen!‛ the 
poem warns, praising the beggar’s function as provoker of charitable feelings, the way in which 
he ‚keeps alive the kindly mood in hearts‛ (675). Ultimately, in such cases, the preferred social 
arrangement (almost always rural, feudal patronage) is justified by a foundational proposition - 
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by the fact that it is the most beautiful or most pious or most natural way - rather than because 
it is the best agent to human wellbeing in any demonstrable sense. 
 Human wellbeing in the demonstrable sense was the guiding principle of the 
antithetical philosophical tendency. In the specified form of "pleasure," it was the watchword of 
Jeremy Bentham, perhaps the most iconoclastic intellectual contributor to the cause of radical 
reform in 19th century Britain. Following the work of Joseph Priestley and David Hartley, as 
well as pre-revolutionary French philosophy, Bentham took aim at the whole system of 
traditional affections which he saw constituting English society. From The Rationale of Reward: 
Judges of elegance and taste consider themselves as benefactors to the human race, whilst they 
are really only the interrupters of their pleasure. There is no taste which deserves the epithet good, 
unless it be the taste for such employments which, to the pleasure actually produced by them, 
conjoin some contingent or future utility: there is no taste which deserves to be characterized as 
bad, unless it be a taste for some occupation which has mischievous tendency. (208) 
Britons were, in other words, to judge every practice or institution by its contribution to sheer 
operational utility, and to attach no value to any whose operation might be more indirect or 
difficult to observe. 
 The conflict between these two ideas furnished the famous dyads of nineteenth century 
social thinking in Britain: Bentham and Coleridge, Hellenism and Hebraism, North and South. 
The first of these appositions was made by John Steward Mill in essays named for the two 
writers, which appeared Westminster Review in 1839 and 1840. From the Coleridge piece: 
Now the Germano-Coleridgian doctrine is, in our view of the matter, the result of such a reaction. It 
expresses the revolt of the human mind against the philosophy of the eighteenth century. It is ontological, 
because that was experimental; conservative, because that was innovative; religious, because so much of that 
was infidel; concrete and historical, because that was abstract and metaphysical; poetical, because that was 
matter-of-fact and prosaic. In every respect it flies off in the contrary direction to its predecessor. (108) 
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This idea of reaction is important. It is through economic and political modernization (said by 
Mill, as by others, to begin in earnest in the eighteenth century) that ‚culture‛ in the modern 
conceptual sense becomes possible as an object of discussion. This is the opening claim of 
Williams’ Culture and Society: culture, which in previous English use had referred to the process 
of growth and development (often organismal, as in horticulture), comes to describe a state of 
mind or set of behaviors valued in terms other than those which are associated with the 
emerging commercial and industrial systems, those of immediate utility. 
  Mill is mostly remembered as a utilitarian, but his criticism of figures in the "Culture 
and Society" tradition has a determining effect on that tradition's eventual move towards 
relativism; is in responses like Mill's to this pattern of reaction that a materialist, non-
transcendent perspective on culture begins to develop. Wearing his allegiance to Locke and 
Bentham, Mill flatly rejected the metaphysical basis on which the Coleridgean cultural claims 
rest:  
We see no ground for believing that anything can be the object of our knowledge except our 
experience, and what can be inferred from our experience by the analogies of experience itself; nor 
that there is any idea, feeling, or power in the human mind, which, in order to account for it, 
requires that its origin should be referred to any other source. (114) 
The outrightness of this position won Mill assessment from Williams as ‚completely 
intellectualist‛ (50) and ‚apt to divorce opinions and valuations both from experience and from 
social reality‛ (52).1 For all that, Mill is the starting point for a synthesis of the Benthamite-
utilitarian and Wordswortian-Coleridgean-fundamentalist traditions. The later Mill, who was 
more a theorist of politics in the restrictive sense than of culture, moved closer and closer to 
                                                          
1
 Mill's and Williams's shared use of the term "experience," in contrast to more foundational claims for knowledge, 
is evidence of a similarity deeper than the difference Williams himself asserted. 
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Bentham in emphasis. When, as in moments like the famous Wordsworth passage of his 
Autobiography, this later Mill did discuss the relevance of culture to the prime utilitarian goal of 
human welfare in the material sense, he imagined its operation as solitary rather than 
interpersonal, and supplementary rather than formative. "These poems," he wrote of the Lyrical 
Ballads, "addressed themselves powerfully to... my pleasurable susceptibilities" (125). Those 
susceptibilities themselves appear to be immutable, if not in the degree of their cultivation then 
at least in their possible nature. Having read Wordsworth and palliated the crisis in his mental 
health, Mill goes about his life and work much as he otherwise would.  On the topic of Mill's 
relation to Wordsworth, Williams wrote that 
The specialization of poetry to the function of "a culture of the feelings" can be seen as part of the 
same movement of mind which produced the characteristic rational narrowness of Utilitarian 
thought. (67)2 
Mill's account of the formative power of language, and poetic language in particular, does seem 
limited in this instance. It can be usefully contrasted with Williams's description of language in 
Marxism and Literature as "a continuing social process, into which individuals are born and 
within which they are shaped, but to which they also then actively contribute" (37). 
 In 1839 and 1840, however, when Mill wrote the paired essays on Bentham and 
Coleridge for the Westminster Review, he imagined the agency of the cultural in much larger 
terms, terms which suggest a robust understanding of culture's formative power without falling 
                                                          
2
 F.R. Leavis, the first to edit the "Bentham" and "Coleridge" essays into one volume as well as Williams' supervisor 
at Cambridge, preceded him in this criticism. "His thinking," he wrote of Mill, "is still that of a mind for which the 
individual is the prior fact" (17). The social and variable nature of subject-formation must, no doubt, be recognized 
if we are to understand how any major societal change takes place. At the same time, if we understand character 
as unlimitedly malleable, refuse to assume any minimal subjective foundations (certain needs, say), we are left 
with no grounds upon which to develop concrete welfare plans. Terry Eagleton wrote of Williams' Culture and 
Anarchy that it "abolishes any hierarchy of actual priorities" (26). 
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into metaphysical dedication. In the section of Marxism and Literature just mentioned, Williams 
complains of the "reduction of language to instrumentality" (34). What he meant most simply 
was the idea that language was a transparent medium for the conveyance of imperative and 
declarative data. In this context the complaint is fair. But Williams' strong commitment to the 
social effectiveness of linguistic culture always came with a reticence about calculated strategy in 
its deployment. In the conclusion of Culture and Society, he admitted that "In every problem we 
need hard detailed inquiry and negotiation" (338). But to negotiate rightly, we needed the 
insights of a tradition Williams had introduced with a line from Southey's Colloquies, the 
historical lament that "In came calculation, and out went feeling" (25). 
 What Mill does in the 1839-40 essays is calculate about feeling, or at least, conceive the 
validity of treating feeling as a subject for calculation. Bentham, he writes, is exemplary in that 
he "required something more than opinion as a reason for opinion‛ (50). For Bentham himself, 
what was required was strict reason: any opinion which was not based on a tabulation of 
human good, or which proceeded by means other than those of inductive logic, was invalid. 
"He began de novo," Mill wrote, 
"laid his own foundations deeply and firmly, built up his own structure, and bade mankind compare 
the two; it was when he had solved the problem himself, or thought he had done so, that he 
declared all other solutions to be erroneous‖ (47). 
But in this Mill regarded Bentham himself as erroneous. His requirement of pure induction 
demonstrated a very limited ‚knowledge of human nature,‛ had no realistic sense of ‚the 
power by which one human being enters into the mind and circumstances of another‛ (62). On 
its own, it would "do nothing for the conduct of the individual beyond prescribing some of the 
more obvious dictates of worldly prudence" (70).  
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The purpose of the essay on Bentham was to explore "how far this view of human nature 
and life will carry any one: how much it will accomplish" (70). By this question Mill not only 
indicated the improbability of Bentham's suggestion, but indicated what questions should be 
used to evaluate any suggestion of such a kind. "How much it will accomplish" is somewhat 
different from the Benthamite inquisition of ‚is it true.‛ It takes from Bentham the requirement 
of a ‚reason for opinion,‛ but wants to know about the lived consequences of opinions more 
than about their strictly factual accuracy. Here is laid the groundwork for consequentially 
evaluative and predictive approaches to the whole range of human behavior - in effect, for the 
modern social sciences.3 
 Being not principally a cultural critic, Mill was less than systematic in his thinking as to 
what sorts of ends this new evaluative project might serve. In the essay on Bentham, he 
imagines the role of feeling beginning only where the institutions of law leave off. Bentham’s 
legal ‚structures,‛ sufficient to the ‚merely business part‛ of human interaction, might 
persuade one ‚that he ought not to slay, burn, or steal‛ (73, 71). Less purely reasoned motives 
were necessary for things such ‚as the sexual relations, or those of the family‛ (71). This form of 
the argument for feeling suggests a cultural project which does seek to augment human 
happiness, but in a way which never crosses tracks with more directly political and material 
questions.  
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 The analogy to the social sciences will show both the significance and the surmountability of Williams's objection 
to "cultural instrumentalism." The perpetual, multiple formative influence of all linguistic culture would seem to 
make it impossible to analyze the discrete "effects" of this or that cultural agent. This is the point John Dewey 
makes so lucidly against the deterministic psychology of B.F. Skinner in his discussion of reflex arc; it the problem, 
across the social sciences, of the confounding variable. It is never possible to nullify all potential confounding 
variables, since anything could bear on the causal mechanism being analyzed (in some sense, presumably 




 The idea that culture might have a role in persuading the individual not to steal, or at 
least in the creation of the juridical institutions which made it unadvisable for him to do so, 
appears in the subsequent essay on Coleridge. In the essay on Bentham, Mill had talked in 
passing of the ‚National Character‛ as something to which feeling might contribute. On its own 
it would be hard to see this ‚National Character‛ as more than a vague piety, but in the later 
essay it was proposed as an aid to specific types of state-formation. Extreme deployments of 
customary sentiment, like those he saw in Coleridge, contributed to political states of inflexible 
tyranny. Coleridge, Mill wrote, protested 
...the mischief done to the uneducated and uncultivated by weaning them of all habits of reverence, 
appealing to them as a competent tribunal to decide the most intricate questions, and making them 
think themselves capable, not only of being a light to themselves, but of giving the law to their 
superiors in culture. (106) 
 
The habits of reverence Coleridge was defending could lead only to ‚an aristocratic 
government, supporting and supported by an established Christian church‛ (107). But the kind 
of state Mill himself hoped for, one dedicated to ‚the principles of individual freedom and 
political and social equality‛ (122), also depended upon felt allegiance to these principles, upon 
systems of education and ‚restraining discipline‛ (121), and ‚cohesion among the members of 
the same community‛ (124). 
 It would be too much to suggest that the whole welter of Victorian attempts to "use" 
feeling followed on the kind of effectual discrimination which Mill winnows out of Bentham, 
between productive and counterproductive kinds of affiliation and dedication. Much of the 
mass project of Victorian empathy takes the very familiar form of exhortations to love one's 
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neighbor. In Adelaide Procter’s ‚The Cradle Song of the Poor,‛ an indigent woman tells her 
starving child 
Hush! I cannot bear to see thee 
Stretch thy tiny hands in vain; 
Dear, I have no bread to give thee, 
Nothing, child, to ease thy pain! (769) 
 
The purpose of the poem is the generation of sympathy, or guilt, in response to the situation it 
describes. In other words, poems produce feelings by showing us things we are supposed to 
have feelings about. ‚Cradle Song,‛ which was published in Charles Dickens’ weekly Household 
Words in the early 1850s, sets up an instructive double dissociation; we watch the mother and 
try to imagine her pain while she models the same operation with regards to her child, with the 
significant difference that she is powerless while we, by implication at least, are not. In the 
example of sympathy the poem offers in its maternal speaker, and in the device of perspective 
whereby it invites us to contrast our own powers of sympathy to hers (we, presumably, could 
have spared a little bread), "Cradle Song" is a use of literature to create dispositions which could 
be of social import. It is in such formal operations that the poem differs from, for instance, a 
survey of child mortality in Ireland - which from a pure utilitarian perspective would have been 
sufficient to action. 
 But consider the chain of assumption on which this operation depends. The model 
whereby this poem could produce positive consequences is one in which readers are capable of 
recognizing morally significant facts, in which their recognitions (with the help of poetry) 
correspond to certain types of feeling (sympathy, guilt), and in which these feelings in turn 
naturally correspond to certain types of social action. First, if one didn't believe that children 
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ever starved to death, or that starving to death was unpleasant, the poem's formal achievements 
would produce nothing. And second, if realizing that children do starve and that starvation is 
unpleasant did not naturally produce the desired feelings, the poem merely asserts that it ought 
to do so. Its objective is in producing is from ought. 
 The poem does not, in other words, depart from a framework in which feelings and 
behaviors are justified by their virtue, conceived from a Christian viewpoint. (Procter herself 
was a Catholic convert). The flurry of appeals to empathy in this period, however, do indicate 
an insecurity about the security about the state of more traditional and didactic sources of such 
empathy, an insecurity fundamentally linked to secularization. Procter was friends with 
Elizabeth Gaskell, who published beside her in Household Words, and Gaskell's North and South 
(1853) makes an injunction much like that of "Cradle Song." John Thornton and his workers 
need to abandon their adversity, just as agrarian, genteel people like the Hales need to 
overcome their own adversity towards the new industrialism, and help factory owners towards 
a relationship of patronage between master and man. As with "Cradle Song," the novel's main 
agency lies in exhorting the behavior it considers virtuous. But the whole problem upon which 
the action follows, the crisis which requires the renewal of social empathy and which is resolved 
with Margaret and Thornton's marriage, is brought on by the Reverend Hale's renunciation of 
his ecclesiastical post, on grounds of doubt. 
It is in close proximity to Procter and Gaskell that, in the next decade, two thinkers get 
beyond this limit of what one ought to feel, to usefully contemplate how socially valuable 
dispositions which do not exist could be produced. Arnold and Eliot, like Procter and Gaskell, 
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published in The Cornhill in the 1860s, though to demonstrate the difference I mean, I will move 
now to an essay which Arnold published in The National Review, ‚The Function of Criticism at 
the Present Time.‛ From a survey of convenient, received definitions of British excellence, 
Arnold turns to a crime reported in a newspaper: 
"A shocking child murder has just been committed at Nottingham. A girl named Wragg left the 
workhouse there on Saturday morning with her young illegitimate child. The child was soon 
afterwards found dead on Mapperly Hills, having been strangled. Wragg is in custody." (273) 
 
Arnold draws great attention to the ugliness of the woman’s surname, to the inelegance of 
the final sentence which cuts off both sex and given name, and to the dismal industrial 
canvas upon which the newspaper passage sketches its principals. He then proclaims, 
characteristically, that they had not such names in Ionia and Attica. Taken its worst, this 
point is one of the shallowest kind of impressionism; Arnold rates phenomena based on how 
they please him as a spectator, failing completely to draw the essential moral distinction 
between the scenario of poverty and violence described and the merely unappealing quality 
of Anglo-Saxon names and the Nottingham cityscape. Bentham’s rebuke that ‚judges of 
elegance and taste consider themselves as benefactors to the human race, whilst they are 
really only the interrupters of their pleasure‛ could not be more apt. If he is read more 
charitably, however, Arnold offers a statement about how impressionistic qualities effect 
moral commitment. ‚There is profit for the spirit,‛ he writes, gesturing back to the encomia 
for modern Britain, ‚in such contrasts as this‛ (275). If we can be embarrassed by the story of 
Wragg, we may be driven to do something about it, and the readiest source of 
embarrassment, for better or worse, seems to lie in the aesthetic difference between this scene 
and the proclamation of British excellence. The necessity of Arnold's effort implies a fairly 
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low level of ethical commitment in the abstract. Poverty in itself may be a sufficient reason for 
action against it, but it is not a sufficient motive. But in proposing where such a motive might 
come from – offering a means to the ends described by Mill, and an answer to the question 
Williams was hesitant to ask – Arnold was taking cultural criticism further in the direction of 
what were to become the social sciences. 
It may be inevitable that, in an effort to press customary preferences and affiliations into 
the service of humanitarian goals, one ends up coming to religion. A way of reconciling oneself 
to religion, on the grounds of its utility rather than its truth, would seem particularly appealing 
in a moment when orthodox Christian belief was becoming harder to reconcile with the most 
advanced scientific and philosophical opinion, but in which the Church of England as an 
institution still played such a central role in British life, and in which appeals to public piety 
commanded so much power. This still self-evident role of religious community as a source of 
social order in the later nineteenth century accounts for a curious ambivalence in the early social 
sciences towards the secular condition of their own possibility. On the one hand, it is a 
disinvestiture in the metaphysical rightness of this or that pattern of behavior4 that makes more 
material and consequential investigations of the behavior relevant and plausible. But the first 
conclusion of these investigations is very often the relevance and use of the prior (but still 
present) religious system. Anthropology and sociology would have been both unthinkable and 
                                                          
4
 This disinvestiture is, of course, a very gradual process, and one that follows different timelines in different 
disciplines. As secularization progresses, fewer and fewer areas of behavior are held to explicitly metaphysical 
standards of judgment, from political economy in the eighteenth century to psychology in the twentieth. Charles 
Taylor rightly observes the insufficiency of a model wherein "Darwin disproved the bible," and secularization 
suddenly followed. Darwin's discoveries had momentous social effect because they followed of empirical 
contestation which had already been legitimated. 
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pointless within the framework of medieval Christianity, but seminal contributions to these 
fields - Durkheim, Tonnies, Boas - often assert the functional benefits of traditional belief.5 
It is only when religion is championed on the basis of a practical evaluation that there is 
the risk of contradiction, and for the most part, these early disciplinary assessments are 
studiously detached and neutral. Generalist cultural criticism, however, was more inclined 
recommend the forms of engagement it examined.6 In this capacity religion presents a special 
problem. The operation modeled in Arnold's ‚Wragg‛ passage appeals to something other than 
straightforward reasoning, but does so without self-contradiction. One can recognize that 
people react more readily to aesthetics and national pride than to a nakedly ethical point, and 
use the former things to serve the latter, without believing that they are of any independent 
importance. Indeed, one does not even need others to believe these things are of independent 
importance. It is difficult (though not quite impossible) to feel nationalism while believing there 
is no ground for such a feeling. But it is comparatively easy to achieve some of what we call 
critical distance about a patriotic emotion, to regard it as a subjective quirk rather than a claim 
of higher truth, without making it harder for oneself or others to participate in. One can know 
that, for causes which have nothing to do with reason, one works better in the dark, and still be 
very reasonable in turning off the lights. But, if it is possible to look at one's attraction to Greek 
or one's preference for pastoral over urban scenery from the outside, as a simple fact of preference 
                                                          
5
 The most notable exception to this trend is Max Weber, who tends to recommend a conscientious engagement in 
the process of secularization begun by Protestantism. Even Weber, however, is not incapable of nostalgic 
retrospect. The appeals to "courage" and "manhood" whereby The Protestant Ethic encourages modernization 
suggest at least backhandedly that religious tradition had its comforts. 
 
6
 Essentially the same distinction is made between "public intellectuals" and "academics" or "experts" in twentieth 
and twenty-first century taxonomies of intellectual role.  An apt summation is the comment, frequently attributed 




whose relationship to what really matters is incidental, and still retain these attractions and 
preferences, it is almost impossible to say the same of religion.7 
Arnold, describing the difficulty of religious spokesmanship in an age of science and 
iconoclasm, wrote that  
Even when a clergyman, charged full of modern ideas, manages by a miracle of address to go over 
the very ground most dangerous to him without professional ruin, and even to exhibit unction as he 
goes along, there is no reason to exult at the feat: he would probably have exhibit more unction still 
if he had not had to exhibit it upon the tightrope. (―Stanley‖ 77-78) 
 
If the cultural instrumentalism whose advent I have been tracing is in some sense a strategic use 
of unction, then Arnold and Eliot are something like the preacher on the tightrope. In defending 
religion for humanitarian reasons, both demonstrated an extremity of commitment to their 
instrumental projects, to not taking culture at (in this case, metaphysical) face value. But this 
same indifference to metaphysical content served to disrupt actual religious belief. In different 
ways, Arnold and Eliot put themselves in the position of arguing for opinions they 
simultaneously admitted to be untrue. 
 
 The routine stylistic complaint about Arnold is inconsistency. Often this complaint is 
really a backhand compliment. Leavis, in his introduction to Mill’s essays on Bentham and 
Coleridge, wrote of Arnold that 
                                                          
7
 It would be absurd to pretend that the whole of religious life could be contained within a set of factual 
convictions. Some religious ethical schemes do not even require such convictions. The “Anonymous Christianity” of 
Catholic theologian Karl Rahner, for instance, proposes that moral action is sufficient irrespective of religious 
belief, and that virtuous individuals have “accepted the salvific grace of God, through Christ, although *they+ may 
never have heard of the Christian revelation” (161). For Christians, this idea solves the theological problem of the 
virtuous unbeliever. For anyone interested in Christianity as a social force, however, belief is likely to be at least an 
important part of the phenomenon in question. It is possible to imagine a valuation of Christianity which focused 
exclusively on its non-metaphysical elements - hymn-singing, cathedral architecture, the humanistic reading of the 
bible. Suffice it to say that this is not the sort of valuation we are dealing with here. 
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"Unlike Mill, he is not a systematic thinker, he represents no strict intellectual discipline, he doesn't 
go in for sharpness and completeness of analysis or full and clear statement of principle, and he is 
not preoccupied with consistency." (37) 
 
There is something beleaguering about the apparently positive things Arnold lacks: stricture, 
discipline, preoccupation. It is less than surprising, given his own ardent anti-utilitarianism, 
that Leavis should want to comment on the drearily rational quality of Mill’s philosophical 
commitments, so as to contrast him to the more literary and playful Arnold. Much of the 
purpose of Leavis’ introduction was to locate Mill below Arnold (and, as it happened, George 
Eliot) on the list of Victorian authors one ought to read. Four years earlier in 1955, Lionel 
Trilling had written that the ‚complex unity‛ in Arnold was ‚organic and not mechanical‛ (10). 
Arnold ‚had a passionate dislike of system‛ and ‚cherished the modulation of his opinions‛ 
(11). For Stefan Collini, Arnold’s topical irregularity is actually the result of his critical distance. 
Collini quotes the following from Arnold’s introduction to Literature and Dogma: 
How much of the blundering to be found in the world comes from people fancying that some idea is 
a definite and ascertained thing, like the idea of a triangle, when it is not; and proceeding to deduce 
properties from it, and to do battle about them, when their first start was a mistake! And how liable 
are people with a talent for hard, abstruse reasoning to be tempted to this mistake! And what can 
clear up such a mistake except a wide and familiar acquaintance with the human spirit and its 
productions, showing how ideas and terms arose, and what is their character? And this is letters 
and history, not logic. (Super 168, qtd. Collini 4) 
 
In avoiding the ‚pitfalls of systematic abstraction,‛ Collini writes, Arnold displays the more 
instantial ‚quality of ‘judgment’ *which+ is one of the things will value Arnold for‛ (4).  
Collini’s quotation is certainly apt. There are uncountable passages of this kind in 
Arnold’s writing, passages disdaining partial opinion and praising considered neutrality 
(though it is also worth noting that for all his lauds to detachment from quotidian conflict, 
Arnold could be an incautious satirist and a hyperbolic scold). But in highlighting such 
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moments at the expense of others, Collini suggests an end-in-itselfish quality in Arnoldian 
detachment. If there were some final objective in mind, by contrast – preventing child murder in 
Nottingham or child poverty in the East End – the kind of detachment from proximate logics 
that the above passage from Literature and Dogma defends could be the basis for cultural 
instrumentalism. Arnold was, it is true, principally concerned with making this kind of thinking 
possible, and argued for very little in the way of "action." One subject on which he seems to 
have been more willing than usual to make such arguments was religion. With full respect to 
the occasional quality of much of his writing, I want to suggest that the deepest inconsistency in 
Arnold comes from his engagement with religion – from the irresoluble things he asked religion 
to be.  
Without too much speculation as to Arnold’s personal religious feeling, it can be said 
that his great hope for religion was that it would be a means to good conduct and philanthropy. 
In his essay ‚Marcus Aurelius,‛ he wrote that the goal of religious systems was ‚to take 
possession of human life, to save it from being abandoned by passion or allowed to drift at 
hazard, to give it happiness,‛ things he thought that Aurelius’ spiritual schema, despite it not 
being Christian, was admirably able to do (133). In another essay, ‚Spinoza and the Bible,‛ 
Arnold declared the prophetic revelation of the Hebrew bible a ‚human law< the method of 
life for attaining and preserving temporal security and prosperity‛ (163).8 Christianity was a 
better law because it allowed a larger moral universalism, but also because, Arnold argued, it 
                                                          
8
 Arnold did assert a “divine law… written in the heart, and one for all mankind,” which was the general foundation 
of specific human laws like those of the Hebrew prophets (163). But the content this law is intentionally vague: 
“the method of life for attaining this height of human blessedness… to know and love God” (163). If this could be 
done equally by theologies which disagreed with each other, belief itself was presumably not the point. “Knowing 
God” may be as simple as knowing a “best self.” 
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proposed itself in less dogmatic terms. Christ had ‚proclaimed the love of God and the love of 
our neighbor as commands, only because of the ignorance of the multitude‛ (164). The 
distinction is not perfectly salient: both Judaism and Christianity have commands, and if both 
sets of which are not transcendently necessary in every detail, it is unclear why the ignorance of 
the multitude should not be an equivalent factor in both. For whatever reason, however, Arnold 
proposed that Christianity was to a greater extent capable of recognizing the contingency of its 
own injunctions. The apostles, unlike the prophets, had not ‚announced their message in a form 
purely dogmatical" - "the apostles developed theirs with forms of reasoning and 
argumentation‛ (165).  
It makes sense, given that his interest in religion had always to do with human 
excellence, that Arnold should have wanted to stress Christianity’s flexibility to human need. 9 
To the forms of Christianity which refused this flexibility he was inimical. St. Paul’s signal 
contribution, he wrote, had been ‚a love of righteousness,‛ something with obvious flexible 
potential for social improvement, rather than an immutable revelation. But ‚Calvinism make(s) 
man’s desire and works of righteousness mere evidences and benefits of more important 
things‛ (‚St. Paul‛ 28).10 
                                                          
9
 This is the difference between Arnold's assertion of Christianity's inherently anti-foundational tendency and the 
one that comes from "Death of God" theologians like Gianni Vattimo and John Caputo. Caputo locates in 
Christianity a "sacred anarchy" in the sense of Gilles Deleuze (59). Vattimo even argues that Christianity's "anti-
foundational foundationalism" (a term he takes from Derrida) uniquely differentiates it from other religions. Such 
a position paradoxically restages the idea of metaphysical correctness from which it seeks escape. Arnold's 




 Political criticism of Arnold, which tends to be harsher than the stylistic sort I have mentioned, often catches 
upon this attitude. In Culture and Anarchy and other places, Arnold poked considerable fun at the level of 
education among religious dissenters. Arnold claimed in Culture and Anarchy to be middle-class, but his aspersions 
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Arnold’s last three major works on religion, the long essay ‚St. Paul and Protestantism‛ 
and the larger pieces God and The Bible and Dissent and Dogma, all attempt to sever religious 
behavior from dogmatic moorings. Another late piece, ‚The Study of Poetry,‛ made the famous 
assertion that ‚most of what now passes with us for religion and philosophy will be replaced by 
poetry‛ (162). If this was possible, then religion could be used in precisely the same way that 
aesthetics or patriotism could be used in the case of Wragg. These late works account for nearly 
the entirety of Arnold's posthumous reputation as a religious commentator. F.H. Bradley, the 
great Oxford idealist, used an expression from Literature and Dogma, ‚morality touched by 
emotion,‛ as evidence of a deep tautology in Arnold’s religious thinking. All that such a 
statement meant, Bradley wrote,  
is that morality ‗touched‘ by religious emotion is religious; and so, as answer to the question What 
is religion? All that we have said is. ‗It is religion when with morality you have – religion.‖ (315-316) 
Expressed this way the disagreement is unfair. In a move tellingly reminiscent of Arnold’s 
own writing, Bradley was endeavoring to make his target look intellectually shoddy, so that 
what was in fact a disagreement could appear as a simple correction. The issue was not 
simply that Arnold had failed to explain where religious emotions come from: he had quite 
straightforwardly described them arising from scripture and ritual. Bradley, avid 
metaphysician, was having his real argument with Arnold when he wrote that ‚Religion is 
more than morality. In the religious consciousness we find the belief, however vague and 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
depend on the gap in privilege between public school gentility and the petty-bourgeois stratum with which English 
dissent is typically associated, and have generally contributed to characterizations of Arnold as an exclusive elitist. 
The approach to Christianity as a civilizational legacy rather than as a metaphysical system has also brought Arnold 
afoul of critics of imperialism. In The Invention of World Religions, Tomoko Masuzawa has named Arnold as one of 
the pilots of a nefarious European adventure in the schematic categorization of world religions, a project whose 
end result, unsurprisingly, is the privileging of Christianity. It is curious then that this is the aspect of Arnold's 
thinking closest to that of explicitly anti-imperial scholars like Asad and Mahmood. 
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indistinct, in an object, a not-myself‛ (316). Religious emotion couldn’t simply be that which 
arose from the forms and institutions that customary association deemed religious; it had to 
come from conviction. 
 It is of some importance that what Arnold described as religion, others would fail to 
recognize as such. But this fact alone would only amount to a clash between competing 
definitions of the word "religion." On Arnold's side we could put the range of recent 
scholars, from Talal Asad to Mark C. Taylor and William Connolly, who observe that the 
faith-first approach of Western Protestantism has shaped our understanding of religion so as 
to exclude much of the activity other traditions consider essential to religious life. Bradley's 
position finds its extreme form in the "mere Christianity" of C.S. Lewis. In the milder 
iteration wherein belief is at least one defining component of religious observance, we are 
likely to find the overwhelming mass of orthodox theologians of Western religion. The 
conflict itself is merely semantic. What should be noted is that Arnold is not consistently 
satisfied with his own position. His religious writings before the 1870s repeatedly assert the 
motivational importance of conviction. They even look for ways to protect it, in at least the 
‚vague and indistinct‛ form of Bradley’s expression. 
 Much of Arnold's religious criticism was founded on a distinction between what he 
called "enlightenment" and what he called "edification." These terms first occurred in an essay 
called "The Bishop and the Philosopher," one of Arnold's earliest attacks on a religious subject. 
Published in Macmillan's in January of 1963, the piece was a review of John Colenso's Critical 
Examination of the Pentateuch, a book Arnold detested. Colenso, who was Anglican Bishop of 
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Natal as well as a mathematician, had alleged the impossibility of several numerical assertions 
in the first five books of the bible. Colenso thought this discovery momentous, and claimed that 
it demonstrated "the impossibility of regarding the Mosaic story as a true narrative of actual 
historical matters of fact" (qtd in Arnold 49). Arnold called this point "a purely negative one" 
(49); it contributing nothing to the enlightenment of the educated, nor to the edification of the 
uneducated.  
 These two terms in some ways prefigure the Hellenism and Hebraism that Arnold 
would famously theorize later in the decade. Enlightenment, like Hellenism, had to do with the 
more interrogative qualities of mind, with openness to questions of value: Colenso had failed to 
enlighten because rigorous thinkers, Arnold estimated, had never attached any importance to 
accuracy of detail in the scripture. To edify, by the same token, was to encourage qualities 
associated with Hebraism – passionate attachments to causes, zealous adherence to ethical 
principles, extremes of devotion to what one perceives to be right and true.  
But Hellenism and Hebraism were things of which one could have too much. The 
complaint against the latter is precisely the subject of Collini’s quotation from Literature and 
Dogma: Hebraism tended to take as first principles things which are in fact not first principles, 
but only proximate conveniences. This error, which in Culture and Anarchy Arnold called 
‚mechanical,‛ made it difficult to reconsider a practice when its consequences changed or 
became excessive, creating counterproductive snags in the pursuit of what Arnold called ‚real 
excellence.‛ The main claim of Culture and Anarchy was that Britain needed more Hellenism, but 
it too (lest Arnold be convicted of a Hebraistic reverence for Hellenism) could exceed its 
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usefulness. If Hebraism tended to misspend its moral energy, Hellenism offered no moral 
energy at all, tending in its extreme forms towards listless dissipation. ‚We have Hebraised too 
much,‛ Arnold wrote, but 
…the habits and discipline received from Hebraism remain for our race an eternal possession… To 
walk staunchly by the best light one has, to be strict and sincere with oneself, not to be of the 
number of those who say and do not, to be in earnest,–this is the discipline by which alone man is 
enabled to rescue his life from thraldom to the passing moment and to his bodily senses, to 
ennoble it, and to make it eternal. (28) 
 
Hellenism and Hebraism were thus contradictory mentalities, though not quite mutually 
exclusive ones. It was from their détente, their counterpoise, that a working social order could 
be derived. 
There is by contrast no reason, at least none that the words imply, why enlightenment 
should need to be offset with edification or vice versa. It is hard to imagine a surfeit of 
edification. The term is straightforwardly positive, and the Arnold of 1863 was indicating 
something less ungainly than he meant by Hebraism in 1867. The force of Hebraism, to its 
detriment, depended upon acclamations of fixed truth. Edification would seem to point to 
something less propositional, a positive stimulation of the emotions by something to which they 
were sensitive: unction, loveliness, genius, to use some of the standard Arnoldian terms. ‚The 
Bishop and the Philosopher‛ is already formulating the positions which Arnold would take in 
the longer works of the 1870s, and which would crest in 1880 with "The Study of Poetry," and its 
claim that poetry could replace religion. 
The term "edification" – like the analogy to poetry – allows us to imagine that religious 
feeling could come without religious conviction. This idea is also present throughout Arnold’s 
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religious criticism in the 1860s. In a sequel essay to ‚The Bishop and the Philosopher‛ called 
‚Dr. Stanley’s Lectures on the Jewish Church,‛ Arnold warned that 
The moment in the sphere of the religious life undue prominence is given to the intellectual ideas 
which are here but accessories, the moment  the first place is not given to the emotional , that 
moment the essence of the religious life is violated. (67) 
 
The long 1869 essay ‚St. Paul and Protestantism‛ articulates the separation even more 
clearly. The essay was a response to Ernest Renan, whose work had provided much of the 
foundation of Arnold’s concept of Hebraism. Renan, who was closer than Arnold to simple 
anti-Semitism, had blamed Paul’s racial tendency towards pious monomania for the rise of 
extreme Protestantism in modern Europe. Arnold proposed to defend Paul from these 
unflattering followers. Theirs was, in Arnold’s view, a category mistake: Paul ‚did not write 
scientific treatises, but had always religious edification in direct view‛ (23). The Pauline 
scripture (and by an extension of logic, most of the bible) had less to do with nineteenth 
century evangelism than with the values of literature: 
The Hebrew genius has not, like the Greek, its conscious and clear-marked division into a poetic 
side and a scientific side; the scientific side is almost absent. The Bible utterances have often the 
character of a chorus of Aeschylus, but never that of a treatise of Aristotle. (21) 
 
 But the happy flexibility Arnold expressed in his explicitly religious essays is dogged by 
the mutually detractive dyad of Hellenism and Hebraism, which seems, oddly, to pop up 
whenever Arnold is not talking about religion. Just as the flexible ideal of edification-without-
dogma develops in the religious criticism of the 1860s before being fully articulated in ‚St. Paul 
and Protestantism,‛ the more mutually detractive model of Hellenism and Hebraism, which 
necessitates compromise and even sacrifice, germinates in nonreligious essays before emerging 
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in Culture and Anarchy. It was in an 1863 commemoration of Heinrich Heine in The Cornhill that 
Arnold first used the word ‚Philistine.‛ He quoted Heine’s description of ‚a Hellenic 
renascence and a Hebrew renascence‛ in modern Europe (117), terms which Arnold mapped 
loosely onto the qualities of ‚French modernism and clearness‛ and ‚German sentiment and 
fullness‛ (124).11 As would later be the case in Culture and Anarchy (in whose preface Arnold 
mentioned Heine as a one-sidedly hostile caricaturist of the Hebraic spirit), these two values of 
inquisitiveness and fervency clashed, with a great deal of one thing tending to mean not enough 
of the other. Heine’s interrogative, playful style as poet and belle-lettrist, which Arnold admired 
immensely, arose out of his thoroughgoing Hellenism. His critical, skeptical thinking made him 
‚a brilliant soldier in the Liberation War of humanity‛ (132). But this same skepticism left him 
without moral compass. Arnold found that 
He was profoundly disrespectable, and not even the merit of not being a Philistine can make up for 
a man‘s being that. To his intellectual deliverance was an addition of something else wanting, and 
that something else was immense; the old-fashioned, laborious, eternally needful moral 
deliverance. (131-132). 
 But, lest the conflict between Hellenism and Hebraism be seen to have something to do 
with actual religion, the complaint against Heine studiously avoids any reference to its subject’s 
religious convictions. Arnold dutifully relates that Heine was born a Jew, and pays several 
bland compliments to his studies of Jewish life and history, but there is no suggestion that these 
origins determine Heine’s direction as a writer, except insofar as they imply an allegiance with 
French republicanism, which had offered civil citizenship regardless of religion. Heine left the 
Jewish faith via a Lutheran baptism in 1825, which Arnold does not mention. The conversion 
                                                          
11
 As well as the first use of the term “modernism” of which I am aware, the essay on Heine offers the idea of a 
"Mind of Europe." Arnold’s faint praise for the elegant but morally dilettante Heine is a fair model for the 
assessment he himself would later receive from T.S. Eliot. 
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was, as Heine himself admitted, motivated by a desire for equal status under Prussian law 
rather than a new religious faith. But the fact that Heine was neither an observant Jew nor a 
believing Christian seems obviously relevant to Arnold’s picture. And yet the essay excludes it. 
Excessive freethinking, it would seem, could be morally corrosive in many areas, but in religion, 
where edification was sufficient, critical thinking did not need to coincide with any diminution 
of moral purpose. Heine, the reasoning would go, could have though freely about religion and 
still have remained religious; the fact that he did not remain so must be a coincidence.  
  When Hellenism and Hebraism are fully theorized three years later in Culture and 
Anarchy, their segregation from the question of religious belief is no less curious. Of the long 
essays Arnold wrote in this period, Culture and Anarchy is the least focused on the specifically 
religious forms of allegiance. It has a great deal to say about ecclesiastical government, and the 
Protestant’s ‚mechanical‛ assumption that a smaller national church is a better national church. 
It criticizes reflex anti-Catholicism, borrowing a warning from the Elizabethan diplomat Henry 
Wotton against ‚thinking that the farther you go from the Church of Rome, the nearer you are 
to God‛ (24). More significantly, it was concerned with the stock assumption of English political 
liberalism that an increase in personal freedom was always a good thing, and the unconsidered 
habit of bourgeois economics to treat greater productivity as an end in itself, rather than a 
possible means to human happiness. Some Hellenism would make these impulses less absolute, 
more pragmatic and flexible, though too much might sophisticate away the useful drive in 
them. It is difficult to believe, however, that Arnold was not thinking of a specifically religious 
foundationalism when he coined the term "Hebraism." The possibility that he was thinking 
about religious foundationalism raises serious questions about his more explicitly religious 
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essays. In ‚St. Paul and Protestantism,‛ being Hebrew seems to mean being without fixed 
propositional certainties of any kind. In Culture and Anarchy, being Hebraistic meant precisely 
these certainties.12 
The inconsistency between these two ways of thinking is too profound, and indeed too 
consistent, to be attributed to fickleness or carelessness on Arnold's part. It seems very likely 
that the one position reflects Arnold's actual understanding of the situation, while the other 
seeks a rhetorical effect of self-legitimation. Collini suggests that Arnold’s attempt to turn 
religion into poetry was inspired by a desire to prevent it from being ‚disproved‛ by natural 
science (98). This impulse is evident in the series of public debates Arnold had with T.H. Huxley 
throughout this period, as well as in the piece on Colenso. I would add that it allowed Arnold to 
legitimate his own flexible and strategic interests in religion.  He needed to show that his 
readiness to bypass questions of religious truth in the name of religious utility was indeed an 
attitude which could be reconciled with religion, one whose content was not in fact irreligious. 
He had faced the opposite suggestion from the moment ‚The Bishop and the Philosopher‛ 
appeared in January of 1863. That month, The Examiner published a letter signed ‚J.G.‛ under 
the heading of ‚The Bishop and the Professor.‛ Not for the last time, Arnold was accused of 
intellectual elitism. He was even accused of wanting to mislead the public.13 In ‚Dr. Stanley’s 
                                                          
12
 This apparent contradiction is evident within St. Paul and Protestantism itself. On the one hand, the quotation 
about “The Hebrew Genius” suggests quite clearly that the scriptural literalism was alien to the Jews, and arose out 
of an inappropriate application of Western positivism after the fact (without the racialist language, this could be a 
version of the post-secular complaint). But later in the essay, Arnold takes Paul to task for “Judaising,” of citing 
biblical passages as evidence for his conclusions. Judaization and The Hebrew Genius appear to be different things- 
although Judaization sounds a great deal like the “Hebraism” of Culture and Anarchy. 
 
13
 Another notably disparaging response to Arnold’s essay was William Rathbone Greg’s Truth versus Edification 
(1869). Like” J.G.,” Greg would be cited as an antagonist in a number of Arnold’s subsequent essays. 
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Lectures on the Jewish Church,‛ which came out in February, Arnold summarized the criticism 
as follows: 
Who that had been reproached with denying to an honest clergyman freedom to speak the truth, 
who that had been misrepresented as wishing to make religious truth the property of an aristocratic 
few, while to the multitude is thrown the sop of any convenient fiction, could desire a better 
opportunity than Dr. Stanley‘s book… (65). 
 
Arnold had to show, as he put it later in the essay, that intellectually formulated dogmas were 
‚but accessories‛ to religious life. Otherwise, by attempting to shift religion off of the grounds 
of its usual, creedal grounds of justifications, he would be cutting the chord which made 
religious unction possible. 
 But in the anxiety that religion might be disproved, Arnold cannot help linking 
religion’s usefulness to literal belief. In fact, much of Arnold’s work on religion betrays a deep 
sense of its vulnerability to skepticism. The divine status of the scriptures may well have been 
beside the point from Arnold’s own perspective, but this did not make doubt about this status 
undangerous. When Arnold complained that Colenso had failed in ‚edifying the little-
instructed and informing the much-instructed,‛ he meant exactly this: the bishop’s ideas were 
both irrelevant and potentially destructive. It is for the same reason that he had to demonstrate, 
against Renan, that Christianity could not simply discard St. Paul: not because Pauline doctrine 
was necessary for "correct" Christian belief (since the major work of ‚St. Paul and 
Protestantism‛ is the reduction of that doctrine to impressionism), but because to jettison Paul 
would be to traumatize the canon most people believed in. This is not the logic of 
enlightenment and edification, but of Hellenism and Hebraism, where moral action depends 
upon belief. This was why, in ‚St. Paul and Protestantism,‛ the actual, highly abstract nature of 
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the divine had to be concretized for the ‚ignorant multitude‛ in the form of ‚commands.‛ It is 
also why Colenso’s consolatory suggestion of a kind of vague interfaith spiritualism – ‚the 
words of Cicero,‛ ‚truths revealed to the Sikh Gooroos,‛ ‚a Hindoo prayer‛ (47) – is so 
inadequate. None of Arnold’s position suggests that people need the fixed specificity of 
Calvinist literalism. But it does suggest a need, on the part of most people, to suppose that the 
familiar forms of religious observance and doctrine bespeak divine truth. 
 The entire distinction between the little-instructed and the much-instructed, the 
multitude and those outside it, is rooted in the idea that there are certain things that most 
people cannot be allowed to know. After introducing the division of much- and little-educated 
in ‚The Bishop and the Philosopher,‛ Arnold ventriloquizes what seems a reasonable question: 
does it make sense ‚not to edify the little-instructed, but to enlighten them?‛ (43). The idea 
sends him on a long, sarcastic digression about excesses of modern intellectual democracy, and 
the idea that the general public can deal with any issue of complexity. The truth is, he 
concludes, that ‚The great mass of the human race have to be softened and humanized through 
their heart and imagination, before any soil can be found in them where knowledge may strike 
living roots‛ (44). The heart and the imagination sound like zones of edification rather than of 
dogma, but by the logic of this essay, too much factual curiosity will disrupt their working after 
all, at least for most people at present. The essay closed with a comparison of Colenso to Baruch 
Spinoza, the Philosopher of its title. Like Colenso, Spinoza had called the literal veracity of 
scripture into question. But he had not done so for the public: the skeptical Tractatus Theologico-
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Politicus had been composed very strategically in Latin.14 As advice to Colenso, Arnold quotes 
from Ecclesiastes ‚If thou hast heard a word, let it die with thee; and be bold, it will not burst 
thee‛ (53).   
 This elitism could have been a limited way of managing the contradictions Arnold faced. 
To make religion serve human good as effectively as possible, to prevent it from fossilizing into 
a belief-ethics which regards its own worldly consequences as incidental byproducts, there had 
to be those who knew what the real status of truth in religion was, and where religion’s real 
purpose lay. At the same time, since religious efficacy did (it turns out) depend on real faith, 
most people ought not to think this way. It is worth pointing out that this second necessity is 
time-bound, Arnold having often inclined towards a kind of loose and unspecified 
Hegeliansim. There is that hypothetical moment imagined in "The Bishop and the Philosopher," 
after the heart and the imagination have been sufficiently acculturated, when real knowledge 
might take root, and the public might behave morally without strict faith in revealed 
commandments. In other words, when religion becomes poetry, it will stop being religion. But 
insofar as religion is the kind of motivation that is needed, there is no way around belief. 
But for whom, given such an explanation, did Arnold write the elaborate justifications of 
his own view of religion? From his own perspective, would not an explanation of the real 
nature of religion run the risk of attenuating religion itself - in those for whom it needed to be 
protected, those who would spiral off into hedonic nihilism without St. Paul or the Pentateuch? 
                                                          
14
 Just a few weeks after sending off “The Bishop and the Philosopher,” Arnold wrote an extremely negative review 
of Robert Willis’ English translation of Spinoza’s Tractatus Theologico-Politicus. The notice appeared in the London 
Review in December of 1862, several weeks before “The Bishop and the Philosopher” came out Macmillan's, 
though as R.H. Super notes, the essay on Colenso was written and submitted first. Predictably, Arnold’s complaint 
was that Willis had made Spinoza’s doubts appear too obvious and extreme. 
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From the perspective of others, didn’t doing as Arnold argued the majority should do depend 
on not agreeing with him, on believing that dogma was not contingent? Arnold’s own work, 
like Spinoza’s, is a threat to the convictions he sees as necessary. The devoutly Anglo-Catholic 
George Saintsbury, who admired Arnold, warned that he disseminated 
The heresy – the foundation of all heresies – that religion is something that you can ―bespeak,‖ that 
you can select and arrange to your own taste; that it is not ―to take or to leave‖ at your peril as it 
offers itself. (3) 
 
As we well see, those who actually maintain even the kind of nonspecific faith that Arnold 
was hoping for are obliged to disagree with him. 
 
 It is a point often made in the history of cultural studies that Arnold used the word 
‚culture‛ to indicate something which set one apart. The sense of ‚a cultured person‛ is very 
different from what Mill called ‚the whole unanalysed experience of the human race,‛ or what 
Williams later meant to indicate in the proposition that ‚culture is ordinary.‛ This makes for a 
somewhat confusing shift of terms: when we say ‚culture,‛ we mean the daily play of habits, 
implied values, and social persuasions which direct behavior, and which can be analyzed as 
doing so. Arnold, by contrast, used the word to indicate the distance which made such analysis 
possible. The powers of mind necessary for this analytic distance did at a sort of initial stage 
come from the softening of the heart and the emotions by certain forms of direct experience, as 
in religion or literature. Once existent, however, these powers tended to disengage from the 
practices which had succored them – or at least, no longer to see those practices on their own 
terms. The difficulties which arise from distance, the dangers inherent in someone for whom the 
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communal values are looser and less binding, is one of the great themes of George Eliot. And 
the casuist of Eliot’s novels is, above all, a religious casuist. 
Personal connection between Eliot and Arnold does not go much beyond shared 
appearance in The Cornhill. They appear never to have corresponded. Her letters mention him 
briefly; one of these attempts to apologize to Frederic Harrison on Arnold's behalf, Arnold 
having called Harrison "an enemy to culture" in The Cornhill. Another letter defends the 
accuracy one of Arnold's translations to Oscar Browning. For his own part, Arnold was stonily 
silent on Eliot, as he was on virtually every writer of prose fiction. Both were deeply influenced 
by David Strauss, the German theologian who put the Christian story in controversially human 
terms, and it may be with some reference to the Arnoldian dyad that Eliot makes her most 
flexibly unprincipled character, Tito Melemma, a Greek, and her most famous sectarian joiner, 
Daniel Deronda, a Jew. Arnold and Eliot were named together by Leavis (at Mill’s implicit 
expense) as the two great cultural thinkers of their period. But beyond this, despite the fact that 
they were born within three years of one another, the personal association of these two eminent 
Victorians is negligible. This makes it all the more striking how clearly their positions offer 
mirror inversions of the same logical and rhetorical problem. 
A decent point of comparison is the overlap of their views on Methodism. In ‚St. Paul 
and Protestantism,‛ Arnold positively contrasted Methodism to Calvinism, which he regarded 
as the less joyful of the two schools of English Dissent. Arnold’s interest in religious form over 
religious content would seem to dispose him towards very high Anglicanism, but an 
enthusiasm for incorporative institutions and the precedent of his father also pushed him 
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towards the broad Church. John Wesley, as Arnold emphasized, had never seen himself as a 
schismatic, and Arnold admired Wesley’s ‚gift for godliness,‛ his charismatic ability to generate 
emotional extremes of piety and benevolence (18). Eliot also admired what she saw as 
Methodism’s affecting warmth. Her paternal aunt, Elizabeth Evans, had been a Wesleyan lay 
preacher in Warwickshire, and is always taken to be the model for Adam Bede’s Dinah Morris.  
Arnold thought that Methodism would be better off without its narrower and more 
dogmatic aspects, ‚Wesley’s doctrines of conversion, of the new birth, of sanctification, of the 
direct witness of the spirit, of assurance, of sinless perfection‛ (17). Unencumbered by these 
things, the Wesleyan gift for godliness could shine brighter. Eliot credited the assumptions of 
Methodism with no more actuality than Arnold did. At the end of the third chapter of Adam 
Bede, the narrator turns from Seth Bede’s failed proposal of marriage to Dinah, to admit the 
quaintness of the characters’ views and habits: 
They believed in present miracles, in instantaneous conversions, in revelations by dreams and 
visions; they drew lots, and sought for Divine guidance by opening the Bible at hazard; having a 
literal way of interpreting the Scriptures, which is not at all sanctioned by approved commentators; 
and it is impossible for me to represent their diction as correct, or their instruction as liberal. (43)  
But this admission is never quite an apology. The passage continues: 
Still - if I have read religious history aright - faith, hope, and charity have not always been found in a 
direct ratio with sensibility to the three concords; and it is possible, thank Heaven ! to have very 
erroneous theories and very sublime feelings. (43) 
The metropolitan polish whose absence the narrator notes is not really necessary, and there 
is an almost defensive anticipation that readers will demand it. There is even the suggestion 
that too much sophistication will damage what is of value in Methodism, or has done so 
already: 
It is too possible that to some of my readers Methodism may mean nothing more than low-pitched 
gables up dingy streets, sleek grocers, sponging preachers and hypocritical jargon - elements 
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which are regarded as an exhaustive analysis of Methodism in many fashionable quarters. That 
would be a pity; for I cannot pretend that Seth and Dinah were anything else than Methodists - not 
indeed of that modern type which reads quarterly reviews and attends in chapels with pillared 
porticoes; but of a very old-fashioned kind. (43) 
Almost certainly, these lines are aimed at the changes in Methodist organization which stopped 
women like Elizabeth Evans from preaching in public. The antipathy to ‚jargon‛ is the same as 
in Arnold. But the fact that the jargon is ‚hypocritical‛ rather than simply narrowminded makes 
the problem different. Sophistication, the very process that Arnold thought could purify 
Wesleyan ardour, has in Eliot’s novel dissipated it. The reader of 1859, who knows of that ‚the 
afterglow‛ of revival in the early years of the century has ‚long passed away,‛ is put in a 
position which would later belong to several of Eliot’s major characters: that of hoping against 
the disillusionment of others. 
This defense of what she can only have regarded as illusions is hard to reconcile with 
Eliot’s consensual appointment as the exemplary realist writer of nineteenth century Britain. In 
a brilliant 2005 essay, Catherine Gallagher locates Eliot within ‚the circularity... coiled at the 
heart of the novel genre, whose earliest practitioners maintained that they were reforming the 
relation between general and particular‛ (61). By insisting on the unique idiosyncrasies of every 
object she describes, by marking deviation from the typical or typological, Eliot ‚not only makes 
us curious about the quotidian, not only convinces us that knowing its particularity is our 
ultimate ethical duty, but also, and supremely, makes us want it‛ (73). Gallagher’s exemplary 
subject is the erotic plot of Middlemarch, the distance between Dorothea’s particular desire for a 
particular man and her stake in ‚common womanhood.‛ There are as many moments of the 
nongeneric in Adam Bede.  
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In his tall stalwartness Adam Bede was a Saxon, and justified his name; but the jet-black hair, 
made the more noticeable by its contrast with the light paper cap, and the keen glance of the dark 
eyes that shone from under strongly marked, prominent and mobile eyebrows, indicated a mixture 
of Celtic blood. (10) 
It is not sufficient to paint Adam as a bluff type for rural Englishness. That Englishness must be 
deconstructed. 
This disposition against familiar, simplifying descriptions carries easily into the anti-
Messianic nature of many of Eliot’s plots. The extremely qualified radicalism of Felix Holt, the 
heroic figure of St. Theresa to which Dorothea can never live up, the demise of the humiliated 
Savonarola all seem to argue against glamourous received models of action. It is under this hat 
that the atheist Eliot looks most like an opponent of religious faith, and under this hat that she 
draws the rebuke of Raymond Williams, that ‚almost any kind of social action is ruled out‛ 
(109). But it is worth recognizing that the narrative tack Gallagher describes is reliant on type 
even in its move beyond it. In the physiognomic description of Adam, we need the abstract 
purities of the Celt and the Saxon, even if we are never allowed to believe they exist as such in 
real life. 
To make the same point at the level of plot: an optimism about the icon, about the 
possibility that the ideal can become real, is the precondition for ethical and intellectual 
development in George Eliot’s central characters. Gwendolyn Harleth ‚rejoice(s) to feel herself 
exceptional,‛ hoping at first for an idle life free of compromise, then for success on the stage,15 
but gets neither. Tertius Lydgate hopes to win renown as a scholarly country doctor, but finds 
                                                          
15
 The possibility of real musical genius is Daniel Deronda is represented by Herr Klesmer, who, if he does confirm a 
certain set of stereotypes about the uncouth and impetuous qualities of visionary artists, does so in a way which is 
pretentious and ungainly. Klesmer’s “alarming cleverness” is made “less formidable by… a certain softening air of 
silliness which will sometimes befall even genius in the desire of being agreeable to beauty” (38). Klesmer is a kind 
of cupbearer for the far less justified literary affectations of his employer, Mrs. Arrowpoint. 
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no opportunity to distinguish himself, and is crushed under by the insultingly ordinary 
circumstances of debt and marital discord. Romola Bardi, raised to be a classical scholar on the 
model of Cassandra Fedele, loses her father’s library, and is turned back on the road to freedom 
to become a kind of married nun. Romola, Dorothea, and Gwendolyn all make disastrous 
marriages, and have to reconcile themselves to the results.  
But the right step beyond youthful enthusiasm is not the repudiation of that enthusiasm. 
In fact, the earlier type of thinking often appears to be a precondition for what comes next. For 
Romola, in particular, intercepted by Savonarola on the road out of Florence, remaining within 
her mistaken marriage to Tito becomes the central ethical test. In the same way, the figure from 
Middlemarch’s Finale – in which we are told that ‚"Her full nature, like that river of which Cyrus 
broke the strength, spent itself in channels which had no great name on the earth" (838) – seems 
to suggest that Dorothea’s mature acceptance of her role as obscure philanthropist is possible 
only because of her earlier grand design. 
Obscurity is an important point here. If dogmatic misperceptions can generate moral 
drive even after one has ceased believing them, we would be in the same loosely Hegelian 
territory as the late Arnold, in which articles of faith serve a time-bound function and then melt 
into air, leaving room for more flexible kinds of moral intelligence. "When I was a little fellow,‛ 
Daniel Deronda tells ladies on a walk around the old monastery at Diplow, as he points out 
floral designs in the stonework, ‚these capitals taught me to observe and delight in the structure 
of leaves" (361). But Deronda has not made a straightforward exit from pre-enlightenment or 
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boyhood wonder into rigorous botanical science. The larger passage demonstrates the full 
ambiguity of his perspective. 
"I suppose you can see every line of them with your eyes shut," said Juliet Fenn. 
"Yes. I was always repeating them.‖ (361) 
When Eliot’s sympathetic characters are forced to move beyond familiar abstractions, this 
moving-beyond rarely takes the purely negative form of dispelling an illusion. Something 
remains, a kind of nonspecific, uninterrogated residue. Typically, it is not truth so much as 
vagueness which replaces fiction. Dorothea Casaubon, forcing herself out of distraction at the 
thought of Will Ladislaw’s apparent involvement with Rosamond, contemplates the world 
around her. 
On the road there was a man with a bundle on his back and a woman carrying her baby; in the field 
she could see figures moving -- perhaps the shepherd with his dog. Far off in the bending sky was 
the pearly light; and she felt the largeness of the world and the manifold wakings of men to labor 
and endurance. (Dorothea) was a part of that involuntary, palpitating life, and could neither look out 
on it from her luxurious shelter as a mere spectator, nor hide her eyes in selfish complaining. (788) 
 
The wakings, she is capable of noting, are manifold, but the expansive, compelling generalness 
of the tableau is made possible by something to which readers have already been introduced – 
Dorothea’s poor eyesight. In not being a ‚spectator,‛ she does not recognize the particular 
individuals before her, presumably Middlemarch villagers whom she knows by name. The 
blurry figures she does apprehend are not precisely like the St. Theresa hagiography with 
which the book opens either, but still retain a shimmer of the typological: Shepherd, Mother, 
Child.  
If, to put it in crudely biographical terms, Eliot’s great sympathetic characters often 
share with her a shock something like that of discovering that there is no god, they differ from 
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her in remaining, like Dorothea, bad spectators – and perhaps more to the point, bad stimulants 
to the speculation of others.16 Eliot writes three major religious conversions: the Methodist 
revival of Adam Bede, the Dominican-led pietistic movement of Romola, with its culmination in 
the Bonfires of the Vanities, and Daniel Deronda’s discovery of his Jewish heritage and 
subsequent dedication to Zionism. The first of these defers the question of knowledge and faith 
by staging its revival entirely among people of ‚illiberal instruction‛ and ‚erroneous opinion,‛ 
people far below the level of erudition the narrative claims for itself and its readers. 
Disenchantment is only a problem extra-diegetically, for us. But the latter two books, which in 
Romola and Daniel include characters more proximate to the reader’s own presumed 
intelligence, depend in these characters upon feats of non-inquisition. Romola works 
assiduously for Savonarola, conforming outwardly with every dictate of piety, by not facing up 
to her own lack of specifically religious conviction: ‚She thought little about dogmas, and 
shrank from reflecting closely on the Frate's prophecies of the immediate scourge and closely-
following regeneration‛ (388). If this seems to be what Arnold was asking for, the life of near-
monastic service Romola leads, bought explicitly at the price of independent thought and 
scholarship, can hardly be called Hellenism. 
Daniel Deronda, no more credulous in the doctrinal sense than Romola, demonstrates an 
equally clear devotion to the letter of religious law. Joseph Kalonymos, the aging family friend 
who shares details of Daniel’s Jewish ancestry in Italy, says of Daniel’s grandfather that: 
                                                          
16
 D.A. Miller has recently made a conveniently apposite observation about Jane Austen: that characters like 
Elizabeth Bennett maintain an ironic distance from the social world which is analogous to that of Austen’s narrator, 
up until the moment they marry. In Eliot the chronology is reversed, and the heroine tends to find disillusionment 
within marriage. But the novelists share a tendency to include their wiser characters in their own critical distance 
up to a point, and no further. See Miller, Jane Austen, or, the Secret of Style. Princeton: Princeton UP, 2005. 
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Daniel Charisi used to say, 'Better, a wrong will than a wavering; better a steadfast enemy than an 
uncertain friend; better a false belief than no belief at all.' What he despised most was indifference. 
(619). 
But Daniel, who Kalonymos says is both like and unlike his grandfather, airs his distance 
from received dogma in public, albeit very diffidently 
You will call yourself a Jew and profess the faith of your fathers?" said Kalonymos, putting his hand 
on Deronda's shoulder and looking sharply in his face. 
"I shall call myself a Jew," said Deronda, deliberately, becoming slightly paler under the 
piercing eyes of his questioner. "But I will not say that I shall profess to believe exactly as my 
fathers have believed. Our fathers themselves changed the horizon of their belief and learned of 
other races. (620) 
 
It has to be allowed that in Daniel Deronda, religion and free thinking are allowed more 
intersection than in other of Eliot’s novels. Some of this may be Eliot’s appreciation that in 
Judaism she was dealing with something different than English Methodism or the 
charismatic Catholicism of the Florentine republic,17 something less requisite of confession 
and initiation, something more ontological or even tautological in its standards of 
participation, something which, by consequence, put Eliot the admiring nonparticipant in a 
less awkward relationship to it. Some parts of Jewish observance, particularly the prohibition 
on intermarriage, Eliot seems to see as justified on grounds which are entirely non-
metaphysical and even scientific. Daniel, hearing of his grandfather’s absolute spiritual 
dedication, wonders if it came at the cost of liberal intelligence, just as a reader of Adam Bede. 
"Yet his knowledge was not narrow?" said Deronda, with a tacit reference to the usual excuse for 
indecision—that it comes from knowing too much. 
"Narrow? no," said Kalonymos, shaking his head with a compassionate smile. "From his 
childhood upward, he drank in learning as easily as the plant sucks up water. But he early took to 
medicine and theories about life and health. He traveled to many countries, and spent much of his 
substance in seeing and knowing. What he used to insist on was that the strength and wealth of 
                                                          
17
 The Methodist and Dominican revivals of these two novels share a great deal in terms of character. Most 
notable, perhaps, is the shedding of jewelry both encourage in women. In strikingly similar scenes, formerly 




mankind depended on the balance of separateness and communication, and he was bitterly 
against our people losing themselves among the Gentiles; 'It's no better,' said he, 'than the many 
sorts of grain going back from their variety into sameness.' (619) 
 
The Halahkic law of endogamy seems to be justified here by the premises of nineteenth century 
racial science, the same science Eliot used to dissect Adam Bede’s physiognomy. 
Even if it is not metaphysically dogmatic, however, this kind of position does value 
certain limitations in Jewish free thought. A number of Jewish characters, most notably Herr 
Klesmer, do not adhere to Jewish law, and make respectable universalist arguments for not 
doing so. But Klesmer, said to believe in ‚the fusion of the races,‛ holds a position on the book 
which is at best ambiguous. When guests at Diplow discuss Klesmer’s surprising engagement 
to Miss Arrowpoint, the daughter of his genteel English patrons, Deronda suggests cryptically 
that "If they were any mésalliance in the case, I should say it was on Klesmer's side‛ (349). The 
company takes this comment to mean that Klesmer is a composer of international stature, 
where the wealthy Miss Arrowpoint is a pleasing but definitely amateur drawing room pianist. 
Deronda does not say otherwise, and he has not yet discovered his own Jewishness, but he is 
already in love with Mirah and conscious of the implications of her faith as regard suitable 
marriage partners. 
But it is in this distinction – in that what for Mirah is a matter of faith is for Daniel 
something else, something justified instrumentally – that Deronda reprises the gap between faith 
and free inquisition. Daniel promises that he ‚will maintain my grandfather’s notion of 
separateness with communication‛ while ‚not believing as my fathers believed’ (620). He 
describes his ambition in human and humanitarian terms, as one of ‚restoring or perfecting *the 
Jews’+ common life‛ (620). But though his reasons are different than those of Mirah or the 
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Cohens, he never intends to shift their understanding of Judaism towards his own, reserving his 
moments of unorthodoxy to the company of solitary, erudite men like Mordecai or Joseph 
Kalonymos. The social face of Daniel’s Judaism, like that of Romola’s Catholicism, does nothing 
to encourage speculation. 
Romola, in an episode which has always troubled Eliot’s critics, does something more 
than avoid creating suspicion. Repulsed by her husband and cut off from familiar purpose by 
the hubristic Savonarola’s impending demise, Romola puts herself into an empty boat on the 
Tyrrhenian Sea. She beaches dreamily and at hazard in a near-deserted village on the Tuscan 
coast. A group of Sephardic refugees have brought the plague, and are all dead except for an 
infant boy. The rest of the town is either sick or too afraid to help the dying. Romola carries the 
child into the village square looking for water, and becomes a Marian apparition, a heavenly 
motive to the fearful.       
Romola certainly presented a sight which, at, that moment and in that place, could hardly have 
been seen without some pausing and palpitation. With her gaze fixed intently on the distant slope, 
the long lines of her thick grey garment giving a gliding character to her rapid walk, her hair rolling 
backward and illuminated on the left side by the sun-rays, the little olive baby on her right arm now 
looking out with jet-black eyes, she might well startle that youth of fifteen, accustomed to swing the 
censer in the presence of a Madonna less fair and marvellous than this. 
―She carries a pitcher in her hand—to fetch water for the sick. It is the Holy Mother, come 
to take care of the people who have the pestilence.‖ (554) 
 
After this, Romola is joined in her efforts by spiritually bolstered villagers, and finds a home for 
the young Jewish orphan. The effect of her appearance is not entirely calculated, though 
Romola has been aware in past that the habitual severity of her garments inspires pious 




 It is, as I have said, difficult to square illusionism with realism. Leavis, who thought that 
Romola as a whole failed to ‚attain the concrete,‛ complained that the Madonna sequence in 
particular represented ‚in alleged actuality, something embarrassingly like a girlhood dream‛ 
(Tradition 47,49).18 But it is Romola, not Eliot, who is casting the spell. What is required of 
Romola is not realism at all. 
This is an important point, since I want to argue that Eliot’s religious reflections require 
those following her to take positions different than her own. Still, there are a few moments 
when Eliot’s narrator herself will privilege form over factual content to leave the observer with 
a sense of moral significance, moments which seem to offer the reader – rather than a distant 
group of ill-educated people – frames of value-laden luminosity. Daniel’s rescue of Mirah on 
the Thames has a luminous, imagistic quality, embossed and poetized by a quotation from 
Dante: 
As he rested on his oar, the pianissimo fall of the melodic wail "nella miseria" was distinctly audible 
on the brink of the water. (…) Deronda, awaiting the barge, now turning his head to the river-side, 
and saw at a few yards' distant from him a figure which might have been an impersonation of the 
misery he was unconsciously giving voice to: a girl hardly more than eighteen, of low slim figure, 
with most delicate little face, her dark curls pushed behind her ears under a large black hat, a long 
woolen cloak over her shoulders. Her hands were hanging down clasped before her, and her eyes 
were fixed on the river with a look of immovable, statue-like despair. This strong arrest of his 
attention made him cease singing: apparently his voice had entered her inner world without her 
taking any note of whence it came, for when it suddenly ceased she changed her attitude slightly, 
and, looking round with a frightened glance, met Deronda's face. It was but a couple of moments, 
but that seemed a long while for two people to look straight at each other. Her look was something 
like that of a fawn or other gentle animal before it turns to run away: no blush, no special alarm, but 
only some timidity which yet could not hinder her from a long look before she turned. (…) He had 
no right to linger and watch her: poorly-dressed, melancholy women are common sights; it was 
only the delicate beauty, picturesque lines and color of the image that was exceptional, and these 
conditions made it more markedly impossible that he should obtrude his interest upon her. He 
                                                          
18 In that this is the great moment of female agency in Romola as per Gilbert and Gubar, the moment in which 
Roloma becomes an author in her own right, rather than an amanuensis for forces outside her, it is also the key 
exception to Eliot’s anti-messianic realism (451). Amanda Claybaugh notes the relationship between Eliot’s 
protracted refusal, made to feminist contemporaries seeking her spokesmanship, to play “exemplary woman,” and 
the disappointed ambitions of exemplarity in her characters (126). 
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began to row away and was soon far up the river; but no other thoughts were busy enough quite to 
expel that pale image of unhappy girlhood. (159) 
 
It is possible that this passage is a reflection on the psychological processes by which Daniel 
himself is susceptible to haunting visions, rather than an attempt to produce them in the reader. 
But such an explanation cannot apply to Tito’s death at the hands of the abandoned Baldassare 
in Romola, which no diegetic character is present to see. There is something ominous and 
melodramatic about Baldassare throughout the story, a certainty embodied in him that Tito’s 
guilt will be inexorably and terribly punished even while Baldassarre’s own melodramatic need 
for recognition is thwarted. Like the passage from Deronda, the death scene bears a spark of the 
Dantean, adoptive father and prodigal son throttling each other by the banks of the Arno like 
the wrathful on the river Styx in the Inferno: 
He would never lose his hold till some one came and found them. Justice would send some 
witness, and then he, Baldassarre, would declare that he had killed this traitor, to whom he had 
once been a father. They would perhaps believe him now, and then he would be content with the 
struggle of justice on earth—then he would desire to die with his hold on this body, and follow the 
traitor to hell that he might clutch him there. 
And so he knelt, and so he pressed his knuckles against the round throat, without trusting 
to the seeming death, till the light got strong and he could kneel no longer. Then he sat on the 
body, still clutching the neck of the tunic. But the hours went on, and no witness came. No eyes 
descried afar off the two human bodies among the tall grass by the riverside. (548) 
Each of these examples is the sort of experiment in narrative affect that would be deeply 
interesting to a social realist of humanitarian aims. But this last one in particular fits 
uncomfortably within a project of realist explicative narration.19 
It is appropriate that a number of these stylized, supra-realist moments – moments 
which forbid neutrality - have to do with the introduction of villains. If the great Arnoldian 
                                                          
19
 It is for these reasons that I forego the invocation of Peter Brooks, except in this negative form. Brooks’ scenes 
of “moral excess,” of intense signification in nineteenth century melodrama, are said to originate in a kind of 
neurotic displacement of the religious impulse via secularization (43).  This would make symptomatic in Eliot what I 
think is actually instrumental and strategic. 
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adjective is ‚poise,‛ the less laudatory equivalent, ‚indifference,‛ may be Eliot’s, as well as 
Daniel Charisi’s, most signal condemnation. Hetty Sorrel’s exposure of her child, Tito’s 
betrayals of Baldassare and Bardo de Bardi, Bulstrode’s standing-by as Raffles drinks himself to 
death, Gwendolyn’s impassivity as her husband drowns – all these are transgressions of 
indifference rather than malice or passion. The introductory scenes in question make it 
impossible for us to be indifferent to that indifference. In Deronda, our first moment of real 
insight into Henleigh Grandcourt is almost a still-life. His whole malevolent personality is 
signified while he remains virtually motionless.   
Fetch, the beautiful liver-colored water-spaniel (…) sat with its forepaws firmly planted and its 
expressive brown face turned upward, watching Grandcourt with unshaken constancy. He held in 
his lap a tiny Maltese dog with a tiny silver collar and bell, and when he had a hand unused by 
cigar or coffee-cup, it rested on this small parcel of animal warmth. I fear that Fetch was jealous, 
and wounded that her master gave her no word or look; at last it seemed that she could bear this 
neglect no longer, and she gently put her large silky paw on her master's leg. Grandcourt looked at 
her with unchanged face for half a minute, and then took the trouble to lay down his cigar while he 
lifted the unimpassioned Fluff close to his chin and gave it caressing pats, all the while gravely 
watching Fetch, who, poor thing, whimpered interruptedly, as if trying to repress that sign of 
discontent, and at last rested her head beside the appealing paw, looking up with piteous 
beseeching. (104) 
 
Grandcourt is simply an idle sadist. His flaws do not stem from any obvious religious 
disaffection, except in that he is not evidently religious. But the moral lack conveyed in this 
signal moment recalls an earlier and similar scene, one of definite religious import. It is in 
such a domestic tableau, two decades earlier, that Eliot introduced the Reverend Irwine, 
Vicar of Hayslope in Adam Bede.   
Let me take you into that dining-room and show you the Rev. Adolphus Irwine, Rector of Broxton, 
Vicar of Hayslope, and Vicar of Blythe, a pluralist at whom the severest Church reformer would 
have found it difficult to look sour. We will enter very softly and stand still in the open doorway, 
without awaking the glossy-brown setter who is stretched across the hearth, with her two puppies 




All the visionary passages entail a falling out of time. Daniel and Mirah are frozen by each 
other, Tito and Baldasssarre lie locked in eternal strangulation, the distant villagers of 
Middlemarch blur into absolutes without season. With the Reverend Irwine, the explicit 
narratorial switch into a metanarrative present tense is less mythic and more picaresque. Irwine, 
said to be a ‚mixture of bonhomie and distinction,‛ is by no means cruel or dangerous, and an 
unlikely counterpart to Grandcourt. The more obvious analogy would be to Mr. Fayerbrother of 
Middlemarch, who, in that he pushes through religious disappointment without asking too many 
questions, is another version of the Eliot hero. Like Fayerbrother, Irwine is an unmarried rural 
clergyman surrounded by female relations, and without any strong attachment to creed. But 
Irwine, unlike Fayerbrother, is guilty of a crime of indifference. 
What I have just described in Romola and Daniel is only one way to deal with private 
religious doubt – to speculate as little as possible, and to cherish and direct the faith of others. 
Tito Melemma tells his wife that because they do not believe in the specific points of doctrine, it 
would be foolish for them to take seriously the corresponding moral obligations.  
If we believed in purgatory, I should be as anxious as you to have masses said; and if I believed it 
could now pain your father to see his library preserved and used in a rather different way from what 
he had set his mind on, I should share the strictness of your views. But a little philosophy should 
teach us to rid ourselves of those air-woven fetters that mortals hang round themselves, spending 
their lives in misery under the mere imagination of weight. Your mind, which seizes ideas so 
readily, my Romola, is able to discriminate between substantial good and these brain-wrought 
fantasies. (283) 
 
Irwine says something almost identical to Joshua Rann, the devout Anglican cobbler who enters 
the stillness of his dining room to warn him about the upsurge in Methodism: ‚It wouldn't 
become wise people like you and me to be making a fuss about trifles‛ (66). This kind of 
graceful noncommitment may be what makes the rise of Methodism necessary. Like Tito, 
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Irwine is trying to sophisticate his listener into passivity. The ‚you and me‛ may seem a gesture 
of charming complaisance, but it is clearly facetious. Irwine is erudite and composed, while 
Rann speaks in the rigorously orthographed dialect of Adam Bede’s rural working class 
characters. For his own forthright part, Rann observes the status difference between himself and 
Irwine almost officiously, alluding to his own simplicity several times and refusing the offer of a 
chair. Scenes of canine repose are not comfortable to him, and this is probably to his credit. 
 But the quality that Irwine shares with Tito, and which sets him apart from Romola and 
Daniel, is the same one which allows him to look at religion pragmatically and instrumentally. 
Of a villager who has recently become a zealous advocate of Methodism, Irwine says to Joshua 
that: 
Will Maskery might be a great deal worse fellow than he is. He used to be a wild drunken rascal, 
neglecting his work and beating his wife, they told me; now he's thrifty and decent, and he and his 
wife look comfortable together.  (66) 
 
For all that it is inadequate in action, this description is far closer to Eliot’s own take on 
Methodism than any other in the book. In the same sense, Tito is a far more incisive realist 
that Romola is. This is the great, ironic separation in Eliot’s thinking about religion: what her 
heroes do is always done on logic different than that which she uses to justify it. What her 
novels valorize as behavior, what they sometimes attempt to galvanize at the level of style, is 
patently not the same as the logic with which these novels describe the world. To understand 
how religion works – to be able to write the religious sections of Adam Bede, Romola, and 
Daniel Deronda – is to risk being like Irwine, or Tito. 
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 In writing their own positions into the mouths of such characters, the novels make it 
clear that the redemption they offer the religiously unconvinced reader is vicarious. Daniel 
and Romola offer guides for the containment and dampening of religious doubt, if not quite 
for its exorcism with false certainty. They illuminate ways whereby, without claiming to be 
‚the party of God,‛ as Savonarola claims to be, one might play a role in the humane 
application of religious fervor. But this operation still depends, in the phrase Eliot applies to 
Romola, on one’s ‚shrink(ing) from reflecting closely,‛ on a break from the methods of the 
novels themselves.  Anyone who actually followed the trajectory Eliot lays out in such 
characters could only be troubled by the grounds Eliot offers for such behavior. Eliot's 
religious work, like Arnold's, predicts the terms of its own rejection, by the pious as well as 
the doubtful. 
 In different ways, Arnold and Eliot both demonstrate the difficulties of defending 
beliefs one tacitly admits to be untrue. These difficulties occur so pressingly for these two 
writers because of a specific intellectual situation: one whose assumed epistemology is 
realism, one in which facts and feelings are segregated into tidy categories. In coming 
chapters, we will see how much of this difficulty is ameliorated by the adoption of relativism 
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T.E. Hulme: What Choice in Illusion? 
 
‚As for the nineteenth century,‛ wrote Ezra Pound in a 1918 essay, ‚with all respect to its 
achievements, I think we shall look back upon it as a rather blurry, messy sort of a period, a 
rather sentimentalistic, mannerish sort of a period‛ (12). A notion that the Victorian moment, 
especially its literature and cultural criticism, was content serving the conventional and rarely 
tried to isolate the real is ubiquitous in accounts of this kind from the early twentieth century. It 
usually serves a self-definition by contrast: if the Victorians worked only from the sentimental 
and the habitual, the new modernism would be harder, more positive, more foundationally 
secure. Pound’s essay, which was called ‚A Retrospect‛ and which positioned itself as advice to 
like-minded writers, predicted a ‚move against poppy-cock,‛ something ‚harder and saner,‛ 
‚nearer the bone,‛ ‚as much like granite as it can be, its force *to+ lie in its truth‛ (12). John 
Middleton Murry wrote that modernism ‚penetrates beneath the outward surface of the world‛ 
in search of ‚the rhythms that lie at the heart of things‛ (‚Art‛ 12). Virginia Woolf asked the 
writers of modern fiction to ‚look within‛ (‚Fiction‛ 61). 
This foundational turn made any merely customary religious practice difficult to defend. 
For the most part, writers either insisted on the absolute reality of their religious premises or 
rejected religion altogether as false consciousness.1 A useful starting point for this development 
                                                          
1
 To some degree, it is the existence of intermediary positions between these mirrored extremes that Pericles 
Lewis brings to light in Religious Experience and the Modernist Novel. But the empathetic analogies between 
religious and irreligious experience that Lewis lays out depends on his writers' emphasis of the parts of religious 
life that have least to do with abstract conviction. Woolf and Proust can propose striking similarities between the 
experiences of believing and unbelieving people, but they have trouble approaching the propositions of belief itself 
as anything other than illusion. 
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- certainly, for the repudiation of Arnoldian approaches - is the Oxford philosopher T.H. Green. 
Green was the first ambassador of formal Hegelian philosophy to the English-speaking 
academy. Green died prematurely in 1882, two years after "The Study of Poetry." Arnold, who 
was fifty-eight when it was published, survived until 1888. Between their deaths and the 
beginning of the twentieth century, it was followers of Green rather than of Arnold who did 
most to offer a new spiritual organization.2 Especially prominent was Green's younger Oxford 
colleague, F.H. Bradley, who spent some of the 1890s as Britain's most widely celebrated 
intellectual.  
There were similarities between Green's and Arnold's contentions. Arnold's late idea 
that the tension between free intelligence and shared standards of virtue with which he had 
struggled could at some unspecified time in the future collapse, outgrown, is itself reminiscent 
of the Hegelian dialectic, and the movement to which Green's was the seminal contribution, 
British Idealism, offered the Victorian crisis of faith a highly abstract, and therefore 
dogmatically un-burdensome, post-Christian metaphysics, in a move not entirely different from 
Arnold 's offer of poetry. But unlike Arnold's, Green's system was metaphysical; unlike poetry, 
its terms were impervious to the contingencies of human opinion and valuation.  Green and 
Bradley maintained a commitment to cosmological verities, and continued to assert a divinity, 
however nonspecific: Bradley, for instance, spoke in carefully non-descriptive terms of "The 
Absolute." This difference is the basis of Bradley's attack on Arnold's description, in Literature 
                                                          
2
 The thing which followed most visibly on Arnold's claim for poetry was the "religion of art" in Anglo-Irish 
Decadence, which use art for the purposes formerly served by religion as vice versa. F.R. Leavis, with an air of 
vicarious participation in his predecessor's imagined disappointment, observes that Arnold “intended something 
very different from an indulging of religious sentiment in a hushed cult of Beauty, a religiose sensuality, a retreat 
out of the profane world into a exquisite cloistral art” (Bearings 24). 
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and Dogma, of religion as an emotional source of moral action: ‚Religion is more than morality. 
In the religious consciousness we find the belief, however vague and indistinct, in an object, a 
not-myself‛ (316). In this reproof, Bradley echoes, and is echoed by, all of Arnold's orthodox 
Christian detractors, who unsurprisingly considered poetry, something made by humans, an 
unacceptable substitute for the divine. G.K. Chesterton, in an introduction to Francis 
Thompson’s The Hound of Heaven, contended that to ‚the mere humanist,‛ ‚the universal 
aesthete,‛ or ‚anybody who thought that the service of Man was a substitute for the service of 
God,‛ Thompson’s religious experience would be incomprehensible (7).  
 If this departure was not dramatic enough, British Idealism and the Arnoldian 
anthropocentric or "poetic" religious project were equally swept away by the new century's 
fervent preoccupation with concrete, directly discernible, "real" objects of knowledge. British 
Idealism gave way dramatically to the analytic philosophy of Russell and Moore. The ascending 
modernist literature, in both metaphysical and strict materialist guises, tended in the same 
direction.3 In 1908, one young writer told a meeting of the London Poet’s Club that ‚The 
president told us last week that poetry is akin to religion. It is nothing of the sort. It is a means 
of expression just as prose is‛ ("Lecture" 59). If the new poetry was to be ‚nearer the bone,‛ In 
Ezra Pound’s phrase, any shoring up of merely conventional standards of conduct, any 
transmission of mere sentiment, was ruled out. Literature, as Pound, Woolf, and others 
championed it, was not a way of eliciting responses, but of discovering deep truths: buried 
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 The analogy I am proposing here does make strange bedfellows. The appeals of Pound's jagged multilingual verse 
do not overlap much with those of Chesterton's ambling ballad stanzas, nor does Pound's occult neoplatonism 
have much to do with Chesterton's Merrie England Catholicism. But these differences of attitude should not 
conceal equally significant convergences. In 1935, Pound wrote to Chesterton, confirming a common opposition to 
H.G. Wells' The Outline of History (Stock, 263). That two so different writers could share the same foundationalist 
objection to Wells's historicism must reveal something about the dynamics of the period. 
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desires, racial rhythms, cycles of history. Friedrich Nietzsche complained in Twilight of the Idols 
that people like the ‚little moralistic female‛ George Eliot were ‚rid of the Christian God and 
now believe all the more firmly that they must cling to Christian morality‛ (45). For the most 
part, modernist writers were unwilling to accept a Christian ethical program without the 
prospect of profound Christian truth. 
 This larger set of departures, from Victorian conventionality to modernist 
foundationalism (and finally to postmodern nonchalance and pluralism) is well-trodden. On the 
specifically religious subject, however, the modernist turn is really a quite straightforward 
following-through on the realist direction of Victorian thought; Arnold and Eliot, in the tacit 
admission that metaphysical dogmas were factually untrue, both infer more or less exactly the 
terms of their own rejection in the new century. The wide range of radical realities proclaimed 
by different versions of modernism is the basis of diagnoses like Charles Taylor's of a "secular 
re-enchantment," a claim of direct access to profound and inhering meaning which bypasses 
traditional religious dogma and institutions. As I have tried to suggest with the mention of 
Chesterton, the re-enchantment of this period was not entirely secular. But the most significant 
revision of the Victorian instrumental approach, for the purpose of this study at least, was 
distinct both from metaphysical and from atheistic foundationalism. The twenty five year old 
who rebuked the president of the Poet’s Club was Thomas Ernest Hulme, then beginning his 
short, turbulent, and in some quarters extremely influential career in the London avant-garde. 
Before his death in Flanders in 1917, Hulme was an art critic, translator of philosophy, 
groundbreaking poet, and all-round theoretical controversialist. He was not widely read but on 
a few readers of great importance his influence cannot be overstated. Hulme lays the 
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groundwork for a new form of the defense of religion on human terms, one which eschews the 
perspective of Victorian realism for a subtle but deep epistemological relativism, one resonant 
with but crucially distinct from the general pattern of modernist aesthetics and epistemology. 
  In the last piece of work published during his lifetime, Hulme represented himself as 
quite close to the Christian version of modernist absolutism. Between 1915 and 1916, while 
serving in Belgium, Hulme ran a serial essay called "A Notebook" in The New Age which sought 
to clarify the difference between ‚humanism and the religious attitude,‛ and to align its author 
with the latter.4 In an analogy supposed to show the security of his conviction, Hulme 
suggested that what Bertrand Russell and G.E. Moore had recently done for mathematic and 
logical concepts could be done similarly for moral and religious ones. Hulme postulated three 
realms of possible knowledge: 
(1) The inorganic world, of mathematics and physical science, (2) the organic world, dealt with 
by biology, psychology, and history, and (3) the world of ethical and religious values. (186) 
 
The second of these, Hulme asserted, was relative, dependent on perception, but the first and 
third were not. Like Russell’s mathematics, religious concepts had ‚an absolute character, and 
knowledge about them can legitimately be called absolute knowledge‛ (186). Hulme called his 
separation of the second and third worlds a "brutal assertion," which sounds decidedly un-
Arnoldian, and it functions as a rebuke to the Arnoldian engagement religion. Religion did not 
evolve or shift, was not open to various interpretation, and could only be discovered, or not. 
Like Russell’s mathematics, religious concepts had ‚an absolute character, and knowledge 
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 With this and all other of Hulme’s dates of composition, I follow Karen Csengeri’s helpful and rigorously 
established chronology. See The Collected Writings of T.E. Hulme. Oxford UP, 1994. 
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about them can legitimately be called absolute knowledge‛ (186). Against Arnold as much as 
anyone, Hulme claimed that God could never ‚be defined in terms of ‘life’‛ (187). With this 
affirmation came a sense (comforting, according to Hulme) of one’s own unimportance. 
  Hulme’s name carries a certain esoteric glamor in histories of the avant-garde. His place 
at the center of things in London before Ezra Pound and Wyndham Lewis established 
themselves there, his early death in Flanders in 1917, and the eager publication of his unfinished 
writings post-mortem by journals like The New Age and The Criterion all conferred on him the 
aspect of an occult visionary. F.S. Flint (with wavering assent from Pound)5 made him the 
seminal figure in imagism, a movement which has its own associations of epiphanic, supra-
rational insight (70). Such characterizations have served to confirm the idea that Hulme’s poetry 
and criticism testifies to some religious, or at least, some metaphysical revelation. In 1967, Frank 
Kermode related with mild incredulity that ‚Hulme was not, we are told, a Roman Catholic‛ 
(121). More recently, Alex Owen has asserted Hulme’s proximity, socially and intellectually, to 
divinatory and spiritualist movements (139). 
 And yet there was something equivocal in Hulme’s final profession of faith. The 
Notebooks explain at length how skepticism in philosophy, relativism in ethics, and 
progressivism and democracy in politics are errors - the same error, in fact, because all fail to 
recognize the fixed ethical and religious truths which inhere in the universe. This is why God 
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 Flint, a first-generation imagist and sometime ally of Pound’s, remembered Hulme as “the ringleader” of the 
movement in the May 1915 installment of The Egoist (70). Pound's early anthologies of imagism also tend to 
accord Hulme pride of place, and his Canto XVII remembers him as a poetic innovator. In 1939, however, Pound 
pointedly denied Hulme the founding role in favor of Ford Maddox Ford. See Pound, "This Hulme Business." The 
Townsman 2. January 1939. But his general presentation of Hulme as part of his own visionary company, in the 
Cantos and other places, to readings of Hulme like Kermode's. 
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could never be defined in terms of "life." But this series opened, rather circularly, by justifying 
its anti-life attitude in the terms of life itself: ‚when < pseudo-absolutes melt away into a flux, 
[individuals] require once more a real absolute, to enable them to live‛ (184). Adamant that 
metaphysical truth is fixed, Hulme is nevertheless quite sketchy about what the fixed truths are. 
He professes an agreement with the Christian doctrine of Original Sin, and an identical 
agreement with Buddhism, since both express the need for self-renouncing submission to a 
higher principle; he does not mention that the principles in question are different. The only 
injunction the essay offers is that we not believe that moral injunctions are human in origin. 
 There are at least two reasons why one might argue against the idea that moral premises 
are of human creation. First, one is convinced of another source for such premises (i.e. God, 
religion), or, second, one supposes in the absence of such an outside source that it is better in 
human terms, more pleasant or satisfying or useful, to believe that there is one. Arguments of 
the second sort are likely to be self-defeating. Arguing for the practical benefits of religion, one 
conveys that it is worldly life, and not otherworldly, transcendent truth, that is of ultimate 
importance. This is the reason why Hulme had to insist that his religious knowledge was 
‚absolute.‛ But before he declared this "absolute" religiosity, Hulme had developed a 
thoroughgoing epistemological relativism, in his essays and in the governing mode of his 
poetry. Following Kermode, critics have sometimes, mistaken this relativism for a kind of 
intuitionism, a location of real knowledge in visionary experience rather than empirical 
observation. In fact, Hulme rejected any idea of neutral knowledge, and, following on work in 
several of the new intellectual disciplines in his period, treated all descriptions of reality as the 
result of human interestedness. When he took up the defense of religion, his efforts were based 
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on his earlier epistemological work, and continued in opportunistic but determined borrowing 
from the natural and human sciences. If all perceptions came from need, the reasoning was, 
religious affirmations based on need are just as plausible as every other kind of affirmation. 
Thus Hulme’s work was able to offer a partial escape from the Victorian paradox of the worldly 
argument for faith, opening a new way for relativistic defenses of religion in the modernist 
period. 
 Some of the critical confusion about Hulme and religion can be explained by the two 
distinct and often segregated capacities in which he is usually remembered: as experimental 
poet, and then as arch-conservative remonstrator. A sustained literary reading of the whole arc 
of Hulme’s philosophical speculations will clarify the nature of his religious case. Hulme's first 
writing, the fragmentary notes united under the heading of ‚Cinders,‛ dates to 1906, roughly 
ten years before his final contribution to The New Age. When he began ‚Cinders‛ he was 
twenty-four years old, had been sent down twice from Cambridge for what biographers call 
"rowdy behavior," and was working as a laborer in Saskatchewan. An experience of 
estrangement is the precondition to the essay’s contentions: ‚Delight in perceiving the real 
cinder construction in a port. Upon mud as distinct from the clear-cut harbour on the map. 
Travel is education in cinders‛ (36).  The abrupt deviations and note-form sentences in this 
essay, which often omit articles or verbs, make it difficult to synthesize (this is appropriate to its 
message of scrappy constructivism), but the point to which the traveler’s experience is 
supposed to offer analogy is that ‚there is no inevitable order into which ideas must be shifted‛ 
(24). The essay’s purpose is a complete decentering of human knowledge, a placing of it in 
peripheral relation to an essentially disintegrated, undetermined material universe – in Hulme’s 
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consciously impressionistic description, a landscape of cinders. Human knowledge, against this 
backdrop, becomes a set of interested, performed representations. Language, for instance, is 
said to be 
a kind of gossamer web, woven between the real things, and by this means the animals 
communicate. For purposes of communication they invent a symbolic language. Afterwards this 
language, used to excess, becomes a disease… in the midst of Hegelians who triumphantly 
explain the world as a mixture of ―good‖ and ―beauty‖ and ―truth.‖ (18-19) 
 
A later passage connects this theme of false universalism to the governing topographical motif 
of the essay: 
All is flux. The moralists, the capital letterists, attempt to find a framework outside the flux, a solid 
bank for the river, a pier rather than a raft. Truth is what helps a particular sect in the general flow.‖ 
(21) 
 
The ‚truths‛ which we know, in other words, are in fact totally provisional. Like rafts, they may 
keep us afloat, but in no way structure or even reach into the universe beyond us. 
It is in the spirit of ‚Cinders,‛6 and in the years just after he wrote it, that Hulme made 
his seminal contribution to modernist poetics. Alongside Pound, Wyndham Lewis, and others, 
Hulme is remembered as one of the originators of the neoclassical austerity in modern literary 
aesthetics. "Cinders" enjoins that one should ‚Always seek the hard, definite, personal word‛ 
(27). It is the "personal" part of this formulation that led to Frank Kermode’s influential, but, I 
suggest, ultimately misleading account of Hulme in Romantic Image. Kermode asserted that 
despite its vitriolic opposition to romantic art, its refusal of what it saw as romanticism's false 
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 Hulme would later tie his poetic efforts to the same topographic metaphor that governs the essay: “The first time 
I ever felt the necessity or inevitableness of verse, was in the desire to reproduce the peculiar quality of feeling 
which is induced by the flat spaces and wide horizons of the virgin prairie of western Canada” (64). 
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optimism and emotional excess, the formalist side of modern verse remained invested in an 
idea of non-empirical, visionary, or otherwise supra-rational insight which was the essence of 
romanticism. In emphasizing the personal, holding it up as the standard of poetic meaning in 
contrast to the conventional sentiments of the past, Hulme could seem to have been endorsing 
an intuitive idea of knowledge which is far less skeptical, far more enchanted, than the position 
I have just suggested in "Cinders." Such a connection between the personal and the 
transcendent would be surprising, however, given the force of Hulme’s opposition to any claim 
of transcendent knowledge in poetry. In the fragmentary ‚Notes on Language and Style,‛ 
which was written the year after ‚Cinders‛ and went similarly unpublished during his lifetime, 
Hulme protested a ‚popular idea of poet as in communion with the infinite" (51). By 1908, when 
Hulme gave a ‚Lecture on Modern Poetry‛ to the Poet’s Club in London, in whose anthologies 
he was beginning to publish short poems, he told listeners that he ‚detested‛ the opinion of a 
writer in the Saturday Review that poetry was ‚the means by which the soul soared into higher 
regions,‛ as well as that of the club’s president, that it ‚was akin to religion‛ (59). He insisted 
that poetry was ‚a means of expression just as prose is,‛ and added that he only wrote it 
himself to get at very specific states of sensation, ‚certain impressions which I wanted to fix‛ 
(59-60).7 In ‚Romanticism and Classicism,‛ originally composed as another lecture around 1911, 
                                                          
7 Notes on Language and Style makes another claim which appears to validate the charge of romanticism, this one 
having to do with the difference between poetic and more quotidian language. Stock figures of speech, Hulme 
argues, are “counters,” because they invoke a merely algebraic, conventional relationship between words and 
things. Ordinary prose is an organization of counters, but poetry offers a more specifically tailored, and therefore 
more arresting, means of evocation. But the point here is not that the aesthetic sensibility is a more genuine 
conduit to truth than the empirical is, as Coleridge ranked Understanding over Reason. The difference between 
prose and poetry that Notes o Language and Style is largely chronological: 
(i) New phrases made in poetry, tested, and then employed in prose. 
(ii) In poetry they are all glitter and new coruscation, in prose useful and not noticed. 
(iii) Prose a museum where all the old weapons of poetry kept. 
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he wrote that the art he wanted would be ‚always faithful to the conception of a limit‛ in its 
observations, rather than ‚flying over abysses, flying up into eternal gasses‛ (72). It was, in 
other words, precisely in opposition to sweeping claims of subjective or subliminal knowledge 
that Hulme endorsed a classical poetic.  
 The personal emphasis in Hulme's poetry, rather than a way of locating knowledge 
claims outside tradition or empirical observation, is in fact a forfeiture of any knowledge claim 
whatsoever. This is an important difference between Hulme and the imagist movement with 
which he is often connected, which in general tends to confirm Kermode's diagnosis. 
‚Autumn,‛ which Hulme published in 1909, is frequently anthologized as a representative 
piece: 
A touch of cold in the Autumn night—  
I walked abroad,  
And saw the ruddy moon lean over a hedge  
Like a red-faced farmer.  
I did not stop to speak, but nodded,  
And round about were the wistful stars  
With white faces like town children. (1) 
 
Compare this with Pound’s most famous poem from the same period: 
The apparition of these faces in the crowd; 
Petals on a wet, black bough. (111) 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
(iv) Poetry always the advance guard in language. (41) 
This could still be the Shelleyan or Emersonian sort of romanticism, whereby the best way to honour dead poets is 
to break from their influence. But as such it would eschew the kind of supra-rational truth claim that is Kermode's 
subject, and also fall outside Taylor's category "secular re-enchantment." Hulme's "personal word" is not even a 
defamiliarization in the Shklovskian sense, a use of language which, however arbitrary in itself, could by the simple 
fact of its unprecedentedness in the experience of the reader bring that reader into a newly intimate contact with 
the thing depicted. The force of Hulme's poetry, as I am about to show, lies all in demonstrating the contingent 
processes by which individual consciousnesses choose descriptions for things, and has little to do with the things 
depicted themselves. Words must be "personal" so that we can see the act of association actually taking place. 
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Both poems ‚fix a certain impression,‛ as Hulme had it. Both impressions are analogical; the 
moon and stars share a quality with rural townspeople, as do the faces waiting in a Paris train 
station with cherry blossoms. ‚Autumn‛ expresses the likeness in simile: the white stars are 
‚like‛ children, the red moon is ‚like‛ a farmer. Pound typically eschewed similes. In his poem, 
the two nominal phrases are not connected by any verb. The arrangement is vertical rather than 
verbal, with something to be gained by positioning one thing in relation to the other spatially. 
This is what Pound often called the ‚ideogrammic‛ method of poetic composition. Shapes are 
superimposed over other shapes, as in Chinese written characters, creating particular 
resonances.  
 In his 1908 lecture, Hulme suggested an approach which is in some ways similar to this 
ideogrammic method: 
Say the poet is moved by a certain landscape, he selects from that certain images which put into 
juxtaposition in separate lines, serve to suggest and evoke the state he feels. To this piling-up and 
juxtaposition of distinct images in different lines, one can find a fanciful analogy in music… Two 
visual images form what one may call a visual chord. They unite to suggest an image which is 
different to both. (64) 
 
It is appropriate that Hulme describes his musical analogy as fanciful, since his implication here 
is the willfully contingent quality of the poetic act: poets sort through essentially disparate data, 
arrange them in linear relations, and produce new aesthetic phenomena to suit their own 
preferences. In Pound, there is always some deep correspondence between ideogrammic 
components, always some relation which can be found for them which is natural or right. 
Excluding any verb from the association of faces and petals, Pound's poem excludes any 
arbitrariness from its analogy between them. If we follow Hugh Kenner’s reading, the grounds 
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of this analogy are deeper even than a similarity between images. The word ‚apparition‛ makes 
Kenner think of ghosts, the similarly subterranean crowd which a katabastic Greek adventurer 
might see in Hades (184). Pound's other poetry makes frequent recourse to the trope of 
katabasis, and if Kenner is right, the correspondence is mythic and historic as well as formal.8 It 
is true that the insight does arrive to a specific speaker under dramatically specified conditions, 
just as it does in ‚Autumn.‛ Writing of ‚these faces‛ instead of ‚faces,‛ Pound marks out a 
subjectivity at work in the observation, somebody to whom it can be immediate and surprising. 
But surprise only exaggerates the sense that Pound’s speaker has found something not of his 
own construction. 
 The similes in "Autumn," by contrast, draw attention to the performance of an analogical 
act. Somebody, looking at the moon, is reminded of a red-faced farmer, and the resemblance 
depends on the observer, who is a point of triangulation for two objects in flux.  It is by the 
same logic that, in the formulation from ‚Cinders,‛ the correct word had to be ‚personal‛ as 
well as ‚definite,‛ calling attention not only to the minute qualities of what one is observing, 
but also to the fact that one’s observations are one’s own, assertions rather than discoveries. The 
"precision" that Hulme demanded from a classical poetic cannot in this context mean a positive 
attainment of truth. It can only operate negatively, in the foregoing of grand claims that, as a 
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 It is this same essentially occult motif, of a solitary quest after deeply buried knowledge, which governs Pound's 
presentation of Hulme. J.J. Wilhelm observes persuasively that the adjective "forgotten" is crucial to what Pound is 
up to in collections like Ripostes; it confers the implication that what the anthology presents is both esoteric and 
important (34). Pound's eventual turn away from Hulme may have something to do with the fact that by 1939 he 
was no longer "forgotten."  He could conceivably have wanted to deny Hulme a central position in imagism out of 
a discovery that Hulme had never been his kind of poet, as I argue here he never was. In general, though, Pound 
was willing to overlook or even willfully misconstrue ideological discrepancy between himself and poets whose 
work he admired (see, for instance, his laborious efforts to reconstruct Guido Cavalcanti as a Platonist). Thanks to 
the efforts of Herbert Read and T.S. Eliot, Hulme was better known in 1939 than he had been in 1912, and lauding 
him may no longer have afforded Pound any opportunity to play secret sharer, his chosen role. 
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partial, peculiar, human observer, one cannot validly make. This tragic definition of precision, 
which obliges the poet to seek out the particularities of objects he is never allowed to pretend he 
has actually captured, is an important background to Hulme's later religious position. 
 Beside his emphasis on ‚the personal word,‛ the early Hulme had another way of 
treating with precision the undetermined nature of the universe. This was in the direct 
rendering of what he called ‚blur‛ or ‚flux,‛ the initially inchoate, not-yet-reified nature of 
things and sensations. Some time around 1907, Hulme had encountered the philosophy of 
Henri Bergson, whose arguments for the dynamic and conceptually disunited nature of matter 
and experience influenced him significantly. While Hulme’s anti-universalism prompted him 
against any poetic effort which reached toward ‚infinity,‛ the Bergsonian dynamist influence 
simultaneously forbade allowing things to congeal into tidily separate ontological units. Thus, 
in "Cinders," Hulme drew attention to the surrounding states of disorder from which 
apparently ordered, autonomous things arose:  
Cinders become the Azores, the Magic Isles. A house built is then a symbol, a Roman viaduct; but 
the walk there and the dirt – this must jump right into the mind also. (30) 
 
From the same position, he argued against excessive formal coherence or continence in pieces of 
writing. "Cinders" says of itself that ‚All these various little notes will never combine because in 
their nature they cannot‛ (32). In the same spirit, it warned that ‚The covers of books are 
responsible for much error. They set a limit round certain convenient groups of ideas, when 
there are really no limits‛ (22).  Both ‚Cinders‛ and Notes on Language and Style are arranged as 
clusters of observations, questions, and judgments, grouped under headings which relate to 
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each other in tone and theme, though never in sequence. "Cinders" contain a section named 
‚Smoothness.‛ This headline is immediately followed by the injunction ‚Hate it.‛ (35) 
 The poem which perhaps best exemplifies this dynamist direction in Hulme’s work was 
never published until after his death, appearing first in The New Age in 1921, as part of a 
collection tellingly entitled ‚Fragments.‛ It seems almost strategically unfinished: 
Old houses were scaffolding once 
And workmen whistling (13) 
 
Most ostensibly, the poem registers a disappointment: what is now ossified was once a vital 
interplay of forces and processes. Reaching back, however, the poem deconstructs the houses’ 
apparent unity and fixity. They become part of a process, stretching back indefinitely and in no 
sense complete. 
 This kind of blur-poetic is an attempt to capture the way that things actually are – 
shifting, disintegrated – and so begins to move away from the self-limiting emphasis on 
impression-creation in ‚Autumn.‛ This is Kermode's Hulme, a Bergsonian futurist who believes 
that the chaos of the universe, though intractable to empirical observation, can speak directly to 
the sub-rational and therefore deeper parts of human consciousness (for Coleridge, these parts 
had been "higher," but the opposition is effectively the same). If Hulme's career had really been 
defined by such a supposition, he would certainly have been a figure of "secular re-
enchantment," and it is not impossible to imagine him becoming a kind of visionary Catholic, as 
Kermode does. But the Bergsonian emphasis only ever exists alongside the less testimonial, 
more pessimistic mode of "Autumn," which both predates and survives it. In 1911, Hulme wrote 
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the text of ‚Romanticism and Classicism,‛ probably as notes for a lecture. The piece announces 
his newfound appreciation for the right-wing French political movement Action Française. 
Pierre Lasserre, one of the party's most prominent commentators, predicting the larger sweep of 
Kermode's argument, had called Bergson ‚a romantic in disguise.‛ After 1911, there is not a 
ghost of Bergsonian intuitionism in Hulme. 9 
Hulme's interest in religion follows on the discovery of Action Française, not that of 
Bergson. In his early poetry and writings on poetics, as we have seen, Hulme’s goal was to 
attest to the unfixable nature of reality, and in the context of that attempt he sometimes adopted 
an iconoclasm with regard to fixed meaning which borders on hostility to all meaning. When he 
writes that ‚The moralists, the capital letterists, attempt to find a framework outside the flux, a 
solid bank for the river, a pier rather than a raft‛ and that ‚Truth is what helps a particular sect 
in the general flow,‛ the drive to present meanings as inherent begins to sound like a sinister 
conspiracy of private interests and agendas. Friedrich Nietzsche is mentioned more than once in 
‚Cinders,‛ in a studiedly incidental way which does not announce influence, though cannot be 
                                                          
9 A large part of Kermode's misreading of Hulme is due to the fact, in 1964, no chronology of Hulme's work had 
been established. The standard collection was the 1924 Speculations of T.E. Hulme, whose editor, Herbert Read, 
had sorted without regard to order of writing or publication. As a result, Kermode read as continuous a 
relationship with Bergson which was in fact fairly short-lived.  In 1911, Hulme wrote a review of Tancrede de 
Visan’s essay collection L’Attitude du lyrisme contemporain for The New Age. He liked the collection, and credited 
Visan with proving “that the spirit which finds expression in the Symbolist movement in poetry is the same as that 
represented by Bergson in philosophy” (85). Visan “define(d) Symbolism as an attempt by means of successive and 
accumulated images to express and exteriorize such a central lyric intuition,” on the logic that the “clear 
conceptions of the intellect are a definite distortion of reality” (85). On the point of view itself, Hulme maintains an 
uncharacteristically ambiguous silence. His main gesture is to historicize it: “It is very interesting to see how a 
complex thought like that of Bergson should be unconsciously anticipated and find a tentative expression in a 
purely literary movement” (85). Hulme was still to publish a translation of Bergson the following year, and the 
coolness expressed in the adjective “interesting” was probably only beginning. Nevertheless, his unwillingness to 
own the position which he had articulated so confidently a few years earlier is strikingly suggestive of the new 
direction he was about to take. 
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accused of hiding it. What these passages from "Cinders" offer is certainly the Nietzschean 
version of epistemological relativism, raging against contamination by false constructs. But the 
hostility is never sustained. In explaining meaning’s partial and constructed nature, Hulme had 
to say something about why every individual was constantly at work creating it. Though he 
denied that truths existed autonomously, he nevertheless allowed that they were an essential 
part of how humans interacted with the world: 
The truth is that there are no ultimate principles, upon which the whole of knowledge can be built 
once and for ever as upon a rock. But there are an infinity of analogues, which help us along, and 
give us a feeling of power over the chaos when we perceive them. (29) 
 
The image here, of a valid and reasonable need to arrange chaos into knowledge, clashes with 
the less kindly suggestion of ‚particular sects in the general flow‛ deforming reality for selfish 
reasons. ‚Cinders‛ takes both positions at various times, and the one can be seen bleeding 
directly into the other: 
Philosophical syntheses and ethical systems are only possible in arm-chair moments. They are 
seen to be meaningless as soon as we get into a bus with a dirty baby and a crowd. 
Note the fact that all a writer's generalisations and truths can be traced to the personal 
circumstances and prejudices of his class, experience, capacity and body. This, however, is not an 
instance of error or hypocrisy. There is no average or real truth to be discerned among the different 
fronts of prejudice. Each is a truth in so far as it satisfies the writer. (25) 
 
First Hulme suggests that any kind of systematic worldview is evidence of recalcitrance, even 
cowardice in the face of the world itself, something like what other writers would call 
‚ideology.‛ Then he implies that such worldviews are a perfectly natural epistemological 
prosthetic, justified because they ‚satisfy.‛ This is less of a contradiction than it appears. The 
similes in ‚Autumn‛ do not disallow the subjective inferences they describe, though they do 
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remind readers of these inferences’ necessarily idiosyncratic origin and constructed nature. The 
scruple implied in this earlier work is very similar to the one later expressed in some versions of 
American Pragmatism: it is not a scandal that the values and facts we observe are in fact created 
by people, since there is no other source for them, but it is a scandal to forget this source, to 
present facts and values as natural, prior, inhering. In ‚Cinders,‛ Hulme locates this kind of 
self-aware interaction with meaning in an act of choice: 
There may be an attitude which sees that most things are illusions, that experience is merely the 
gradual process of disillusionment, that the new as well as the old ideals turn out to be partial, non-
continuous or infinite, but then in face of this decides that certain illusions or moods are pleasurable 
and exhilarating, and deliberately and knowingly encourages them. A judicious choice of illusions, 
leading to activities planned and carried out, is the only means of happiness, e.g. the exhilaration of 
regarding life as a procession or a war. (28) 
 
The choices Hulme enumerates are similetic, like the analogies in ‚Autumn.‛ Life can be 
regarded as a war, which may be exhilarating, but this is different than believing that life is 
war, in some neutrally identifiable sense. 
There is reason to suppose, even from the start, that Hulme did not think such choices 
could be entirely spontaneous or ad-hoc, since they had to exist between people. "Cinders," in 
particular, suggests that as well as a compelling phenomenon in individual psychology, the 
binding-up of the data of the world was an importantly intersubjective process, its most basic 
instance being language. ‚Cinders‛ insists, again in Nietzschean tones, that ‚All heroes, great 
men, go to the outside, away from the Room, and wrestle with cinders‛ (30). But the value of 
this heroic labor lies in the creation of common spaces and shared meanings (this is what 
Hulme means by ‚Room‛) where before there were none: 
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This new view may be caricatured by saying that the bad is fundamental, and that the good is 
artificially built up in it and out of it, like oases in the desert, or as cheerful houses in the storm. (21) 
 
‚Groups of ideas,‛ he says later, in a way which clarifies the image above, ‚as huts for men to 
live in‛ (23). Arts like poetry were a part of this effort to structure observation. ‚Notes on 
Language and Style‛ proclaimed ‚Poetry always founded on tradition‛ (55). Writing poetry 
required one to step outside convention, but in a way which ultimately supplemented it:  
‚Literary man always first completely disillusioned and then deliberately and purposely 
creative of illusions‛ (53).  
 Still, as late as 1909, when Hulme bluffly denied that ‚poetry is akin to religion‛ to the 
Poet’s Club, he was hostile to any assertion of universal meaning. It seems clear that he meant 
the denial in terms of a definition of religion not his own. It would have been totally 
inconsistent for Hulme to think that religion actually possessed the transcendence he was 
denying poetry, although it is presumably this implication of transcendence that the colleagues 
he disagreed with meant to displace onto poetry. He was still observing the pragmatist scruple 
here, that all knowledge should admit itself to be interpretative and partial. 
 After the encounter with Action Française, however, Hulme approached religion very 
differently. In the most famous phrase of ‚Romanticism and Classicism,‛ he defines romantic 
art as ‚spilt religion‛ (71). The antithesis to spilt religion is not a pessimistic abdication of the 
claim of transcendent insight, the earlier Hulme's response to romanticism. The antithesis to 
spilt religion is unspilt religion. As Hulme puts it, 
The instincts that find their right and proper outlet in religion must come out in some other way. You 
don‘t believe in a God, so you begin to believe that man is a god. You don‘t believe in Heaven, so 




This is the first time Hulme has suggested anything remotely like the idea that it is ‚right and 
proper‛ to believe in a God. The source of this rightness, we should note, is still entirely 
behavioral rather than metaphysical: we have instincts that need to be gratified. Action 
Française, which stands so clearly behind this essay, cannot have given Hulme much in the way 
of metaphysical confidence. Catholicism was integral to its traditionalist, neo-Feudal vision of 
French society, but neither of its most influential apologists, Lassere and Charles Maurras, were 
personally religious. What Action Française gave Hulme was a proposition about human 
frailty, one which resonated with his pessimistic epistemology but which added with significant 
implications about the value of human freedom. Romanticism, which, echoing Maurras, Hulme 
exemplified in Jean-Jacques Rousseau, was the belief that ‚Man was by nature good,‛ and that 
‚only bad laws and customs < had suppressed him‛ (69). Hulme opposed romanticism with 
the ‚classical‛ position that 
―Man is an extraordinarily fixed and limited animal whose nature is absolutely constant. It is only by 
tradition and organisation that anything decent can be got out of him.‖ (70) 
 
In keeping with this new pessimism, which was now not only epistemological but also moral 
and existential, Hulme reneged on his pragmatist scruple. Once it became possible to think that 
people did not need to know or dwell on the human origins of their worldview, it became 
possible to argue for religion. Illusions, in the phrase from ‚Cinders,‛ would no longer be an 
active choice. 
 Hulme's epistemological speculations changed the character of the ideas he absorbed 
from Maurras and Lassere. For Action Française, Catholicism was primarily of value as an 
incitement to obedience. Victorian commentators on religion like Matthew Arnold and George 
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Eliot had been slightly less inclined to take authoritarianism as an end in itself, but still tended 
to see religion as most useful in its capacity of encouraging people act virtuously towards 
others. In America, Irving Babbitt and Leo Strauss would later praise it in the same capacity. But 
all these approaches to the defense of faith work within the same inhibiting duality we have 
already seen in Eliot and Arnold, the separation between thought and feeling, between accurate 
perception and need. Since these things are separate (and since none of these writings can 
confidently propose religious truth on evidentiary grounds), no amount of desire for religion 
can make one a believer; the best one can do is hope that others will not see things so clearly. 
From his earliest work, however, Hulme had denied this separation; now, he brought his denial 
to bear on religion. He certainly does not foreclose the possibility that religious ethics might 
work as a topical salve for problems in human conduct, but he also gave religion a role 
epistemically prior to this, making it essential to the operation of human minds. 
 Hulme's version of modernist essentialism had to do with need, as part of the "fixed and 
limited" nature of the mind, rather than with anything the mind was capable observing, 
religious or otherwise.10 Various sorts of somatic and behavioral essentialism are common in 
modernism, arising out of the new work in evolutionary biology and, especially, 
psychoanalysis. In a way reminiscent of Freudian drive theory, Hulme would sometimes treat 
religious need as a biological fact. Unmet, this need would display itself elsewhere with 
unfortunate results. ‚Romanticism and Classicism‛ warned against the psychological 
consequences of atheism:  
You don‘t believe in a God, so you begin to believe that man is a god. You don‘t believe in Heaven, 
so you begin to believe in heaven on earth ...The concepts that are right and proper in their own 
sphere are spread over, and so mess up, falsify and blur the clear outlines of human experience. 
(71)   
                                                          
10
 This distinction is perfectly circular: how can we know what essential qualities minds have except by observing 
these qualities from the already-compromised position of having a mind? Hulme does not deal with this question; 
for the most part, his somatic essentialism is an unexplored pretext for the metaphysical essentialism he asserts in 




More significant than these attempts to demonstrate need, however, is the epistemological license 
Hulme derives from it. From a logical positivist point of view, a drive to believe something 
would be no evidence of the belief’s truth. But, in an outgrowth of his earlier relativism, where 
all knowledge was a reflection of interest, Hulme is able to attack the very basis of such an 
assessment, to deny it any validity surpassing that of his religious arguments. Thus even as he 
disallows his early relativism and skepticism, his defense of ‚the religious attitude‛ continues to 
rely on arguments of epistemic relativism. 
 In ‚Romanticism and Classicism,‛ Hulme had developed the binary which would 
structure the rest of his work on religious questions, and which recurs principally in the essays 
‚Modern Art and Its Philosophy,‛ ‚A Tory Philosophy,‛ and the ‚Notebook.‛ There were 
those, he repeatedly suggested, who thought that human beings had vast or unlimited 
potential, and who consequently sought openness in social and political arrangements and 
infinity in the arts, and then those who thought that humans were ‚fixed and limited,‛ and 
favored static polities and hard delimitation in art. Increasingly over the later part of his career, 
Hulme’s defenses of the classical view eschew attempts at proof by evidence, contending 
instead that the antithetical perspective lacks proof. ‚Romanticism and Classicism,‛ which was 
written first, is the least advanced in this tendency, and argues rather straightforwardly that the 
one theory is true and the other false. But in its conclusion, the essay implies that there may be 
more complex factors at work than the correctness of one or the other position: 
A romantic movement must have an end of the very nature of the thing. It may be deplored, but it 
can‘t be helped—wonder must cease to be wonder. I guard myself here from all the consequences 
of the analogy, but it expresses at any rate the inevitableness of the process. A literature of wonder 
must have an end as inevitably as a strange land loses its strangeness when one lives in it. Think 
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of the lost ecstasy of the Elizabethans. ‗Oh my America, my new found land,‘ think of what it meant 
to them and of what it means to us. Wonder can only be the attitude of a man passing from one 
stage to another, it can never be a permanently fixed thing. (83) 
 
Romanticism, in other words, owes its plausibility to a concatenation of emotional 
circumstance, which it hides beneath a claim of transcendent truth. Elsewhere in the essay 
Hulme is arguing that classicism is factually correct, but here the reasoning seems to be that 
both romanticism and classicism can be boiled down to emotional plausibility, and that older 
and more general classicism wins by default. 
 Like ‚Romanticism and Classicism,‛ ‚A Tory Philosophy‛ shuffles between a factual 
claim about human nature and a relativistic qualification of all factual claims. As in the earlier 
essay, Hulme characterizes romanticism as a species of mental illness, untenable in the long 
term: 
There is always at the back of any romanticism a certain characteristic sentiment, a certain kind of 
exhilaration. In fact, I should define a romantic as a person who was in a certain disordered state of 
mental health in which he can only remain sane by taking repeated doses of this emotion… It is a 
necessity of your existence that you should go on believing that something wonderful and 
extraordinary can and is about to happen to man. (162) 
 
But the same essay also admits explicitly that both romanticism and classicism emerge from 
their holders’ prior sensibilities, rather than from factual observation. ‚A Tory Philosophy‛ 
opens by contending that all philosophical arguments depend on ‚power words,‛ political or 
martial slogans which provide an emotional and valuative backdrop to those who recognize 
them, but which are entirely without signifying content to those who do not; outsiders usually 
regarded them as meaningless or even repulsive. Hulme writes approvingly of Ernest Renan’s 
opinion that ‚Philosophies and theories of politics are nothing in the last resort, when they are 
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analysed out, but the affirmation of a temperament‛ (158). Hulme did not see any point in 
trying to reason people out of their temperaments. The essay’s real case is that most people’s 
impulses, if they were fully aware of them, would be the same ones that dispose to classicism. 
If one‘s theories in politics and in these other matters are simply the expression of one‘s 
fundamental prejudices, it would seem perfectly hopeless to argue with anyone about such things. 
But argument may have, however, one result. It is quite possible, under the influence of a certain 
environment, that a man may adopt a theory which is not at all the expression of his own 
prejudices; his own prejudices may even be hidden from him. By picking out these prejudices and 
showing that they have a natural expression in a completely worked –out attitude in all kinds of 
subjects, it is quite possible to convert a man. (158) 
 
Hulme goes on to propose that ‚a consistently worked-out theory has a strong attraction‛ to the 
kind of temperament he hopes to win over. Western history since the Renaissance had created 
the appearance that the only logically coherent position is to be found within liberalism and 
progressivism, leaving Toryism as merely the unthinking defense of an aggregate of biases 
joined together by historical coincidence. Hulme hoped to provide a similar, internally 
consistent and therefore psychologically acceptable rationale for Toryism. He did not conclude 
by claiming to have proved anything, but to have shown an idea that it was ‚easy and natural 
for emotion and enthusiasm to crystallise round,‛ one whereby ‚an extraordinary solidity is 
given to one’s beliefs,‛ that offered ‚great consolation‛ (172). In the idea that this is all one can 
ask from a theory, Hulme has not changed since ‚Cinders.‛ But from this same standpoint, he is 
now asking readers to believe in binding cosmological concepts like Original Sin.  
In 1914 Hulme gave the lecture ‚Modern Art and Its Philosophy‛ to G.R.S. Mead’s 
Quest Society in London. Like that of ‚A Tory Philosophy,‛ the lecture’s tone is defensive. Its 
opening move is to deny its listeners any secure ground from which to pronounce different 
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outlooks incorrect. It begins by mapping the antinomies of ‚Romanticism and Classicism‛ onto 
a quickly sketched global history of art. 
You have first the art which is natural to you, Greek art and modern art since the Renaissance. In 
these arts the lines are soft and vital. You have other arts like the Egyptian, Indian and Byzantine, 
where everything tends to be angular, where curves tend to be geometrical, where the 
representation of the human body, for example, is often entirely non-vital, and distorted to fit into 
stiff lines and cubical shapes of various kinds (98) 
 
The first kind of art is a broadened version of Hulme’s old enemy romanticism, emerging once 
again from an overly positive outlook on human life: 
All philosophy since the Renaissance is satisfied with a certain conception of the relation of man to 
the world. Now what is this conception? You get the first hint of it in the beginnings of the 
Renaissance itself, in a person like Pico Della Mirandola, for example. You get the hint of an idea 
there of something, which finally culminates in a doctrine which is the opposite of the doctrine of 
original sin: the belief that man as a part of nature was after all something satisfactory. (96-7) 
 
As the second-person address in the previous quotation indicates, Hulme is prepared for this to 
be the default position of his readers or listeners, and for them to impute merit only to those 
works of art that satisfy their enthusiasm for the human, organic, realistic world. He contends 
that there is nothing natural in this standard, automatic though it may feel. 
We may at once put on one side the idea that the difference between archaic and later art is due to 
a difference of capacity, the idea that geometrical shapes are used because the artist had not the 
technical ability necessary for carving the more natural representation of the body… in pure 
technical ability in mastery of raw material, the Egyptians have never been surpassed. It is quite 
obvious that what they did was intentional. (98) 
 
Hellenic and post-renaissance art function here as an expanded version of the romantic 
sensibility, connecting the human and the organic with deep meaning. ‚Archaic‛ art does the 
opposite. Emerging in civilizations that had a ‚feeling of disharmony with the world‛ (101), it 
offered refuge against ‚lack of order and seeming arbitrariness‛ (100). These civilizations 
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produced art which tried, as Hulme wrote that Wyndham Lewis was then trying, ‚to translate 
the changing and limited, into something unlimited and necessary‛ (111). In other words, this 
kind of art depends on, encourages, but also seeks to provide an escape from or contrast to, the 
consciousness of human need and frailty that Hulme elsewhere described as a belief in Original 
Sin. 
 In this relativization of artistic objectives, ‚Modern Art and Its Philosophy‛ admits a 
great debt to the German art critic Wilhelm Worringer, whose 1908 book Abstraktion und 
Einfühlung, or Abstraction and Empathy, proposed in its title the same division of artistic 
objectives that Hulme’s lecture was laying out. Worringer’s point of view was straightforwardly 
neutral: non-western, abstract artwork (Worringer paid particular attention to the non-pictorial 
Islamic art) was not inferior to Western painting, but was simply undertaken in light of 
different goals, desires, and sensibilities. If Western audiences could understand these goals, 
desires, and sensibilities, they might come to appreciate the success of the art. This suggested no 
denigration of Western art itself: like every other kind of art, presumably, Western artists used 
technique to satisfy culturally specific objectives.  
Hulme did not share Worringer’s neutrality. For one, he eschewed any possibility of 
plurality in artistic desire. He had always tended to disdain ‚eclectic‛ perspectives on the arts, 
insisting that at base one was always either a classicist or a romantic. In ‚Modern Art and Its 
Philosophy,‛ he added the claim that, trying to appreciate ‚geometric‛ art without sharing its 
underlying convictions about the unsatisfactoriness of life qua life, all one could do was 
misconstruct it under the terms of one’s own romantic humanism: ‚Look at the books which are 
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written now on Indian religion and philosophy. There is a sheer anaemic inability to 
understand the stark uncompromising bleakness of this religious attitude‛ (97). Quoting Roger 
Fry’s thought of ‚machinery being as beautiful as a rose," Hulme opined that Fry "demonstrates 
what is already obvious from his work, that he has no conception whatever of this new art, and 
is in fact a mere verbose sentimentalist‛ (110). It was important to Hulme that abstract art be a 
repudiation of the vital, and therefore, romantic aesthetic that would celebrate the beauty of 
roses. 
 But the essay’s point was not that abstract art actually captured or reflected some 
autonomously existing metaphysics. As well as a schematic art history, ‚Modern Art and its 
Philosophy‛ was a manifesto for the new abstract visual art being undertaken in Hulme’s 
avant-garde circle; his friend Lewis and the sculptor Jacob Epstein are his chosen examples. The 
art in question is sharply separated from other recent experiments; in a continuation of the 
break from Bergson, Hulme dismisses ‚futurism which is, in its logical form, the exact opposite 
of the art I am describing, being the deification of flux, the last efflorescence of impressionism‛ 
(104). He also excludes what he calls the ‚analytical‛ variety of cubism, which he associates 
with the French painter Jean Metzinger, and looks forward to a moment when ‚cubism ceases 
to be analytical, and is transformed into a constructive geometrical art‛ (109). Hulme says 
nothing directly about what might make some cubism ‚analytical,‛ and the term is confusing; 
the book Hulme is referring to, Metzinger’s and Albert Gleizes’ 1912 Du “Cubisme,” actually 
locates cubist observation in an impressionistic rather than an analytic tradition, but, especially 
by opposing it to the ‚constructive‛ cubism of the future, Hulme seems to have made it out as a 
work with almost scientific pretentions to discovery. What is clear is that Hulme still opposed 
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any attempt to discover any radical reality in art-making. The contrast between the analytical 
and the constructive, insofar as the terms characterize what an artist does by making art, 
suggest exactly the contrast we have already seen between Hulme and Pound in poetry: Pound 
presented discoveries, whereas Hulme offered creations.11 The idea of any ‚correct‛ art, in 
either the futurist/impressionist visionary mode or that of empirical demonstration, is off the 
table. This should suggest a great deal about Hulme's continuing commitment to 
epistemological relativism, even as he became involved in the defense of religion. Hulme 
certainly never suggests that Epstein or Lewis share any dogma with ancient Egypt, India, or 
Byzantium, and specifically separates their ‚constructive‛ art from both intuitionist and 
empirical models of discovery, futurist ‚impressionism‛ and ‚analytical‛ cubism (104, 109). His 
case is based on the affective appeal of abstraction, in flattering contrast with the ‚anaemic‛ 
imitations available to the romantic humanist. Ultimately, as the new resurgence of abstract art 
suggests, people could not help feeling this way.  
 The next year, Hulme went to Belgium, and began serializing ‚A Notebook‛ in The New 
Age. For all the decisiveness with which he had revised the worldly defense of otherworldly 
faith, however, he never fully escaped a kind of stoic pessimism which links him back to the 
nineteenth century. In 1867, Matthew Arnold had written that 
The Sea of Faith 
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth‘s shore 
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled. 
But now I only hear 
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar, 
Retreating, to the breath 
                                                          
11
 In his introduction, explaining what he does not mean to do by liking art and philosophy, Hulme caustically notes 
that “there are people, for example, who try to connect cubism with Plato” (94). This must be a reference to Pound 
more than anyone else. 
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Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear 
And naked shingles of the world. (401) 
 
Poetry was to replace faith. But Arnold's own poetry can only join in the "melancholy, long, 
withdrawing roar," lamenting the ungirdling of the altars it was itself supposed to recover. 
Victorian social science follows upon secularization, but its first conclusion was often the 
usefulness of belief. Hulme's poetry had articulated a relativism which drew on this tradition of 
secularized scholarship; even as he announced his religious convictions, his poems testified to 
an unhappy inescapability in the relative nature of thought. A late poem, which he wrote 
during active service, offers a very personal dramatization of unstoppable, desperate pursuit of 
objects of transcendent meaning. 
My mind is a corridor. The minds about me are corridors. 
Nothing suggests itself. There is nothing to do but keep on. (―Trenches‖ 12) 
 
On the one hand, these human minds are stark, featureless things, which exist only 
directionally, in relation to some fixed thing beyond them. On the other, there is no autonomous 
object they can discover towards which they can orient themselves. Their inevitable trajectory is 
both into and away from themselves. 
 Hulme's poetic practice never quite lived up to the escape from dyads of Hellenism and 
Hebraism which was offered in his essays. Even late poems like the above, "Trenches: St. Eloi," 
retain some version of the same tragic gap that had existed between George Eliot's dislocated, 
omniscient narrator and her passionately connected protagonists. These poems still exercise a 
basically diagnostic function with regard to thought, which may legitimate subsequent 
approaches to religious belief, but which always take place in a moment where such religious 
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belief does not operate. Hulme was always schematic and abstract in his writing. But he did 
give one notable suggestion of what it might be like to actually live the performative, reflexive 
religiosity he recommended. 
Sentiment cannot easily retire into itself in pure thought; it cannot live and feed on itself for very 
long. In wandering, thought is easily displaced by other matters. So that the man who deliberately 
sets himself the task of thinking continuously of a lover or dead friend has an impossible task. He is 
inevitably drawn to some form of ritual for the expression and outflow of the sentiment. Some act 
which requires less concentration, and which at an easy level fulfils his obligations to sentiment, 
which changes a morbid feeling into a grateful task and employment. Such as pilgrimages to 
graves, standing bare-headed and similar freaks of a lover's fancy. The same phenomena can be 
observed in religion. A man cannot deliberately make up his mind to think of the goodness of God 
for an hour, but he can perform some ritual act of admiration whether it be the offering of a sacrifice 
or merely saying amen to a set prayer. (33) 
 
This is from ‚Cinders,‛ before Hulme had argued that anyone needed to be religious. But it 
explains why, later, Hulme believed that being satisfied in religion was not the same thing as 
being convinced of an ontology. To escape the rationalistic apprehension that what it offered 
was untrue, the religious argument had to appeal to the parts of the mind whose operation had 
the least to do with questions of truth or falsehood. Rather than proposing truths, which might 
be rejected, it had to propose a whole way of feeling, even of life. 
 ‚Culture‛ was not one of Hulme’s watchwords. For him it would still have borne 
Arnoldian implications of growth, development, and gradual perfection, which he would have 
found unpalatable. But Hulme is the source of ideas which lie at the heart of a subsequent 
renewal of the term. He died at thirty-four, with a limited body of writing, much of it 
unpublished, and without having joined or even endorsed any actual, specific religion. Most of 
the project to which this work is so seminal would be carried out by others. One younger 
acquaintance of Hulme’s, an American emigrant named Thomas Stearns Eliot, would be central 
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here, and is the subject of my next chapter. 12 
  
                                                          
12
 In old age, Eliot claimed never to have met Hulme, but their brief acquaintance is convincingly demonstrated by 
Ron Schuchard ("Did Eliot Know Hulme?" 2003). Whether Eliot's disclaimer was an intentional duplicity or the 
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To Do the Right Thing For the Wrong Reason : The Justification of T.S. Eliot 
 
 
Stephen Spender remembers his first meeting with T.S. Eliot, at a student club dinner at 
University College, Oxford: 
Inevitably, the club being half literary, half philosophical, the discussion turned to the problem, 
―How can we prove that a work of art is beautiful?‖ (58) 
This was May 16, 1928. Eliot had converted to Anglicanism in June of 1927, but was yet to 
publish any of his major religious poetry. For Lancelot Andrewes, which was for many the first 
annunciation of Eliot’s faith, would not appear for roughly a year, and the undergraduates 
seem still to have seen Eliot as the dubious, speculative, unfixed voice behind ‚Prufrock‛ and 
The Waste Land. This idea of Eliot made Spender apprehensive about the group’s polemical, self-
consciously solemn dinner conversation; the aesthetic question is ‚inevitable‛ precisely because 
Spender wants to avoid it. Then the indecorum worsens: 
T., an undergraduate who was reading philosophy and who grew tenser and tenser in his cups, 
and more voluble about Santayana, said that he did not believe there could be any absolute 
aesthetic criterion unless there was God. (58) 
 The embarrassment here may be philosophical as well as social. First principles were never 
comfortable for Spender. He always premised his own political leftism on the rejection of 
unacceptable ideas or immoral actions, rather than on positive positions: anti-fascist, but not 
communist. Following W.H. Auden, he tended in poetry to represent political goods and evils as 
magnifications of interior, essential human ethics, rather than as aggregations of habit and 
ideology. In his short ‚The Room Above the Square,‛ world war follows naturally on the 
disharmony of an intimate relationship: ‚Torn like leaves through Europe is the peace / That 
through us flowed‛ (95). Louis MacNeice, Spender’s friend and ally, would write what may be 
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the most memorable statement against pinning ethical and intellectual problems to the God 
question, the poem ‚London Rain.‛  
 As it happens, however, the question put to Eliot by T. was less inappropriate than 
Spender seems to have feared: 
Eliot bowed his head in that almost praying attitude I came to know well, and murmured something 
to the effect of: ―That is what I have come to believe.‖ (58) 
The abruptness of the passage still registers Spender’s shock; first, that Eliot might not be the 
supplely a-theoretical poet Spender had been so ready to admire, and second, that his 
theoretical bent was toward a religious orthodoxy which had probably not even been what T. 
meant to suggest. There is a long tradition of segmenting Eliot’s career, of asserting that 
something happened to this protean iconoclast during the years of 1927 or 1928. To Spender’s 
eye-witness account we could add Virginia Woolf’s letter to her sister in February of the same 
year: 
"I have had a most shameful and distressing interview with poor dear Tom Eliot, who may be called 
dead to us all from this day forward. He has become an Anglo-Catholic, believes in God and 
immortality, and goes to church. I was really shocked.‖ (457) 
A whole archive of subsequent criticism, both laudatory and plaintive, reasserts this same 
transformation. What these images of miraculous or monstrous transfiguration leave out, and 
what Eliot's response in Spender's recollection suggestions in miniature, is the continuity 
between Eliot's secular and religious outlooks. At the college dinner, the case for religion lies in 
the implied need for secure premises of interpersonal organization: we ought to believe in a 
God because without one we have no shared standard of conduct or judgment. This chapter 
will show how Eliot follows Hulme in positioning the need for metaphysical conviction as prior 
to the making of observations and judgments about the world. It will also show how Eliot goes 
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beyond Hulme in formulating a concrete program for meeting this need, and, in his later work, 
a poetic approach which moves beyond the diagnostic, seeking to engage dispositions rather 
than to document them. 
 The idea of need, of a chasmic yearning for an external source of order and meaning, is 
evident from the very beginning of Eliot's career. Characterizations of the early Eliot as a 
Wordsworthian Lost Leader, an once-edgy avant-gardist who  reneged on once-subversive 
commitments - besides Woolf's, there is Ronald Bush’s description of The Waste Land ‚< like 
1920s jazz, essentially iconoclastic,‛ or Louis Menand’s picture of Eliot as a proto-Rortian ironist 
– have to be reconciled with the fact that Eliot was involved all along in a critical program that 
was explicitly conservative.1 The famous essays of the 1910s all seek to affirm shared formal 
meanings, rather than to deconstruct them. In ‚Tradition and the Individual Talent,‛ which 
appeared in The Egoist in 1919, Eliot argued that an artist’s output had to be assessed as part of a 
body of collective achievement, rather than as the expression of a particular personality. The 
same year, he complained about the unconsidered and privatized emotionalism of modern 
poetry in ‚The Metaphysical Poets,‛ a review of Herbert Grierson’s anthology of seventeenth-
century verse for The Athenaeum. ‚Hamlet and his Problems,‛ which appeared alongside the 
first two pieces in Eliot’s collection The Sacred Wood in 1921, proposes the idea of an ‚objective 
correlative,‛ a ‚set of objects , a situation, a chain of events‛ which justify, in a stable and 
                                                          
1
 In Discovering Modernism, Menand does consider this body of critical work, and reads it as tactical in the 
extreme. Menand’s “ironic” Eliot offers impersonalism as an alternative to the nineteenth-century ideals of 
expressive sincerity not on the basis of any actual commitment, but out of a sense that these older ideas were 
played out, and that whoever invented something new would have a position at the forefront of the literary world. 
Menand demonstrates the young Eliot’s professional canniness beyond dispute, and the idea that Eliot took a 
strategically flexible attitude towards specific points of dogma is not unrelated to my argument here. I would 
contend, however, that the stakes of Eliot’s strategic pragmatism were larger than his own advancement. There is 
danger in seeing Eliot solely as a venture capitalist in the marketplace of literary ideas. 
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formulaic way, the emotion that a work of art expresses to its audience – unjustified emotion 
being evidently synonymous with ‚artistic failure‛ (124-5).  
 In contrast to those who read the young Eliot as radical, critics who have attended these 
classicist positions have often treated them as evidence of an abiding faith in first positions, in a 
way which makes Eliot's conversion the most natural thing in the world. Besides its more 
explicit observations about shifts in verse since the seventeenth century, the ‚Metaphysical 
Poets‛ essay also implies a claim about extra-literary history. 
In the seventeenth century a dissociation of sensibility set in, from which we have never recovered; 
and this dissociation, as is natural, was aggravated by the influence of the two most powerful poets 
of the century, Milton and Dryden. (247) 
Eliot manages not to mention the English Civil War, which replaced traditional monarchy with 
a state form that more clearly "dissociated" the bureaucratic from the individual – and whose 
most notable literary proponent was John Milton. In a withering account of the "Metaphysical 
Poets" essay, Frank Kermode points out the historical implication and repudiates it; the early 
seventeenth century had its own forms of skepticism, like every other period, and the location 
there of any kind of ‚organic‛ subjectivity is only a nostalgic fantasy. Eliot, by extension, is 
exactly the sort of credulous foundationalist who might easily become a Christian; this 
characterization is closely related to the one Kermode offered of T.E. Hulme. 
  As an objection to the historical insinuation of Eliot's essay, Kermode's point is secure. 
But it is important that all the essay made was an insinuation. The historical inference is left for 
the reader to make; the essay invites it without actually making the argument which would then 
be found faulty. And Eliot had reasons to avoid the open assertion beyond its implausibility; in 
his introduction to the second edition of The Sacred Wood, Eliot insisted that he had written these 
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essays in the light of ‚poetry as poetry and not another thing‛ (viii). The assertion follows from 
the same conservative cultural politics it tries to disclaim. To describe poetry as a transmitter of 
social values, even of the most authoritarian sort, would open it to rational dispute and even 
political factionalism. "The Metaphysical Poets" shows a covert tactical awareness that poetry, 
or poetic criticism, could in fact act as such a transmitter (unless we believe that the political 
inference of "The Metaphysical Poets" is entirely unintended), but never admits this awareness 
by making an explicit historical argument. These evasions indicate something very different 
from confident foundationalism. More than anything else, they suggest the apprehension that 
the firm bases required for consensus - pre-dissociated sensibility or genuine critical 
disinterestedness - were not available, though it might be possible to act as though they were. 
 If Eliot's early criticism is subtly marked by the absence of secure external sources of 
judgment and regulation, his early poetry achieves its radical effect by dramatizing this same 
absence. ‚Sweeney Among the Nightingales,‛ a bathetic juxtaposition of the classical and the 
vulgar, illustrates the dissatisfactions of a purely volitional way of thinking about culture. It is 
usefully read in the light of George Santayana, to whom the undergraduate of Spender’s 
anecdote nods and who was also one of Eliot’s supervisors at Harvard. Santayana had proposed 
a source for aesthetic and moral judgments independent of any external or ontological standard. 
Reason, as Santayana described it in his 1905 multivolume study The Life of Reason, had 
…found its precursor in what is called life, its seat in an animal body of unusual plasticity, and its 
function in rendering that body‘s volatile instincts and sensations harmonious with one another and 
with the outer world on which they depend. (4) 
It was, in other words, an evolved faculty whereby certain living beings could get what they 
wanted, rather than an application to transcendent principles. A passage from The Sense of 
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Beauty – quite possibly the one Spender’s T. had in mind – makes this especially clear: ‚As 
Spinoza clearly expressed it, we desire nothing because it is good, but it is good only because 
we desire it‛ (16). 
 In the opening of The Life of Reason, Santayana wrote that: 
We may accordingly dispense ourselves from preliminary courtesies to the real universal order, 
nature, the absolute, and the gods. We shall make their acquaintance in due season. (3-4) 
In just the way these two sentences would suggest, Santayana’s skepticism in fact led to a great 
deal of pragmatic acceptance. Stable reference points were of benefit to humans, and therefore 
human reason should approve of them once it fully understood their function. At the same 
time, Santayana’s model offers no strong way to redress noncomformity. We may observe that 
one animal body is flouting conventional standards, but the standards themselves cannot be 
invoked to condemn the flouting, since they take their justification from animal life and not vice 
versa. 
 Eliot's objective correlative contains a suggestion of Santayana, with the individual mind 
recognizing formulae external to it by extrapolating from its own sensations and volitions, 
although, in a way that resonates with Hulme's religious turn, Eliot does not suggest that it 
should have any apprehension of its own role in the production of emotional effects. ‚Sweeney 
Among the Nightingales‛ is about the unpleasantness of such an apprehension. In the opening 
of The Sense of Beauty, Santayana had written that 
Of late we have even learned that the forms of many animals are due to the survival by sexual 
selection of the colours and forms most attractive to the eye. There must therefore be in our nature 
a very radical and wide-spread tendency to observe beauty, and to value it. (3)  
Eliot’s poem depicts a solicitation; the ‚Nightingales‛ are prostitutes, and the whole sequence 
insistently reduces sexual relations to the animal or Darwinian: 
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Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees 
Letting his arms hang down to laugh, 
The zebra stripes along his jaw 
Swelling to maculate giraffe. (56) 
A male participant in the scene is ‚vertebrate.‛  Animal lust governs eating as well as sex: ‚The 
waiter brings in oranges / Bananas figs and hothouse grapes‛ and a woman ‚tears at the grapes 
with murderous paws‛ (56). The tropical associations of the food seems for Eliot to add to the 
sense of ungoverned primitivity. 
   The association between nightingales and prostitutes, with which Eliot would play for 
several years, comes from the story of Philomel and Tereus, and the solicitation scene is 
overlaid with allusions to the classical Hades and Aeschylus’ Agamemnon. The effect is 
opposite to that of what Eliot would later call the ‚mythical method‛ in Joyce. When Leopold 
Bloom visits Bella Cohen’s brothel in Ulysses, the invocation of Circe adds significance, even a 
kind of lopsided grandeur, to the modern sequence. In ‚Sweeney,‛ it is the Irishman and the 
prostitutes who refigure the classical register, not vice versa. Agamemnon’s death was caused 
by sexual indiscretion, and it is the very same nightingales with whom Sweeney now negotiates 
that  
Sang within the bloody wood 
When Agamemnon cried aloud 
And let their liquid siftings fall 
To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud. (56-7) 
In Joyce’s ‚The Dead‛ (which, unlike Ulysses, does predate ‚Sweeney‛), Gabriel Conroy is 
spiritually united with the people of Ireland, the past and the present, by a snowfall. In this 
scatological reworking of that moment, the classical world is contaminated with the same 
effluent we find in a Massachusetts brothel. Naturalism subverts any classical standard, 
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discovering its canonical emblems as, like everything else, mere instances of personal 
compulsion.  
In ‚Traditional and the Individual Talent,‛ Eliot had offered poetry as ‚an escape from 
personality‛ (11). ‚Sweeney‛ worries at the impossibility of such an escape, and this worry is 
the animus for much of Eliot’s pre-conversion poetry. Prufrock’s sudden, abject desire to be a 
pair of ragged claws, or the animistic search for some object on which to center oneself in 
‚Rhapsody on a Windy Night,‛ suggest the same theme.  In ‚Hysteria‛ and ‚Intimations of 
Immortality,‛ the collapse into the self is further associated with irrepressible sexual desire. Jed 
Esty has observed that modernist formal innovation is often an attempt to register the very 
historical shifts and disjunctures it bewails (12). This must be more true of Eliot than of any 
other British modernist of comparable stature. Woolf, Joyce, and Pound were at worst 
ambivalent towards the increasingly cosmopolitan and secular worlds they wrote.2 In Eliot’s 
work before 1927, however, formal fragmentation is overwhelmingly the evidence of damage. 
By 1959, Hugh Kenner was already warning against the temptation to read Eliot’s poetry 
in terms of ‚ideas‛ – to imagine behind its difficulty some allegorical code or answer, or to 
assume that Eliot’s unemotive, carefully constructed public face concealed secrets, scandals, 
conspiracies.3 Notwithstanding a few pointedly topical satires like ‚The Hippopotamus or ‚Mr. 
Eliot’s Sunday Morning Service‛ – both of which take aim at what might be called a 
Santayanan, Arnoldian, or otherwise too-easy approach to religious practice – this remains an 
important point. Pseudo-referentiality is an essential part of Eliot’s poetic; the tarot-reading in 
                                                          
2
 I would cautiously submit Joseph Conrad as Eliot's closest equal in an aesthetic practice which consistently 
deplores the psychological conditions that make it possible. 
 
3
 Suzanne Churchill, in the context of discussions of Eliot’s sexuality, calls this “the drive to capture the cat” (7). 
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the first section of The Waste Land is more dramatic and verbal in effect than referential or 
metaphorical, notwithstanding the important topical studies which address this scene. In light 
of these points, it might seem overly audacious to synthesize all Eliot’s early formal innovations 
into an allegorical comment on metaphysical need or absence. Commentary is only one way of 
persuading readers, however; it is easy to accept Kenner’s point without also concluding, as he 
seems to have been eager to do, that pseudo-referentiality constitutes philosophical neuter. 
Some of the Eliot text does offer hidden references. The connection between the ‚three white 
leopards‛ of Ash Wednesday II and Dante’s lion, leopard, and she-wolf in Inferno I, for instance, 
helps the later poem establish itself as an instance of the religious transmutation of despair. To 
identify the allusion is not to exhaust the passage's pseudo-referential quality – Why are all 
three leopards? Why white? – but even partial interpretability excites a reader’s expectations.4 If 
Eliot, as Kenner claims, ‚deals in effects, not ideas,‛ one of these effects is the strong suggestion 
that there are ideas available, though we have not fully reached them. In religious poems like 
Ash Wednesday this suggestion works to an effect we will consider later. In the earlier work, it 
creates a sense of missing something, which encourages but never gratifies a kind of detective 
pursuit of occult coherence. This is why mundane objects in these poems are able to create such 
powerful paranoic arrest. 
 If Eliot's early criticism tried to create standards, while eliding the lack of a deep 
justification for them, the poem of his which most lucidly reflects on the difficulties of such an 
effort is "Portrait of a Lady." This monologue, directed by an arch, introverted young man 
                                                          
4
 My sense of Eliot’s allusive practice is indebted to James Longenbach and Christopher Ricks, who both point out 
its active effect of frustration. In Ricks’ memorable phrase, the intended effect of the early Eliot’s allusions was to 
“ruffle people” (7). 
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towards a conventional older woman with whom he has been socializing, relays the 
insufficiency of mere decorum in the absence of a more fundamental rationale. The poem is 
sometimes read as an assertion of the young man's interior complexity at the woman's expense; 
in his account of the misogynist politics of high modernism, Peter Nicholls refers to the poem's  
‚Arnoldian buried life‛ (Modernisms 182). This seems to suggest an old romantic scenario, 
where suffering visionary outsiderdom and tritely unthinking social compliance are 
respectively gendered male and female. It is notable, however, that the Arnoldian analogy is 
made by the poem itself, and in the voice of the woman: ‚these April sunsets, that somehow 
recall / My buried life, and Paris in the spring‛ (20). Some misogyny certainly attends on the 
whole scenario. The way in which the woman seems to want to collect the speaker as a friend, 
the elaborate and pro-forma situations she sets out for him, have an almost spiderlike 
implication of entrapment, a link both to Ezra Pound's sonnet "Portrait d'une Femme" and the 
origin of the shared title, Henry James' 1885 Portrait of a Lady. In that novel, however, it is the 
woman, Isabel Archer, who is fiercely unconventional, the sinister cloistral aspect belonging to 
Gilbert Osmond. If Eliot's Lady, with her Arnoldian paraphrase, is tedious and formulaic, some 
of this is because of her investiture in romantic clichés of unconventional genuineness and 
personality. 
 The young man's experience of antisocial interiority, rather than a triumph over 
convention, is in fact quite unwelcome, and even presented as a self-criticism. As he listens to 
the woman's description of a piano recital: 
Inside my brain a dull tom-tom begins 
Absurdly hammering a prelude of its own, 
Capricious monotone 
That is at least one definite ―false note.‖ (19) 
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There is some sardonic reflection on the woman; the speaker's annunciation of a "false nose," in 
scare quotes, implies that she has made the emptily hyperbolic claim that the recital contained 
no false notes. But the false note to which his narration more directly refers is "inside (his) 
brain," not in her words. The musical terms suggest a derisive authorial self-reference; "tom-
tom" as the poet's first name, and "Preludes" being the poem which appeared next to "Portrait of 
a Lady" in Prufrock and Other Observations. 
 Rather than an attack on conventionality, "Portrait of a Lady" is about the unpleasant 
thing that happens when we discover that conventions are merely conventional. This discovery 
is oppressive rather than liberating. Bored by the woman's affectations, the young man is 
equally bored by himself. 
And I must borrow every changing shape 
To find expression… dance, dance 
Like a dancing bear, 
Cry like a parrot, chatter like an ape. (21) 
The real difficulty is not that arbitrary convention represses more authentic ways of behaving, 
but that, in realizing the arbitrariness of convention, one is left with no authentic way of 
behaving at all. This is the trouble the speaker confronts in the poem’s final line, when he 
wonders ‚Do I have the right to smile?‛ (21). The full societal implication of this paucity of right 
is spelled out in an interlude in the poem’s middle. Leaving the woman’s company, the man 
reads a newspaper in the park, but is troubled by his inability to make judgments of the stories 
he finds there. 
I keep my countenance, 
I remains self-possessed 
Except when a street piano, mechanical and tired 
Reiterates some worn-out common song 
With the smell of hyacinths across the garden 
Recalling things that other people have desired. 
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Are these ideas right or wrong? (20) 
In a paean to buried life, it would have been possible to answer this question. Instead, "recital" 
of received sentiments becomes the dominant mode, and discord its only alternative. In The Idea 
of a Christian Society, twenty-four years later, Eliot would write that "neither conservatism nor 
liberalism, which are not philosophies and may merely be habits, is enough to guide us" (14).  
"Portrait of a Lady" is about society in the absence of the kind of guidance which The Idea of a 
Christian Society to offer. 5 
 In prose, Eliot acknowledged the deficit of foundations for his critical practice only once 
he had a supplement ready for this deficit. For Lancelot Andrewes included an essay which had 
been first published a few months previously, in The Forum of July 1928, called ‚The Humanism 
of Irving Babbitt.‛ This seems to have been the first printed statement of Eliot’s new religious 
allegiance. Alongside Santayana, Babbitt had been Eliot’s supervisor at Harvard, and it is to 
Babbitt more than anyone else that the secular phase of Eliot’s literary criticism is indebted. 
Babbitt’s ‚New Humanism‛ was an effort to derive strict standards of personal and social 
regulation from the operation of human reason. Babbitt's pugnacious classicism showed the 
influence of Matthew Arnold, but to a degree that went beyond Arnoldian disinterestedness, 
and which was different from Santayana altogether, Babbitt understood the exercise of reason 
to be necessarily self-abnegating. His 1910 volume The New Laokoon, otherwise an attack on 
intuitionism in art, proposed the idea of an ‚inner check,‛ an operation of self-government 
                                                          
5
 As Menand and Schwartz demonstrate, Eliot had completed unsigned reviews for the Westminster Gazette on 
the works of Emile Durkheim as early as 1916 ("on Durkheim"). Eliot's tone was positive, and it is useful to consider 
the gradual role that a Durkheimian understanding of religion as a force for social and emotional coordination may 
have played in Eliot's thinking about these questions. It is also useful to consider disciplines like sociology and 
anthropology as bases for religious affirmation, rather than in the more religiously disintegrative capacity modeled 
for Eliot by scholars like Sir James Frazier. 
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which individuals were to perform in recognizance of greater good, and which they were to 
learn through austere and intensive moral education. Eliot’s near-sacrificial doctrine of 
impersonality, and his strong anti-emotive and anti-romantic bent, follow naturally from these 
positions. But in 1928, Eliot contended that Babbitt’s whole regime of standards was baseless 
without metaphysical belief. 
Mr. Babbitt says, of the representatives of the ―humanitarian movement,‖ that  
―They wish to live on the naturalistic level, and at the same time to enjoy the benefits that the 
past had hoped to achieve as a result of some humanistic or religious discipline.‖ 
The definition is admirable, but provokes us to ask whether, by altering a few words, we cannot 
arrive at the following statement about humanists: 
―They wish to live on the humanistic level, and at the same time to enjoy the benefits that the 
past had hoped to achieve as a result of some religious discipline.‖ (420). 
Babbitt’s Humanist civilization, in other words, relies on standards it cannot posit by itself. The 
only source of such a standard is religion, and this is Eliot’s first argument for it. Later critical 
works like After Strange Gods (1933) and Notes Toward the Definition of Culture (1948) go on to 
argue that literature can only flourish widely under conditions of socially binding religious 
orthodoxy, and that more liberal and nontraditional societies were capable of producing only 
the occasional idiosyncratic outlier.6 
 
 How different is this religious argument from Arnold’s? How much does the claim of 
religion’s conceptual necessity move beyond the earlier claim of its emotional utility? And to 
what extend does the Hulmean, relativist position that interest is the source of all knowledge 
(the claim that, in the formulation Eliot used so many times, ‚mankind cannot bear very much 
reality‛) resolve the difference between desire and belief? The work of Eliot’s Christian period 
                                                          
6
 Eliot's assessment of D.H. Lawrence in After Strange Gods shares a great deal with the characterization Charles 
Taylor offers in A Secular Age. 
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does not suggest absolute confidence with regard to these questions. In readings of two major 
works of this period, Ash Wednesday and Murder in the Cathedral, I will attempt now to show two 
objectives in Eliot’s religious verse. It sought to go beyond the psychologist/diagnostic approach 
of Eliot's earlier poetry, and Hulme's, to find a sensual, affecting, persuasive way of offering 
Christianity to the needs this earlier verse had theorized. It also sought to obscure or massage 
the contradiction that still attended the relativist case for faith. 
 Ash Wednesday was the first poetic announcement of Eliot’s conversion. Anyone who 
had not read For Lancelot Andrewes or the 1928 article on Babbitt would have discovered the 
Christian Eliot only here, in 1930. Named for the day on which Christians mark themselves 
publically, Ash Wednesday is often read as a kind of coming-out poem, an abandonment of 
earlier ironic self-concealment and the beginning of the second half of a divided career. To some 
extend this apprehension is inevitable, since the poem is spoken from such a radically new 
subjective position. But I cannot be entirely satisfied with the way the departure has been 
characterized. For Louis Menand, who prefers the early poetry, Ash Wednesday retracts an 
essentially subversive irony, leaving Eliot ‚nothing to play off against‛ (162). For others, the 
poem is a beatific turn to inner sincerity. Even a politically suspicious critic like John Xiros 
Cooper is willing to call the new mode a ‚late candour.‛ But as well as marking a move from 
negative to positive, Ash Wednesday also works to make it clear that the affirmation it offers is 
the answer to exactly the sort of lacks sketched in the earlier poetry – a justification for religious 




 One of Ash Wednesday’s key move away from the earlier poetry is its clear adoption of a 
single, lyrical speaking subjectivity, something which coincides, perhaps counter-intuitively, 
with an abnegation of rhetorical authority. The Waste Land assumes a kind of documentary 
omniscience. Every social voice is heard but none endorsed (this is Menand’s arch-ironist), and 
whatever barbarisms come to light reflect only a painful acuity of perception. But Ash 
Wednesday, beginning with a personal renunciation, also begins with a stammer: 
Because I do not hope to turn again 
Because I do not hope 
Because I do not hope to turn (89) 
The stammer is Cooper’s observation, though he adds that self-abasement of this kind still 
constitutes a ‚social discourse‛ (15). I would go further; as well as furnishing an instructive 
instance of disciplinary subjection (Cooper’s Eliot is above all a servant of temporal power), this 
aspect of the poem reprises a trope of renewal through destruction which had been pervasive in 
Eliot’s work up to this point, and adds a newly concrete sense of the reward that this 
transformation offers. What appears as a surrender is actually an advertisement. 
 Both of Ash Wednesday’s first two sections begin by evoking the stilnovist tradition of 
thirteenth-century Tuscany, which set the tone for the poem's expression of self-abnegation. The 
first lines, just quoted, are Guido Cavalcanti’s ‚Perch’i’no spero di tornar giammai.‛  The 
second section, beginning ‚Lady, three white leopards sat under a juniper tree,‛ evokes the lion, 
leopard, and she-wolf which terrify Dante in the first Canto of the Divine Comedy. Both source 
poems bespeak circumstances of political exile. The opening of Cavalcanti’s ballata could be 
translated, perhaps more brutally than Eliot renders it, as ‚Because I do not hope ever to return, 
/ my little song, to Tuscany.‛ Thus unmade, Cavalcanti's speaker announces indifference to his 
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own life, hoping only that his poem will carry his spirit to the lady he loves. Dante, barred from 
Florence, finds himself in a ‚dark forest‛ of allegorical despair.  
These references are part of the way in which Ash Wednesday defines itself against the 
immediate backdrop of Eliot's two previous poems. In the motifs of the fisher king, of sacrificial 
burial and cleansing death by water, The Waste Land pointed towards a spiritual rebirth on the 
other side of apocalypse, rebirth of some unknown sort at some unknown time. The Hollow Men 
dramatized a more immediate fear in the face of such an advent, a desiring half-glimpse across 
the boundaries of sleep or death from which the speaker recoils in shame and paralysis. Both of 
Ash Wednesday’s Tuscan source poems enact a sublimation, a move from the worldly to the 
spiritual occasioned by material disaster. For Dante, particularly, banishment from the city 
leads to a redemptive encounter with cosmic truth.7 The Italian sources thus help Ash Wednesday 
to complete the transformative arc begun by Eliot’s earlier poems. Most palpably, the speaker’s 
death, and subsequent inorganic rebirth, is a reprieve from sex: 
Lady, three white leopards sat under a juniper tree 
In the cool of the day, having fed to satiety 
On my legs my heart my liver and that which had been contained 
In the hollow round of my skull. And God said 
Shall these bones live? (91) 
The presence of the ‚Lady‛ addressed in the first line of the second section, who remains a 
reference point throughout the rest of the poem, further suggests this escape from the sexual, in 
a way that once again draws on Dante and Cavalcanti. Poems in the troubadour tradition out of 
which the stilnovists worked typically address a lady or donna, numbering her virtues or 
                                                          
7
 Cavalcanti is short on tropes of redemption. Within the Aristotelian tradition, Dante followed Aquinas, while 
Cavalcanti seems to have taken his metaphysics from the Iberian Muslim interpreter Ibn Rushd (Averroes), and is 
often thought to have been an atheist (see Favati, de Robertis, Barolini).But the idea that disembodied love can 
succeed physical death survives this clarification. 
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unkindnesses. Part way through the second section of Ash Wednesday there is a shift in address. 
In the first line, the speaker describes his demise to the lady. But then, seven lines down, she is 
moved to the third person, as the dead man’s bones begin to speak, answering God’s question 
from Ezekiel. 
Because of the goodness of this lady 
And because of her loveliness, and because 
She honours the Virgin in meditation, 
We shine with brightness. (91) 
Dante’s religious revision of the troubadour lyric, and Cavalcanti’s philosophical one, often 
depend on this same grammar. ‚Perch’i’no spero di tornar giammai‛ is a poem addressing itself 
("my little song"), with the lady mentioned only in third person. This solipsism gives Cavalcanti 
the opportunity to contemplate the nature of love-expression rather than simply offering it. In 
Dante the revision is even closer to Eliot's purpose. Beatrice dies, and as the poet’s reflections 
move from ‚you‛ to ‚she,‛ from immanent body to transcendent soul, he finds religious 
consolation. This is the Vita Nuova8 that Dante is able to discover, a passage from a very 
straining cupidity to more spiritual devotions via the love of a pious woman. The lady of Ash 
Wednesday is not unlike Beatrice, possessing Marian virtue without being assimilable into a 
Marian allegory (in section IV she is seen ‚Going in white and blue, in Mary’s colour,‛ and 
these dual references prevent her, as Beatrice was prevented, from becoming a mere sign). Like 
Beatrice, she offers a transition which, set against Eliot’s earlier poetry, represents great psychic 
relief. As the long lines of the second section’s opening give way to a suitably simpler, sparer 
two-accent pattern: 
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 The pertinence of this sequence of Dante's, with its story of worldly desire transformed by death into 




The single rose 
Is now the Garden 
Where all loves end 
Terminate torment 
Of love unsatisfied 
The greater torment 
Of love satisfied (91-2) 
Earlier poems from ‚Hysteria‛ to The Waste Land locate a kind of horror in sexual compulsion. 
The new devotion bypasses that compulsion. This is one of its selling points. 
 For all the death and transfiguration, Ash Wednesday is not simply a millenarian poem, 
and does not jettison the sense in Dante that religious affirmation takes place against the 
backdrop of the quotidian, "midway through the journey of life." Section III of Ash Wednesday, 
with its architecture of layers and confrontation with ‚the devil of the stairs,‛ points to the 
Divine Comedy again; its beginning, with a speaker ‚at the first turning of the second stair,‛ 
transposes into the context of faith a familiar Eliotic ennui with the passage of ordinary time.9 In 
section VI, the speaker draws on the imagery of The Waste Land – ‚Teach us to sit still / even 
among these rocks‛ (98) – only to suggest that it is not through sudden death by water, but by a 
faith enacted through time, that heaven is served. The injunction to ‚Redeem the time,‛ Paul’s 
advice to the Ephesians on the matter of living through evil days, occurs first in Ash Wednesday 
IV, where the perpetuity of this effort, its diffusion across boundaries and segmentations of 
time, is emphasized by enjambment: ‚Redeem / the time. Redeem‛ (98). ‚Redeem the time‛ 
recurs in Murder in the Cathedral and at several points in the Four Quartets, whose great work is 
the metaphysical palliation of disturbing temporal experience. And yet the eerie tranquility of 
                                                          
9
 This passage in Ash Wednesday also echoes the line "time to turn back and descend the stair" from "Prufrock" 
(14). Part of Prufrock's difficulty is a paralytically expansive sense of time that makes individual action meaningless. 
On the "second stair" of Ash Wednesday II, we find a perspective both more experienced and more reconciled to 
movement through time.  The long temporal register of "Prufrock" is hypothetical, imagined ("let us go then") 
from a standpoint which may take no more than an instant. Ash Wednesday III unfolds across real time, moving 
from "first turning" to "second turning" to "third stair." 
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Ash Wednesday II depends on bodily death, and actually intensifies the sudden decisiveness of 
Dante’s reversal of fortune. Instead of escaping the beasts of the forest, as Dante does with 
Virgil’s aid, the speaker here has already been eaten, and his death does seem to have 
apocalyptic significances. As opposed to Dante’s tripartite bestiary, the mutual identity of the 
leopards has a hint of the Trinity, and the new, literally inorganic being that the speaking bones 
receive is tied to the resurrection of Ezekiel 3. The contrast between the visions of Ash 
Wednesday  II and III, between sudden transformation from without and diligently self-enacted 
spiritual discipline, again reflects the ambiguity of Eliot's position: faithful submission is offered 
as something we can use to get through life, but it only works if we believe that the transforming 
agency is Someone Else’s and not our own. 
 In its own aesthetic offerings, the poem makes a similar appeal to desire, guised as 
another self-surrendering witness to Truth. Cooper's contention is that, especially in moments 
when the poetic voice gives itself over to the repetitive formulae of prayers, Ash Wednesday 
surrenders aesthetic bravura in the name of a new personal humility. This is, undoubtedly, a 
dynamic Ash Wednesday itself sets out thematically. In section III, the speaker on the stairs 
encounters ‚Distraction, music of the flute,‛ which fades in the advent of ‚strength beyond 
hope and despair‛ into a simple intonation: 
Lord I am not worthy  
Lord I am not worthy  
but speak the word only. (93) 
It should be mentioned that suturings like this, of prayers into the poetic voice, are not 
unprecedented in Eliot. In The Waste Land the effect is admittedly different; the exotic quality of 
the Sanskrit, as well as its status as one among so many fragments of tradition to choose from, 
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give it a hypothetical rather than affirmative status as solution, although even this status cuts it 
off somewhat from other, more purely ironic inclusions. Ash Wednesday is even more clearly 
presaged in The Hollow Men. This is true in a number of senses. The contradictions of The Hollow 
Men’s section I, 
Shape without form, shade without colour, 
Paralyzed force, gesture without motion; (83) 
are resolved by the grace of the Lady in the later poem’s second section: 
Lady of silences 
Calm and distressed 
Torn and most whole 
Rose of memory 
Rose of forgetfulness 
Exhausted and life-giving 
Worried reposeful (91) 
In a way typical of the metaphysical version of troubadour love poetry, negations are 
resurrected as paradoxes. And, like section III of Ash Wednesday, The Hollow Men borrows from 
the Anglican prayerbook. Printed in italics in the right margins of the poem’s last section, like 
the responses in a hymnal, are two statements of ‚For Thine is the Kingdom‛ from the Anglican 
version of the Lord’s Prayer, and one entry of ‚Life is very long.‛ This slightly mysterious entry 
(it seems to be from Conrad’s ‚An Outcast Among the Islands‛) serves more or less as an 
alternative, hollowed of transcendent meaning, to the religious profession. The speaker 
struggles to incorporate first one and then the other response into his own voice. 
For Thine is 
Life is 
For Thine is the (86) 
The opening stammer of Ash Wednesday draws us back to this point. Its willing reproduction of 
words of prayer show us that the struggle is now decided, and to this extent, Ash Wednesday 
does indeed represent a newly unironic approach to the reproduction of prayer text - if the fact 
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that The Hollow Men seems to be helpfully setting the stage for the transition does not 
undermine the apparent suddenness. 
Whether or not it offers a comforting resolution to tensions set up in earlier poems, the 
new direction undoubtedly cost Eliot admiration in some quarters. Prayer does not meet the 
tastes of every reader of poetry. And it is undoubtedly true that Eliot, by reproducing prayer 
emphatically and without irony, was engaged in a degree of calculated mortification, the same 
self-conscious bluffness with which he had announced a point of view "classicist in literature, 
royalist in politics, anglo-catholic in religion" (ix)10 in the introduction to For Lancelot Andrewes in 
1928, not much more than a year before Ash Wednesday was published. To communicate 
indifference to the opinion of others is in fact often a way of soliciting their attention, of course, 
and the fact that Eliot was necessarily repelling some readers does not mean he had no 
rhetorical designs upon others. In fact, the refusal to seek acceptance, the very thing which 
assures us of a genuinely otherworldly conviction, also indicates why this faith might be 
desirable.  If Ash Wednesday's second section advertises faith as an escape from sexual neurosis, 
the surrender of poetic voice becomes its own selling point in section V. The section is 
precipitated by a worry about inefficacious speech: 
If the lost word is lost, if the spent word is spent 
If the unheard, unspoken 
Word is unspoken, unheard; (96) 
The semicolon and the line breaks leave this prospect hanging, an anxiety to be met by the rest 
of the first verse block: 
Still is the unspoken word, the Word unheard  
                                                          
10
The best evidence for the rhetorical self-consciousness of this remark is the fact that it is an unacknowledged 
reworking of Chateaubriand: “Je suis bourbonnien par honneur, royaliste par raison et conviction, républicain par 
gout et par charactere” (Monarchie). 
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The Word without a word, the Word within 
The world and for the world (96) 
The distinction between "word" and  "Word," or human talk and divine truth, and the non-
semantic but nevertheless effective distinction between "without" and "within," as well as the 
double-meaning of "Still," all serve to disentangle the divine from any dependence on human 
agency: the Word does not depend on speech, on motion, or on hearing. The scope of this 
disentanglement becomes clear after the first verse block, with another line of repeated 
scripture: "Oh my people, what have I done unto thee." This is Micah 3:6, the voice of God 
asking the Chosen why they have forsaken Him. The scenario is that of a faithless nation, and 
what we are assured of is that this nation does not require a human voice to lead it to grace; it is 
enough that the Lady, like the poem itself, offer prayers for "those who walk in darkness," 
whether or not they are converted (96). Of course, the great relief of this realization, which saves 
us from the worldly anxiety that our time has been wasted and our efforts have come to 
nothing, is itself exactly the kind of rhetorical, persuasive appeal that the poem claims to be 
unnecessary. "Word" may save us from worrying about the world, but this is a quite worldly 
reason for accepting it.  
 Ash Wednesday is also the first full instance of a new allusive mode in Eliot’s poetry, a 
mode extremely convenient to the poem's rhetorical situation. The play on "world" and "Word" 
comes from Lancelot Andrewes's 1611 nativity sermon on John 1.14 : "For there is not in all the 
world a more pure, simple, inconcrete procreation than that whereby the mind conceiveth the 
word within it" (88).11  In the title essay of For Lancelot Andrewes, Eliot had written that 
"Andrews takes a word and derives the world from it" (24). But to understand the relationship 
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 This quotation is taken almost at random. Andrewes' play on "word" lasts almost the entire sermon. 
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between the terms in Ash Wednesday - that the Word resides in the world, but that the two are 
nevertheless opposite - one does not need to follow the reference to Andrewes, or even to recall 
the "Word made flesh" of John. All that is needed is a passing acquaintance with the common 
use of the term "the Word" to stand for Christian salvation. Contrast this to the Eliot of 1920, in 
"Gerontion" : 
Sings are taken for wonders. "We would see a sign!" 
The word within a word, unable to speak a word (37) 
The same source is used, but this time in a way impenetrably occult to readers who do not 
recognize it; even those who do might be confused, since the material is used in a way quite 
distinct from Andrewes' beatific optimism (appropriately, the "Gerontion" passage is about just 
the kind of paranoid interpretive desperation that it forces on its readers).  The Ash Wednesday 
passage might give the reader unfamiliar with Andrewes a perception of extra meaning not 
caught. It comes with a stanzaic break, and a general shift of rhythm and register, in a way that 
indicates a new type of linguistic play. But, so long as one understands the word/world 
opposition itself, this additional range of reference is optional. One is aware of an 
understanding which is sufficient if not complete, and whatever puzzles remain pose no 
ultimate threat to our apprehension of the basic sense. Their meanings are present as a kind of 
ethereal potentiality we may not reach but which still comforts. Contented humility before 
mysteries is an old Christian stance, but as a way of foreclosing questions about the bases of 
one's own suppositions, this new allusive effect seems pertinent to the difficulties of Eliot's 
religious project in particular. 
 Eliot's activity in the years immediately following Ash Wednesday makes it very difficult 
to believe he was uninterested in public persuasion, though it also indicates the difficulties that 
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attended the open admission of this interest. Aside from the four comparatively brief Ariel 
poems in the Criterion, Eliot published no nondramatic verse in the early 1930s. His two most 
notable exploits were After Strange Gods, 1933, and The Rock, 1934. Both were public and didactic 
in nature. The first was the notes to the Page-Barbour Lecture which Eliot gave at the University 
of Virginia. The second was a pageant play on ecclesiastical history, commissioned and 
produced by the Church of England to raise money for church-building; its 1934 production at 
the Sadler’s Wells theatre in London was the first dramatic performance of Eliot’s work. Neither 
engagement has much impressed Eliot’s critics. The Rock is often thought of as aesthetically 
unsuccessful, and After Strange Gods contains the most frequently cited evidence of Eliot’s anti-
Semitism, the infamous statement that cultural and religious cohesion, essential to the healthy 
function of a society, ‚make any large number of free-thinking Jews undesirable‛ (20).  
 Eliot seems to have become sensitive to liabilities in these two texts. He had the printing 
of After Strange Gods stopped, and only included the choruses of The Rock in his Complete Works, 
disclaiming any role in the play’s dialogue. But there is danger in assuming that the liabilities 
Eliot saw are the same ones his critics have seen. If Ash Wednesday announced Eliot the 
devotional poet, these two subsequent works announce him as a polemical spokesman for what 
we would now call the religious right, and this is not a position he ever abdicated. But both 
works are as notable for their frank disclosure of relativistic reasoning as for the extremity of the 
positions they reach. It is the relativism, not the positions, that Eliot had reason to obscure. 
 After Strange Gods is quite daring in its anthropologization of religious belief. In the 
lecture, Eliot recalled his Harvard education in Eastern philosophy. This had convinced him, he 
said, that a Western person would never have real access to non-Western spiritual traditions: 
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I do not know how anyone can understand Confucius without some knowledge of Chinese and a 
long frequentation of the best Chinese society. I have the highest respect for the Chinese mind and 
for Chinese civilization; and I am willing to believe that Chinese civilization at its highest has graces 
and excellences which may make Europe seem crude. But I do not believe that I, for one, could 
ever come to understand it well enough to make Confucius a mainstay. (43) 
 
And beyond this, the attempt was likely to do one irreparable harm: 
I came to the conclusion – seeing also that the ―influence‖ of Brahmin and Buddhist thought upon 
Europe, as in Schopenhauer, Hartmann, and Deussen, had largely been through romantic 
misunderstanding – that my only hope of really penetrating to the heart of that mystery would lie in 
forgetting how to think and feel as an American or a European: which, for practical as well as 
sentimental reasons, I did not wish to do. (44) 
Two points need to be made about this argument, since it both helps and hinders the call for 
Christian social orthodoxy. In the first sense, it is a dialectical skip from confusion to certainty, 
and takes advantage of one of the greatest disruptions to traditional Christianity in Britain, the 
experience of religious pluralism through empire.12 In the opening of The Everlasting Man, G.K. 
Chesterton opined that the greatest threat to modern Christianity was its being taken for 
granted, its slipping into un-interrogated familiarity: ‚The next best thing to being really inside 
Christendom is to be really outside it< and< the popular critics of Christianity are not really 
outside it‛ (9). In the same way that it was ‚better to see a horse as a monster than to see it only 
as a slow substitute for a motorcar,‛ ‚the best judge of Christianity is a Christian, the next best 
judge would be something more like a Confucian‛ (17, 11). It may be worth comparing Eliot's 
lines of 1942: 
We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time. (197) 
With Chesterton’s of 1925: 
                                                          
12
 I take the idea of a relativization of European culture through the engagements with difference afforded by 
empire, and the further claim that this relativization is an important part of the backdrop for the search for new 
ontologies in modernist art, from Edward Said's Culture and Imperialism. It stands to reason that the possibility of 
different ways of doing things would be especially shocking when the cultural object in question was religion.  
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There are two ways of getting home; and one of them is to stay there. The other is to walk round 
the whole world till we come back to the same place. (9) 
Both writers, with their different degrees of fluency, sought leverage the very profusion of 
religious difference that made Christianity so tendentious back into its favor. The difference is 
that, for Chesterton, the vantage point of the alien culture was a way of drawing outsiders into 
Christianity. Distance allowed a clear view of Christian doctrine, and, with typical sunny 
dogmatism, Chesterton imagined that such a view would lead to its acceptance. Eliot rules out 
the distant vantage. The very thought of approaching such a position is enough to create a recoil 
back into the tradition of Christendom. In other words, it is the experience of Christianity to 
"American or European" people, its "practical as well as sentimental" value to them as 
historically situated individuals, to which Eliot is appealing. This is probably the more affecting 
use of the late-imperial situation, but (this is the second point that needs making) it leaves Eliot 
open to charges of bad faith. 
 Harish Trivedi has argued that in The Waste Land, ‚there never were and never would 
be, any solutions outside Christianity,‛ and that the poem’s final section ‚takes up, in order to 
interrogate, the traditional claim of Eastern spiritual efficacy, and finds it wanting‛ (44-62).13 It 
is a real question whether, in 1922, Eliot was ruling out Eastern religion even for his Western 
readers. What is clear is that, even in the Page-Barbour Lecture, he ruled it out only for Western 
readers - unlike Chesterton, for instance, whose invocation of Confucianism seems to deserve a 
                                                          
13
 Eliot’s highly canonical position (indeed, his personal association with the whole concept of the canonical) 
combined with his very conservative political and social stance, has worked to convince some commentators that 
his work was a contribution to European imperialism. Paul Douglass, for instance, argues that the “literary 
wreckage” of The Waste Land is a call for “the imperial, reconstructive labor of a learned elite” (126). Eliot’s 
conservative elitism is beyond question, though there is little reason beyond this one disputable reading of The 
Waste Land to think that Eliot wanted his intellectuals to operate across the chasms of cultural difference, and 
many reasons to think otherwise. Jed Esty has offered an instructive comparison between Eliot and Enoch Powell; 
like Powell's, Eliot's anti-cosmopolitanism was subtly incompatible with the expansive vision of British imperialism. 
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charge like Trivedi's. One of the central arguments of After Strange Gods is that ‚the right 
tradition for us must also be a Christian tradition" (22). Much rides on this for us, which it is 
impossible to imagine Chesterton appending. Eastern religions, it turns out, are perfectly 
appropriate for Eastern people, and disrupting them threatens collective life in the same way 
that disrupting Christianity threatens it in the West: ‚China is – or was until the missionaries 
initiated her into Western thought, and so blazed a path for John Dewey – a country of 
tradition‛ (44).  
 The relativistic treatment of religion recurs the following year in The Rock. The Rock was 
a pageant play in the style developed in the nineteenth century, a series of chronologically 
arranged historical tableaux. Jed Esty has shown how the revival of this form in the 1930s, by 
writers like Charles Williams and J.C. Powys, and with at least secondary contributions by E.M. 
Forster and Virginia Woolf, anticipates the decline of empire, constituting a nationally inward, 
‚anthropological‛ turn. Eliot’s pageant certainly fits this trend, but in a way that sits 
uncomfortably with the metaphysical affinities it proclaims. The play beings with three men 
working on the construction of a church, and ruminating on the validity of religious belief in 
the modern world. These workers act as modern interlocutors for the historical retrospective, 
and the apparitions of the dead, from Roman Britain forward, assure them of the justification of 
their work. From the beginning this justification is expressed in terms of psychological and 
social necessity: 
Alfred. … people goin‘ on bein‘ religious when there don‘t seem to be no reasonable excuse for it, I‘ve 
thought, and it come to me as religion is like drink. People may not want it drawn very strong, or very 
much o‘ the time, most of ‗em; but the seems to like to know that it‘s always there if and ‘ow they want 
it/. And if they don‘t get it one way, they will another. Look at what‘s been ‗appenin‘ in the U.S. these 
recent years. You can‘t keep people off drink by tellin‘ ‗em it‘s so ‗armful they mustn‘t ‗ave it; and you 
can‘t keep ‗em off religion, seemin‘ly, by tellin‘ ‗em it‘s so old-fashioned they oughtn‘t to want it. 
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Edwin. That‘s a funny way to talk o‘ religion, Fred. 
Ethelbert. No, Fred‘s right on that point; and no disrespect intended, I‘m sure. 
Alfred. All the same, though, there‘s many thinks they can do without. Look at all what‘s goin‘ on in 
Russia. Do you think they‘ll manage to do without religion, Bert? 
Ethelbert. Ah, they wants it just as bad as anybody – and they‘ve got it a ‗ole lot worse. If people don‘t 
take their religion in the usual proper way, they‘ll take it in other ways, such as politics; and then 
they‘ve got into a ‗ell of a muddle. As you was more or less ‗intin‘ yourself, Fred. And political religion 
is like invalid port: you calls it a medicine but it‘s soon just a ‗abit. (15) 
This fascinating exchange is the clearest return to Hulme in Eliot’s religious writing. The human 
relationship to religion is defined in terms reminiscent of psychoanalysis. Human beings are 
imagined to have an essential drive, whose repression creates socially harmful perversions; 
radical 1930s politics serves the purpose for Eliot that the renaissance and romanticism had 
served for Hulme. This justification suggests the interchangeability of whatever satisfies the 
appetite in a ‚usual proper‛ (Eliot himself might have said "authentically traditional") way. 
 In his forward to the complete play, Eliot is careful to disclaim scenes like this: ‚I cannot 
consider myself the author of the ‚play‛ < Of only one scene am I literally the author‛ (i). Eliot 
does take ownership of the choruses, and even these, in the attempt to create a feeling of 
participatory involvement a particular history, suggest an anthropological and anthropocentric 
understanding of faith. Chorus VII begins with God creating the world, but then makes religion 
the creation of human beings, in response human needs. The first men are imagined 
‚Worshipping snakes or trees, worshipping devils rather than nothing,‛ before ‚Invent(ing) the 
higher religions, and the higher religions were good‛ (160). Then comes the historical 
perversion of the faith-impulse:  
Men both deny gods and worship gods, professing first Reason,  




Eliot’s collaborators on The Rock were Rev. Rosslyn Webb-Odell, who headed the Forty-Five 
Churches Fund for the Anglican Diocese of London, and E. Martin Browne, who directed for 
the stage. Browne identifies the one sequence of which Eliot was sole author as the last of Act I. 
It was originally intended that the first act, to leave the audience with a sense of tension, would 
close on the crisis of the Great War. But, as Brown remembers (10), Eliot overruled this 
possibility, insisting that dawning secularism was the appropriate catastrophe. The workmen 
are confronted by redshirts, blackshirts, and finally a Plutocrat, who invites the worship of a 
golden calf. As in the first dialogue scene, the alternatives to religion are what Hulme would 
have called "spilt religion." 
 The real authorship of that first scene, in which the laborers compare religion to alcohol, 
is a matter for speculation. The reference to Prohibition in the United States seems more likely 
to have come to Eliot that to his English partners, and the thematic correspondence with parts 
of the play that Eliot wrote singlehandedly, as well as his other work, suggests at least a strong 
secondary influence. I have been suggesting why Eliot would want to include the sequence, but 
also why he would want to abdicate responsibility for it. This is, crucially, a double-move that 
the scene makes itself - offering an argument without taking responsibility for it. There is an 
obvious burlesque effect in the analogy between religion and alcohol. In the figurative 
vocabulary of Christianity, the more obvious choice would be food, but alcohol better allows 
Eliot to make his point about secular religion: one cannot ‚pervert‛ the need to eat. More 
importantly, however, the simile has an effect of bathos, which the script allows Edwin to point 
out. The grating cockney dialect works similarly. By holding the workmen at a distance, the 
play insulates itself from responsibility for the potentially un-Christian implications of their 
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argument for Christianity. But the distancing is only defensive: the workmen are not the targets 
of real satire, and their claim is never refuted. It is still on offer in a meaningful sense.  
 The early 1930s were, in other words, a period in which Eliot came dangerously close to 
rhetorical exposure. Murder in the Cathedral is the expression of a growing awareness of this 
danger, the same awareness that had already led to disclaimers in and about the works of this 
period. Among Eliot’s plays it is the only unquestioned success, sitting comfortably between 
Ash Wednesday and the Four Quartets in the usual summary of the important late work. It is 
sometimes read as thematically continuous with Ash Wednesday. Kenner, for instance, aligns 
Thomas’s need to find an obedient rather than a vainglorious martyrdom with Ash Wednesday's 
determination to persevere with life, rather than succumb to easy death. But the dyad of Ash 
Wednesday is not really an antithesis: it is surrender and abnegation that makes life possible. 
Murder in the Cathedral's two visions of martyrdom are mutually exclusive; the whole force of 
the drama is to assure us that the right choice has been made, the false motive entirely rejected. 
Rather than continuing the line of the Christian-relativist apologetics that precedes it, it 
exorcises an anxiety quite like the one the preceding work could generate. 
 Murder in the Cathedral is driven by a crisis of motive. The archbishop has resolved that it 
is his duty to die defying the king, and resolutely resists three Tempters, each of whom offers 
him a way to save his own life. To his surprise, a fourth emerges, and urges him to continue 
towards his own demise, since his exaltation in the next world will place him above the king 
and his servants. Thomas realizes with dismay that this is what he has wanted all along, and 
that the self-serving nature of his plan denies him any claim to Christian selflessness. To put it 
more abstractly, Thomas discovers that his reason for pursuing a course of action may make the 
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action itself fruitless, and is forced to try to change his own motives. It would seem odd that, 
having spent the previous few years in warnings about secular paganism and freethinking Jews, 
Eliot should raise such an esoteric worry about life so deep within the fold, were not the 
problem so analogous to the contradictions in Eliot’s own religious spokesmanship. The 
difficulty is worked out within a diegetic space effectively free of factual religious doubt, 
medieval Christendom, and this leaves the relationship safely obscure:  if one had sensed no 
difficulty in the dramatist’s Christian polemics until this point, no worldly motives 
underwriting spiritual acts, there would reason to infer a relationship between him and the 
main character of his play. To readers who recognize such a relationship, however, the play 
offers a powerful subliminal case against skepticism. In the last act, we meet the four Knights, 
fresh from Thomas's murder. In a tedious show of reasonableness, these four assure the 
audience that the archbishop's killing was an unfortunate necessity, occasioned by a 
temporarily "unsound mind" (279). The Knights exit, the First Priest wonders how the Church 
will get on in Thomas’ absence, and has his worry sharply repudiated by the Third Priest, in a 
speech that acts as a closing valediction and leads into the final chorus. 
Third Priest. No. For the church is stronger for this action, 
 Triumphant in adversity It is fortified  
 By persecution: supreme, so long as men will die for it. (280) 
He turns in the direction of exiting Knights, "Go, weak sad men, lost erring souls, homeless in 
earth or heaven. ..." 
In a small circle of pain within the skull 
You still shall tramp and tread one endless round 
Of thought, to justify your action to yourselves, 
Weaving a fiction which unravels as you weave, 
Pacing forever in the hell of make-believe 
Which never is belief  (280) 
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In a curious triumph of suggestion, this passage is close enough to blank verse for almost all of 
the lines to seem too long. Some of the language is from The Hollow Men, but the long 
declamatory sentence is also reminiscent of Paradise Lost, especially the "endless round" of 
torment, which appears in perfect blank verse. The skull image is a pseudo-reference, but if we 
can take it to situate spiritual alienation within the mind, it harmonizes with the Miltonic notes 
to suggest a particularly psychological and subjective form of eternal damnation. In fact, the 
passage poses exactly the crisis of conscious that has already affected Thomas.   
 In the play, the threat applies to those who rationalize murder, and who refuse to 
recognize reality: the damnation speech follows on the failure - in the Knights, and, less 
stridently, in the First Priest - to recognize Thomas's genuine status as a martyr. In this purely 
diegetic frame, there is something tautological about the curse: the punishment for self-
deception is self-deception. As a warning to the audience, however, the speech makes more 
sense. The contrast between belief and make-believe hints at the larger problem in Eliot's 
religious apologetics, and in this larger sense, self-deception is less the error than it is the 
punishment. To reduce religious profession to self-deception is to reduce everything to self-
deception, to be without any alternative to it. This situation, where the proclivities of mind are 
all one has to go on, is the same one that Eliot's early poetry lamented. It is as if, should Eliot's 
interlocutors doubt too much in terms of motive, they will realize an abyss of self-deception 
they would not otherwise have to experience. 
 How are we convinced that Thomas has avoided doing the right thing for the wrong 
reason? There is at first no clear answer, since the transformation of will occurs outside the 
staged action of the play. Thomas’ dismay upon hearing the Fourth Tempter’s words comes 
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from the fact that he can see no way to resist a temptation towards motives he has already felt. 
He breaks up the Tempter’s predictions of his eminence in heaven with only a few short 
interjections, all in a mode of trapped recognition:14 
But what is there to do? What is left to be done? 
Is there no enduring crown to be won? 
And then: 
Is there no way, in my soul‘s sickness,  
Does not lead to damnation in pride? 
…  
Can I neither act nor suffer 
Without perdition? (255) 
The first set of questions, with its nursery-rhyme preciosity, reveals in Thomas exactly the 
vainglorious motive that the Tempter has been proclaiming. After this sequence Thomas 
abruptly stops speaking, and remains silent for several pages. The Four Tempters proclaim 
Thomas self-deluded, and further assert the unreality of human belief in general (like much of 
the Third Priest’s concluding speech, this second imputation seems to exceed the parameters of 
the diegetic scenario, and to express the final stakes of the real-world problem Eliot was 
confronting). The Priests and the Chorus then beg Thomas to spare himself. Finally Thomas 
speaks again, following what appears to have been an internal revolution: 
Now is my way clear, now is the meaning plain: 
Temptation shall not come in this kind again, 
The last temptation is the greatest treason: 
To do the right thing for the wrong reason. (257?) 
The sense seems to be that by recognizing the gravity of the sin that has tempted him, Thomas 
has liberated himself from temptation. But given that Thomas has recognized the sin well before 
this moment, the justification for this turn is incongruous: when the Tempter first made him 
                                                          
14
 This  self-recognitive aspect in Eliot (“I have known them already") evokes Freud, as this play temporarily 
suggests a Freudian Oedipus, or Aristotelian anagnorisis, only to bury or reject it. 
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aware of his unchristian motives, he was unable to change them, and the awareness merely 
trapped him in a more willful transgression. How he has now managed to transform those 
motives is never disclosed.  
Thomas concludes the speech by anticipating that no one will recognize these new 
motives: 
   … I know 
What yet remains to show you of my history 
Will seem to most of you at best futility, 
Senseless elf-slaughter of a lunatic, 
Arrogant passion of a fanatic. (257) 
It is through the wheat-and-chaff discrimination implied here, rather than any actual 
explanation, that the play works to make the purity of Thomas’ final motives convincing. To 
designate a work of art as esoteric – by 1933 Eliot’s name would have acted automatically as 
such a designation – is already to invoke questions about a right kind of reader. Live theatre is 
likely to heighten awareness of this distinction, since it places one in the physical presence of 
other interpreters. By directly addressing the audience, and predicting that most of them will 
fail to understand him, Thomas uses the desire to be found worthy to compel acceptance of his 
new purity of motive. The drearily procedural speeches of the Knights perform just the 
misreading Thomas anticipates, identifying him merely as a megalomaniac, and then the Third 
Priest’s valediction explains how this way of thinking consigns us to psychological and 
psychologistic hell.  
What the play does, then, is first acknowledge the seriousness of the question of motive 
– explicitly for Thomas and implicitly for Eliot – and then foreclose the question altogether, via 
the strong implication that any refusal to accept its assurances will merely evidence our own bad 
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faith, rather than that of our object of doubt. In its central rhetorical effort, Murder in the 
Cathedral represents Eliot’s final repudiation of openly worldly and pragmatic approaches to the 
defense of religion. But the play’s emphatic insistence on the otherworldly is still and always 
leveraged in terms of worldly consequence. Thomas’s diegetic nonconcern with popular 
acceptance – his sense that the group who understand him will be limited, exclusive – is the 
basis of his appeal to the audience at the end of the first act. This is exactly analogous to Eliot’s 
own rhetorical situation: to disseminate a Christianity that was socially convincing, he had first 
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David Jones: Cultures in Parenthesis 
 
It is difficult, now, to separate ideas of relativism from those of acceptance. Relativism denotes 
the optional status of one perception, custom, or system of thought as opposed to another, and 
an insistence on strict conformity with narrow standards can seem to be exactly the thing it 
would rule out. Eliot's whole critical project was the defense of such standards, first in literary 
aesthetics and then in the cultural and affective regulation of a whole society. His insistence on 
society-wide normative Christianity (the kind that makes free-thinking Jews undesirable) does 
not synthesize harmoniously with contemporary ideas about pluralism and cultural 
sovereignty. 
 The question, of course, is whose sovereignty we are discussing. Perspectives which 
hive global populations off into non-overlapping civilizational units, and then argue in defense 
of the internal coherence of these units, are less common than they once were, though they 
survive Eliot - in, if anything, an intensified form - in the work of people like Samuel 
Huntington. To the extent that relativism does cease to indicate perspectives like these, this 
change coincides with a more empirical shift in cultural demographics. Callum Brown has 
suggested that, while atheism and agnosticism were common in British intellectual circles by 
the end of the nineteenth century, secularity did not become the default in British society as a 
whole until the first few decades post-war. Eliot, for whom metaphysical confidence was the 
only secure basis for an authentic culture, is a good marker for this hinge. The Idea of A Christian 
Society contends that Britain is no longer fundamentally Christian, and we can see the beginning 
of a specifically minority appeal in Murder in the Cathedral's assumption that most people will 
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misread Thomas's motives. But the very existence of a book like The Idea of a Christian Society 
still assumes the goal of a religiously regulated society as worthy of strategic attention, as 
though figures of cultural authority like Eliot himself might return Britain to a religious 
consensus. In his sense of this possibility, and of the position of centrality from which the effort 
might be attempted, Eliot is closer to Arnold than it has been easy to be since. 
 The question, again: whose cultural sovereignty are we discussing? The full advent of 
secularization in Britain and elsewhere bears significantly on this question. With Anglican 
Christianity no longer implicit in most cultural life, and thus no longer especially available as a 
source of social organization tout-court, the relativist defense of a Christian society loses its 
basis. What remains available is a defense of Christianity as an essential presence in the lives of 
specific individuals and groups. In this new model, as in Eliot's, religion is a disposition before 
it is a supposition of fact. But it is now a minor disposition, one away from rather than towards 
societal consensus. The result is a lateral rather than hierarchical relationship between religious 
discipline and other subjective or otherwise pre- or supra-rational activities, activities such as 
poetry. In a structure of feeling which is the anthropologized version of an older romanticism, 
these activities take on an exceptional or even oppositional status amid an otherwise arid and 
smothering secular modernity - even while the religious profession continues to contain claims 
which are in every way socially normative. One of the first instances of this lateral blurring is in 
the writing of Eliot’s friend and protégé, the Welsh Catholic poet David Jones. 
 Jones’ career, which is distinguished by the long poems In Parenthesis (1937) and The 
Anathemata (1951), draws together several strands in British cultural thought. Foremost among 
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these strands is the Arts and Crafts movement. After service in the War, Jones studied at the 
Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts, now part of the University of the Arts London. In 1922, 
he apprenticed with the sculptor Eric Gill, who had worked with first-phase Arts and Crafts 
revivalists including Edward Johnston, and under whose influence he became a Roman 
Catholic. Before In Parenthesis, which was published when he was forty-two, he had worked 
exclusively as a visual artist. It is Jones's reworkings of this movement's traditional priorities 
that best exemplify the transformation that is of interest here. Arts and Crafts always bore some 
relation to English romanticism; it emerged from the long tradition of cultural criticism in 
nineteenth century Britain that was founded by people like Coleridge, and it participated in the 
general rejection of rationalism, utilitarianism, and industrialism that motivated the tradition as 
a whole. The tradition breaks around the question of individuality or minority. On the one 
hand, its critiques of modernity typically repudiate bourgeois individualism, in favor of 
various, sometimes neo-feudal forms of community.  On the other, its rejection of what had 
become the dominant social arrangement often led to glamorizations of idiosyncrasy and 
nonconformity. The two dispositions come together in the Carlyle-Nietzsche line of 
commentators who premise authoritarianism on a ruling caste of heroic outsiders, but even at 
their most ambitious, such figures always held themselves in reserve of any actual engagement 
in mainstream politics.  
 Figures in the Arts and Crafts movement did not typically participate in the romantic 
tendency towards minority and separatism. John Ruskin's encomia to Venetian glass and gothic 
architecture did glorify the creative idiosyncrasies of craftsmen, but Ruskin never imagined this 
role as the provenance of an exclusive few, and always justified his polemical positions with an 
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eye to the benefit of the whole society. To the extent that Ruskin did remove himself from 
ordinary life, he did so as a social strategist, not as an inward visionary. "The Nature of Gothic" 
in fact addresses the elite consumers of glassware, not its producers. Elsewhere in The Stones of 
Venice, Ruskin writes that  
there might be more freedom in England, though her feudal lords‘ lightest words were worth men‘s 
lives, and though the blood of the vexed husbandman dropped in the furrows of her fields, than 
there is while the animation of her multitudes is sent like fuel to feed the factory smoke. (42) 
We can think what we like of passages like this one, with its lachrymose purpleness and its 
gymnastic use of terms like "freedom." To put it mildly, Ruskin is cutting himself off from the 
probable opinions of the larger population on whose behalf he writes. But he is not, as per some 
versions of romanticism, disinvesting himself in the fate of the society as a whole. Ruskin plays 
the role of a dissenting insider, objecting to the major outlines of recent history but proposing to 
correct them from a position of almost managerial judgment - like Arnold without the light 
touch. And, when William Morris formally articulates Arts and Crafts out of Ruskin's influence 
in the 1860s, even this managerial distance is done away with; Morris imagined a whole society 
of craftsmen, with no need of the special wisdom of a patrician minority. This is why the time-
travelling narrator of News from Nowhere, a socialist intellectual transparently named "William," 
cannot stay in the future utopia of which he catches a glimpse. It is also why Morris came to be 
so warmly regarded by New Left figures like E.P. Thompson and Raymond Williams. 
 The Catholic turn Arts and Crafts took in the early twentieth century does little to shift 
this aspiration to social breadth. English convert Catholics in this period do sometimes mark 
out their position as antisocial; for Catholic and Catholic-friendly aesthetes like Arthur Clough, 
Lionel Johnson, and Oscar Wilde, the trouble with both Protestantism and atheism is their 
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commonness.1 Within Arts and Crafts circles, however, Catholicism is recommended at least 
incidentally by its associations with a way of ordering a whole society - that is, its historical 
connection with an England that was agrarian and pre-industrial. Even the irreligious Morris 
suggests this connection, in places like A Dream of John Ball. Two years older than News from 
Nowhere, this novella makes similar use of time travel, taking the Morris character back to the 
medieval Peasant's Revolt, which is led by Ball, a charismatic priest. Morris uses Ball and his lay 
followers to assert a festive and decorous quality in the medieval church, whose opposite is the 
proto-capitalist crabbedness of incipient Protestantism. Morris has Ball connecting his 
opponents’ logic to Lollardy: ‚And good it were if the Holy Church were to look to it (and the 
Lollards might help herein) that all these naughty and wearisome holidays were done away 
with‛ (17). The tie is erroneous; historically, it was Ball himself, and not the feudal oppressors 
he stood up to, who was a Lollard. But the sense that Catholicism could bring about social 
realities preferable to those of industrial consumerism survives Morris, licensed also by the 
"distributism" of G.K. Chesterton and Hilaire Belloc. Eric Gill, the sculptor who acted as David 
Jones' mentor, was introduced to Catholicism through correspondence with the artist Everard 
Meynell, who had family connections to Chesterton and Francis Thompson. In a letter recalled 
by Robert Speaight, Meynell said of the Church that ‚Socialism must be half hers, since her 
sacraments and mysteries are the daily bread, share and share alike of the rich and poor.‛ He 
also opined that the Church's spirit, at least, ‚Perhaps< contains Morris‛ (qtd. in Speaight 62). 
As Arts and Crafts became increasingly Catholic in the generation before Jones - Gill, Hilary 
                                                          
1
 Clough's Amours de Voyage, written in 1849 and published in 1858, is a good starting point for this tendency. The 
poem's protagonist, Claude, a protodecadent Englishman in Rome, muses that "Luther, they say, was unwise; like a 
half-taught German." The part of Catholicism which Claude opposes to Luther most directly is "Fine Arts, and Fine 
Letters, the Poets / Scholars, and Sculptors, and Painters" (567). 
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Pepler, Joseph Cribb, and Robert Speaight were all converts - its institutions came to model 
themselves on those of medieval Christendom. Jones conducted his two years of apprenticeship 
under Gill at an artist's commune in Sussex called the Guild of St. Joseph and St. Dominic. 
To say that the Church could contain Morris is, inevitably, to take some emphasis off the 
Church's social and material body.  To the extent that people like Meynell and Gill did qualify 
their interest in large-scale social change, however, it was not in the name of fringe identity, but 
of a transcendent metaphysics that made societal considerations secondary. If the Church's 
spirit contains Morris, there is also the suggestion that the Church contains Morris's spirit, a 
proposition which makes Morris's eternal soul both separable from and more important than 
his arguments or agencies in life.2 This metaphysical priority is important, and is a question not 
only of emphasis but also of conceptualization. In Culture and Society, Raymond Williams 
praised Arts and Crafts for the way in which it presaged understandings of culture like his own, 
understandings of it as something dynamically produced by ongoing social processes. The idea 
that some human thoughts and behaviors partake of a timeless, divine justification obviously 
qualifies this position. But such qualifications are part of Arts and Crafts from Morris forward, 
at least in "realist," non-metaphysical form. Like many others, Morris saw his revolutionary 
project as a struggle against false consciousness, and his revolutionary goal as a society which 
was natural and pre-ideological. The last third of John Ball is taken up by a conversation 
between the friar and the narrator held in a disused chapel. Ball hears with stoicism how his 
                                                          
2
 Eliot, whose interest was in Christianity as a social system, could not be as forgiving as Meynell, and had to 
criticize people who shared much of his outlook for failing to support the Christian Society. In the opening of his 
1932 Norton Lectures, for instance, which became The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism, Eliot included some 
very faint praise for the patron of the series, Charles Eliot Norton, whom he said had possessed those "moral and 
spiritual qualities… which are possible without the benefits of revealed religion" (13). 
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own rebellion will be put down. He is pleased to learn that prosperity and the political franchise 
will expand in coming centuries, but confused by the fading of popular religion, and appalled 
by the alienated wage slavery that defines his companion’s century. Ball and the narrator begin 
talking at nightfall, and conclude just before sunrise. Consoling the disappointed Ball, the 
narrator spins the changing night sky into an object-lesson in productive disenchantment: 
Look you, a while ago was the light bright about us; but it was because of the moon, and 
the night was deep notwithstanding, and when the moonlight waned and died, and there was but a 
little glimmer in place of the bright light, yet was the world glad because all things knew that the 
glimmer was of day and not of night. (146) 
 
He goes on to make the figure explicitly political: 
It may well be that this bright day of summer which is now dawning upon us is no image of the 
beginning of the day that shall be; but rather shall that day-dawn be cold and grey and surly; and 
yet by its light shall men see things as they verily are, and no longer enchanted by the gleam of the 
moon and the glamour of the dream-tide. By such grey light shall wise men and valiant souls see 
the remedy, and deal with it, a real thing that may be touched and handled, and no glory of the 
heavens to be worshipped from afar off. (146-7) 
 
There is a very deliberate echo here of Marx’s famous religious discussion in Critique of Hegel’s 
Philosophy of Right. On the subject of religious disenchantment, Marx had written that ‚Criticism 
has plucked the imaginary flowers from the chain, not so that man will wear the chain without 
any fantasy or consolation, but so that he will cast off the chain and gather the living flower‛ 
(132). But it is atypical that Morris should set himself against the beauty of moonlight. E.P. 
Thompson wrote that ‚Morris, the Romantic in revolt, became a realist and a revolutionary‛ (2). 
And yet Morris’ larger projects, which have everything to do with construction and elaboration, 
are difficult to square with this stripping of the ideological altars. At the end of the long 
conversation, just before the narrator awakes returned to his own nineteenth century bed, the 
sun does rise, to be seen transparently through unstained glass. 
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In truth the dawn was widening now, and the colours coming into the pictures on wall and in 
window; and as well as I could see through the varied glazing of these last (and one window before 
me had as yet nothing but white glass in it), the ruddy glow, which had but so little a while quite 
died out in the west, was now beginning to gather in the east -- the new day was beginning. (145) 
 
The significance of clear glass is rather labored: artistry, of which window-staining is an 
example, impedes observation of the pressingly real. But, elsewhere in the novel, Morris is 
devoted to window-staining. The great truth that the unfinished window allows the narrator 
finally to see, and take back with him to grey modernity consists, among other things, of 
stained-glass windows: 
 
…the east crimson with sunrise through the white window on my right hand; the richly-carved stalls 
and gilded screen work, the pictures on the walls, the loveliness of the faultless colour of the 
mosaic window lights, the altar and the red light over it looking strange in the daylight, and the biers 
with the hidden dead men upon them that lay before the high altar. (151) 
 
If realism means a perspective uncolored by ideology and culture, then it is not only an 
excessive designation for Morris, but one inimical to what he was elsewhere trying to do – to 
create or preserve sensibilities and experiences which he thought were valuable. This scene, like 
the modernist technique of epiphany it loosely predicts, owes a great deal to older tropes of 
religious illumination. When Morris's Catholic successors retuned to those premises, they were 
only continuing this vacillation towards foundationalism within the conceptual model of Arts 
and Crafts. 
In a way suggestive of his connection to Eliot and relativism, Jones offered a rebuttal to 
this foundationalist tendency in Arts and Crafts. Part 3 of In Parenthesis contains an extended 
reply to Morris’ solar realism in John Ball. The first two sections of the poem's seven have 
introduced us to the Royal Welch Fusiliers, as the regiment prepares to enter active duty in 
Belgium. Now, as the regiment takes up its first trench assignment during a night 
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bombardment, the focus of the poems narrows to the consciousness of one Private John Ball. 
Each section of In Parenthesis has a title page with two quotations. The first is always from an 
English-language source, though usually one with Welsh associations, like Shakespeare’s 
Henriad plays. The second is usually a translated excerpt from the Welsh epic Y Goddodin. The 
English title of Part 3 is ‚Starlight Order,‛ which comes from Gerard Manley Hopkins’ ‚The 
Bugler’s First Communion.‛  ‚Starlight order‛ is what Morris’ Ball is asked to do without. 
Jones’ Ball depends upon it – not as a comforting distraction, but as the only way he can see. As 
the Fusiliers take over night duty, after a day of marching in Part 2, it is extremely dark, and 
each soldier struggles to keep sight of the man in front of him as they move single-file through 
the trenchwork. Ball registers a source of light. 
Cloud shielded her bright disc-rising yet her veiled influence illumined the texture of that place, her 
glistening on the saturated fields; bat-night-gloom intersilvered where she shone on the mist-drift 
(27). 
 
The source of light Ball never quite identifies is the moon. As he struggles not to fall behind 
or lose his way, or to present a target to the enemy, Ball remains preoccupied with the lights 
in the sky. At one point the moon shines without obstruction: 
The rain stopped. 
She drives swift and immaculate out over, free of these obscuring waters; frets their fringes 
splendid. 
A silver hurrying to silver this waste 
silver for bolt-shoulders 
silver for butt-heel-irons 
silver beams search the interstices, play for breech-blocks underneath the counterfitting bower-
sway; make-believe a silver scar with drenched tree-wound ; silver-trace a festooned slack; faery-
bright a filigree with gooseberries and picket-irons – grace this mauled earth – 
transfigure our infirmity – 
shine on us. (34-5) 
 
The reply to Morris comes in the fact that this highly aestheticized and narrated vision of the 
battlefield is not a refusal to see plain facts. When the moon disappears, Ball can’t see at all: ‚So 
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they would go a long while in solid dark, nor moon, nor battery, dispelled.‛(37). To be dispelled 
is to be blind: there is no separating perception from illusionment. 
 In highlighting the artistically enacted quality of human perception, Jones is 
emphasizing the relativistic potential of Arts and Crafts, the aspect that Williams and 
company would later celebrate. What suggests Eliot is the way in which Jones makes 
religious consciousness a part of this contingent hermeneutic process, without any 
suggestion that such a positioning could be disruptive to religious belief.  When Private Ball 
asks the moon to "grace this mauled earth - / transfigure our infirmity," he is engaging in an 
act of imagination, but one that should nevertheless be believable; the moon is to "make-
believe a silver scar," and the use of "make-believe" as a direct-object verb (as opposed to the 
more usual make believe that) imparts a kind of grammatical presence to the imagined thing. 
But if this section of In Parenthesis shows Jones bringing a robustly Eliotic relativism to bear 
on the tradition of Arts and Crafts, it also shows Jones' difference from Eliot, and the new 
direction that relativistic defenses of faith would have to take in an increasingly secular 
Britain. In The Rock, Eliot described primitive man as ‚Worshipping snakes or trees, 
worshipping devils rather than nothing,‛ before ‚Invent(ing) the higher religions" (160). 
Similarly, though Ball has no explicit religious beliefs, and does not seem to be making any 
conscious decision to pray, he supplicates himself to the moon almost by reflex. The fact that 
he never directly identifies the moon, relying only on an oblique pronoun (female, because 
he thinks of the moon as a goddess) lends this passage the quality of automatic, undirected 
thought.  This kind of reflex animism is the lowest form of spirituality within Eliot's stadial 
model. Trying to correct an experience of disorder by fixating on bright lights is exactly what 
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the speaker of "Rhapsody on a Windy Night" does, and Eliot marked out that talismanic 
effort, conducted in the absence of a real standardizing orthodoxy, as neurotic and fruitless. 
In Parenthesis makes no such admonition. Private Ball has no specified religious beliefs; 
whatever spiritual illuminations he reaches are the result of an idiosyncratic conscience, but 
these are still entirely meaningful. 
 Part 3 of In Parenthesis actually marks this difference from Eliot out at one point. As 
Private Ball’s battalion takes over active duty in Part 3, they are told by men in the outgoing  
No. 1 Section that ‚the pass word is Prickly Pear.‛ In ‚The Hollow Men,‛ Eliot had written 
Here we go round the prickly pear 
Prickly pear prickly pear 
Here we go round the prickly pear 
At five o’clock in the morning. (85) 
 
This stanza appears in italics at the head of the poem’s last section, which deals in more stolid 
rhythm with themes of paralysis and futility. Together with the more famous ‚this is the way 
the world ends‛ conclusion to the section and the poem, which is also in italics, this is the last 
instance of the hysterically avoidant, rhythmically overstressed chatter which is used so 
effectively in Eliot’s early poetry. ‚Going around the prickly pear‛ is a kind of displacement3 of 
weightier ideas about the impossibility of meaningful action which come up later. This would 
be appropriate enough to the nocturnal circuity of Private Ball’s shift change. But this moment 
is something more than a borrowing of the early Eliot’s pessimism. There is something playful, 
                                                          
3
 I should acknowledge those readings of Eliot which would invert this formula, the weightier metaphysical 
speculations displacements of the more tangible – that is to say, sexual – concern positioned in the prickly pear. 
Other of Eliot’s poems locate what seem to be anxieties about the vaginal in the same poetic register: the peach 
which the speaker of “Prufrock” doesn’t dare eat. Efforts to use these moments as evidence of Eliot’s own sexual 
neurosis are boring as well as vindictive, but it is fair to say that he often expresses civilizational anxieties in terms 
of torpid desire and stalled fecundity.  
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even artful, in the soldiers’ attachment of this childish image to these dire circumstances, just as 
there is something playful in Jones’ re-contextualization of Eliot’s gloomiest poem. In his 
preface, Jones describes how 
Day by day in the Waste Land, the sudden violences and the long stillnesses, the sharp contours 
and unformed voids of that mysterious existence, profoundly affected the imaginations of those 
who suffered‖ (x)  
 
The description indicates both the way in which Eliot set the terms of the historical problem 
Jones was addressing, and the nature of Jones’ response. If The Waste Land is about a condition 
of civilization that has become unlivable - a condition which has both led to and been 
exacerbated by the loss of life in the Great War - and Eliot’s  subsequent Christian poems, 
beginning with Ash Wednesday, indicate his idea for a possible solution, In Parenthesis is taking 
on the same problem. It shares Eliot’s sense that Christianity and the arts will be essential in this 
rejuvenation. But in Eliot's cultural vision, a socially fixed orthodoxy in belief and practice is the 
precondition for healthy artistic creation, just as it is for healthy personal interiority. Jones’ 
reference to soldiers’ ‚imaginations,‛ thriving not only in the absence of any encompassing 
religious tradition but also in the more immediate chaos of the battlefield, suggests something 
more open-ended than the Christian Society, that hypothesized polity with its marked-off 
spheres of cultural endeavor. Jones sees both religion and art as the output of a redemptive 
human capacity for meaning-making. Jones' vision of religious life echoes Eliot's in its emphasis 
on the ethnic rather than the metaphysical, but Jones differs from Eliot in seeing belief as an 
immediately personal, phenomenal and perceptual engagement, like art-making or aesthetic 
perception, rather than an edifice to be set up. 
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 In his landmark A Secular Age, Charles Taylor describes a "nova effect" in twentieth-
century spirituality. In the context of what Taylor calls a "generalized culture of "authenticity", 
or expressive individualism, in which people are encouraged to find their own way, discover 
their own fulfillment, 'do their own thing'" (299), the desire for meaningful spiritual experience 
pushes people further and further from any point of common consensus. Artistic expression is 
often involved in this ever-expanding spiritual search, which Taylor thinks has its ultimate 
origins in European romanticism. Jones did not write much prose, and almost none of a didactic 
or manifestic nature,4 but his one collection of essays, Epoch and Artist, does make a brief 
statement on the relation between art and religion. Jones describes the Sacrament of the 
Eucharist, in which the bodily sacrifice of Christ is restaged with bread and wine, in terms of a 
fundamental meaning-making capacity in humans. 
Unless man is of his essential nature a poeta, one who makes things that are signs of something, 
then the central act of the Christian religion is totally without meaning. How can there be a manual 
act that makes anamnesis unless man is man-the-maker, and thus poeisis his native and authentic 
more of apperception and in the end his only mode? (13) 
 
By imagining religious life outside the framework of society-anchoring orthodoxy, and by tying 
it to individual aesthetic innovation, Jones would seem to offer a clear instance of the 
transformation Taylor asserts. The sign-making behavior is not justified solely, or even 
primarily, in relation to the specific religious rite: 
People speak of sacraments with a capital ―S‖ without seeming to notice that sign and sacrament 
with a small ―s‖ are everywhere eroded and in some contexts non-existent. (13) 
 
In fact, a specifically Catholic worldview seems to be only a subset – admittedly, a favourite 
subset – of the generally artistic, extra-empirical worldview Jones sees himself standing for. To a 
                                                          
4
 As Thomas Dilworth puts it, “the blurb was not Jones’s genre” (74). 
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properly engaged imagination, 
 ―Particular facts‖ … become intimations of immortality, or, if the reader won‘t stand for that, then 
insinuations of some otherness of some sort. (16) 
 
But if it is true that, in performing an Eliotic relativization of the Arts and Crafts tradition, Jones 
also brought to it a spirit of nonconformity and minority which was essentially romantic, it does 
not necessarily follow that this effort was one of individualism, as in Taylor's nova effect. Claims 
for personal subjective freedom are part of Jones' religious argument, just as they are part of the 
larger trend in arguments against disenchanted secularism in the later twentieth century. But 
this emphasis, in Jones and in general, is coeval (and sometimes conflictual) with another, an 
emphasis on traditional religious culture reimagined as exceptional and resistant. As the 
encompassing Christian Society is further and further broken up, the minor religious community 
emerges as the new locus of sovereignty. 
 The common starting point and partial affinity of nova effect individualism and 
minority religious communitarianism is evident in the section of In Parenthesis which we have 
just been considering. Private Ball spends the bulk of Part 3 constructing an aesthetic and 
latently religious experience out of visible light. His own agency in this process is stressed; 
when the moon disappears, he turns to the light of gunfire  
Now when a solitary star-shell rose, a day-brightness illumined them; long shadows of their bodies 
walking, darkening out across the fields; slowly contracting with the light‘s rising, grotesquely 
elongating with its falling – this large lengthening is one with all this other. (42) 
 
This transition is discomfiting, and it is tempting to think of the contrast between moon-
goddess and gunfire as one between candle and lamp, tradition and disenchantment. But Ball's 
aesthetic sensibilities are still alive here, as registered in terms like "grotesque," and the human 
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ability to make meaningful experience out of unsympathetic raw material is the great theme of In 
Parenthesis as a war poem.5 As the night ends, Ball contemplates a distant trench rat: 
You can hear the rat of no-man‘s-land 
Rut-out intricacies, 
Weasel-out his patient workings, 
scrut, scrut, sscrut, 
harrow out-earthly, trowel his cunning paw; 
redeem the time of our uncharity, to sap his own amphibious paradise. (54) 
 
Three lines begin with humble verbs, leading to more aesthetically promising objects: the rat 
ruts intricacies, weasels intricacies, harrows out-earthly.  This last description is ambiguous, but if 
"out-earthly" does not itself suggest  something otherworldly or heavenly, its combination with  
the otherwise-innocuous verb "harrow" does; to harrow is to plough or dig, but in the 
harrowing of hell, the not-yet-resurrected Christ descends to the underworld, saving those who 
died before the crucifixion offered them grace. "Redeeming the time‛ is from Ephesians: ‚See 
then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise / Redeeming the time, because the 
days are evil‛ (5:15-16). By 1937, Eliot had quoted this verse in Ash Wednesday, Murder in the 
Cathedral, and Burnt Norton. In that it locates faith in a context of hostility ("the days are evil"), 
the verse seems more appropriate to Jones' purpose than to Eliot's, though as we have seen, 
Eliot had strategic reasons for taking a more renunciative tone in his devotional poetry than he 
did in polemic. Like Ball himself, the rat performs a sacramental artistry in despite of the whole 
world. 
 This address to the rat of no-man's land, which comes at the end of the night, owes 
                                                          
5
 This exalting transformation of otherwise-unrewarding inert material explains the strong figurative presence of 
the Eucharist throughout this poem. Under the Catholic dogma of transubstantiation, a series of ritual actions by a 
priest transform bread and wine into the body and blood of Christ. In Parenthesis could be thought of as a late 
example of what Regina Schwartz calls "sacramental poetics" (3). 
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something to Isaac Rosenberg’s ‚Break of Day in the Trenches‛ : 
Droll rat, they would shoot you if they knew  
Your cosmopolitan sympathies,  
Now you have touched this English hand  
You will do the same to a German (90) 
 
T.S. Eliot admired Isaac Rosenberg, and wrote of him that ‚For a Jewish poet to be able to write 
like a Jew, in western Europe and in a western European language, is almost a miracle" (qtd. in 
Wood 139). Eliot's perplexity is unsurprising; meaningful Judaism, and especially, meaningfully 
Jewish art, should have been impossible in this religiously alien context. (It was by the other 
side of this same coin that Eliot thought "any large number of free-thinking Jews" inimical to the 
flourishing of a Christian Society.) Rosenberg's poem is, at least obliquely, about the same 
condition of marginality that Eliot pointed to: about being Jewish at a time when the lines 
between nations are being fortified. And success under conditions of marginality, though Eliot 
thought it virtually unachievable, was precisely the thing Jones was pursuing. What is 
significant about Jones' allusion to Rosenberg is that it characterizes both a solitary culture-
making individual (the cosmopolitan rat of no-man's-land) and a member of a bounded 
religious and cultural community. In Part 5, Ball sits through a rather brusquely enforced 
Anglican Sunday service. 
On Sunday: 
they fell out the fancy religions; the three Jews were told 
off for fatigues at the latrines. Mr. Jenkins was detailed to 
march the R.C.s four kilometers to the next village to mass; (107) 
 
Jews and Catholics, the regiment's religious minorities, are marginalized in this scene; the 
Jewish soldiers, in particular, are forced to do latrine duty. But both groups are also enviably 
able to absent themselves from the banalities of the "official service," with "a Union Jack on 
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piled biscuit tins," during which "the medical officer undid, and did up again, the fastener of his 
left glove, behind his back, throughout the whole discourse"(107). They are freed, what is more, 
because of their own private and separate collective traditions; Ball's apparent denominational 
indifference, by contrast, is no excuse to skip service. Particularity of collective religious 
tradition does the same thing as particularity of individual artistic vision: it puts one into 
conflict with the whole sterile and standard modern world, and also gives one a viable reply to 
it. 
 When, as in this scene, it is simply a question of allowing individuals to freely participate 
in the religious traditions of their communities, freedom of individual conscience and minority 
religious communitarianism work together without conflict. But is participation ever perfectly 
free? Certainly, the mere fact of opposition to the normative prejudices of a larger society is no 
guarantee of consensus, within the minor religious community, as to what constitutes the 
authentic enactment of the religious tradition. In Parenthesis shows the strains of this 
uncertainty. At times, Jones avoids the question by making authentic religious participation 
part of a depth theory of racial or ethnic consciousness. In Part 4, as the unit retires from its 
night assignment, Private Ball is given sentry duty. Alone in a glade, he tumbles into a kind of 
chthonic access:  "To the woods of all the world is / this potency - to move the bowels of us" (66). 
Ball is immediately in touch with the mythic Welsh heritage of his regiment, with the sylvan 
image of ‚Merlin in his madness‛ (66). The possibility of different beliefs and practices are no 
threat to culture imagined in this way. The scene takes place at Christmastime, and Ball can 
hear German soldiers singing Christmas carols from beyond the trees. The carols prompt a 
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second mythic access, this one Germanic. Ball thinks of Odin, the Nordic sky god who crucifies 
himself so that his wisdom can extend to death: 
… the northern Cybele. 
The hanged, the offerant: 
 himself to himself 
 on the tree. (67) 
 
The two myths are both equally meaningful and safely separate. In an analogy reflective of the 
proto-structuralist anthropology of the early twentieth century, Merlin and Odin are both 
scapegoats, sufferers of sacrificial violence who return to save their communities. In modernist 
literature, this structuralist understanding of folklore is often attached to deep cultural 
essentialism, and what is explicit in writers like Ezra Pound is at least implicit here: Ball can 
hear the resonances of ancient Germanic religion in a modern Christmas carol (this without any 
suggestion that Ball understands German), and appreciate a parallel between these resonances 
and those of his own heritage, but only from without, from across the separation of the trees. 
Actual contact or mutual modification is never a possibility. The only threat to either mythical 
topos is vulgarizing modernity - first in the war itself (it is the death of young men that drives 
Merlin mad), and, even more immediately in this particular passagw, through popular culture. 
Hearing the German Christmas songs, English soldiers, ‚so rarely insular, / unmade his 
harmonies,‛ drowning out the carols with a loud singing of ‚Casey Jones.‛6  
 There are other moments in In Parenthesis when mythic consciousness seems to come as 
an unbidden racial essence.  After Ball's morning sentry duty ends in Part 4, we see the a 
conversation between Lance Corporal Aneirin Lewis and unnamed cockney soldiers. Lewis, in 
                                                          
6
 Dilworth writes that Eliot, on reading this section, related to Jones that “Casey Jones” was one of his favourite 




many ways the hero of In Parenthesis, is kind and encouraging to Ball and other younger 
soldiers on numerous occasions, and a metonymic figure for Welsh patriotism. The English 
soldiers begin to compare war stories. Some are mentioned whose service goes back to the Boer 
War, and who knew men who fought in Crimea, and even against Napoleon. Lewis begins 
modestly, in the third person: ‚My fathers were with the Black Prinse of Wales / at the passion 
of / the blind Bohemian King‛ (79).7 His interlocutors goad him playfully: ‚Wot about 
Methuselum, Taffy?‛ (79). Then, in a manner Jones’ footnote identifies as inspired by the 
‚boasts,‛ or historical narrative performances, of the ancient British poet Taleisin, Lewis slides 
into a first-person vision of the whole of Welsh history. He seems to forget the presence of his 
audience, and the fact that the events he is witnessing are in the past. Referring to the story of 
Bran the Blessed, the ancient British king whose severed head is supposed to have been buried 
in what is now southern England, to protect the island against Saxon invasion, Lewis beseeches 
in the present tense: ‚O Land! – O Bran lie under‛ and ‚O blessed head hold the striplings from 
the narrow sea‛ (82). The boast lasts six uninterrupted pages, and is clearly held up as an object 
of awe and reverence. But mythic obtrusions like this are generally marked as contingent and 
willed creations. Linking Lewis to the poet Taleisin, Jones  allows the possibility of an element 
of conscious performance in the evidently unconscious confession. And in Ball's earlier sentry 
sequence, it is ambiguous whether the vision-inciting potential of the forest is asserted by 
Jones's narrator or by Ball himself. The verse paragraph which contains the idea about the 
potency of woods contains a shift of perspective. 
                                                          
7
 The reference here is to the European campaigns of Edward, Prince of Wales, in the later 1300s. I call this claim 
modest because, unlike what follows from Lewis, it is made in the factual third person: Welsh soldiers fought in the 
Hundred Years' War. 
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Across the very quiet of no-man's-land came still some  
twittering. He found the wood, visually so near, yet for the 
feet forbidden by the great fixed gulf, a sight somehow to 
powerfully hold his mind. To the woods of all the world is 
this potency - to move the bowels of us. (66) 
 
"He" is Ball, identified in third person, but the rest of the page contains no more third person 
pronouns. There is no clear marker for the point at which the free indirect discourse of the 
Merlin section begins; it may or may not include the final sentence of this paragraph. If the 
assertion is Ball's own, then he must be in some sense a shaping participant in the mythological 
appearances that follow, and may even have come to this glade for the intended purpose of 
stimulating his own imagination (as well as the less exalted purpose suggested in the final line). 
Even if, within the diegesis of the poem, we are to read these visions of Welshness as racially 
automatic without exception, this is at best an admitted conceit, since Jones's framing matter 
pointedly avoids making any such automatist claims for the poet himself. Most of the footnotes 
on Welsh myth begin with self-references like ‚I had in mind‛ (195), which freely admit a 
relationship to the source material that is both agentive and idiosyncratic. 
 Jones would undoubtedly have felt that fabrications like these could be contained within 
the functional scope of authentic Welsh tradition. But if the maintenance of this tradition is in 
fact a binding priority - if the mythic tropes are anything more than raw material for the play of 
poetic subjectivity - then there must be things it cannot contain. This is the breaking point 
between resistance to mass society on the grounds of individual expression (man-as-poeta, the 
nova effect), and resistance on the grounds of religious minority tradition. An expressionistic 
standpoint excludes nothing: its only objection can be a dearth of meaningful output. (Thus, in 
the 1970s, Terry Eagleton could complain that Raymond Williams' understanding of culture-
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making as redemptive "abolishes any hierarchy of actual priorities," 26.) Antinomian thinking of 
this kind actually disposes against any injunction to conform with a particular tradition, though 
it can also be used to defend such traditions from more overarching social norms. In moments 
where authentic traditionality becomes a question, In Parenthesis shows the strain of its 
conflicting logics. 
 Most of these moments center around the ethnic composition of Private Ball's regiment. 
The Twenty-Third Royal Welch Fusiliers was Jones's own regiment in the First World War, and 
in the preface to In Parenthesis he writes that the men of the Twenty-Third, a mixture of Welsh 
and Cockney Londoners, ‚bore in their bodies the genuine tradition of the Island of Britain‛ (x). 
The composite double titles which Jones gives the sections of the poem, in English and Welsh, 
suggest a foundational, racial binary in the makeup of the Celtic/Saxon British nation. The 
question is whether the defense of Welsh culture disallows any synthesis of these binaries. It is 
hard to miss that, in all the folkloric material that saturates In Parenthesis, Saxon invaders of 
Celtic Britain feature as the enemy. This historical struggle between Britons and Germanic 
Saxons works, in part, to add epic resonance to the immediate conflict between the British and 
German armies. But this analogy implies as much disjuncture as continuity; ancient Celtic 
Britain only becomes modern composite-nation Britain through the loss of the struggle narrated 
in Y Goddodin and other of Jones's sources, through a process of conquest which leaves the 
original tradition compromised and subordinated. 
 Scenes of exchange between Welsh and English soldiers often seem unresolved as to 
whether what is depicted is valid intercultural play or a denigration of Welshness. When other 
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soldiers call Corporal Lewis "Taffy," in Part 4, for instance, there is no way to determine how 
genially the epithet is intended, or how Lewis takes it. The reference to "Methuselum," the long-
lived biblical Methuselah, could be a fond anticipation of Lewís's deep reach into history, but 
could also express hostility and incredulity. Whether it is sincere or sarcastic, the question ‚Wot 
about Methuselum?" invites Lewis to incorporate non-Welsh material into his historical 
panorama. He replies "I was with Abel when his brother found him" (79), and biblical material 
becomes a secondary theme in his performance. Jones's footnote to this section, after identifying 
a primary source in Taleisin, also mentions "the boast of the Englishman, Widsith," and adds 
that the poet was "not altogether unmindful of the boast in John viii.58" (207). The presence of 
English and Hebrew sources alongside Welsh ones would thus far seem to be enriching. When 
Lewis concludes, the reaction of his audience partially reiterates this suggestion of enrichment: 
  Cripes-a-mighty-strike-me-stone-cold - you don't say. 
  Where's that birth-mark, young'un. 
  Wot the Melchizzydix! - and still fading - jump to it 
Rotherhithe. 
 Never die never die  
 Never die never die 
 Old soljers never die (84) 
 
Melchizedek is the priestly figure who, in Hebrews VII, is said to prefigure the coming of 
Christ; taken at face value, the reference would pay tribute to Lewis' typological imagination, 
his ability to create analogies across long historical stretches. Melchizedek is, furthermore, the 
figure whom Paul uses to legitimate the transition from Judaism to Christianity, and this 
resonance of dilating influence, from ethnically specific community to a more intercultural 
arena of influence, could work to imply a legacy bequeathed from ancient Britain to modern 
England. As a shorthand for woefully esoteric nonsense, however, "Melchizzydix" could also 
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imply derision towards Lewis. The dissonance between his speech and that of the other 
soldiers, with their rough teasing and meticulously orthographed cockney accents, does not 
suggest much in the way of common cultural endeavor. Their rendition of "Old Soldiers Never 
Die" at the scene's conclusion continues the ambivalence: does the song enfold Lewis's 
memorial litany into the modern culture of the regiment? Does it burlesque a meaningful 
history, as "Casey Jones" did a few pages earlier? Or does it simply represent a reaction of not 
knowing what to make of the corporal's unusual outburst, an eagerness to return to the 
colloquial tenor of previous conversation? 
 It would be a misleading simplification to suggest that, in any comprehensive way, In 
Parenthesis approaches Englishness as a violation of tradition. It makes regular use of accentual 
rhythm, alliteration, and kenning, formal features of Anglo-Saxon verse taken up by a number 
of modernist poets in efforts to reconnect with what were often suggested to be the 
foundational, authentic dynamics of the English language: 
Half-minds, far away, divergent, own-thought thinking, tucked away unknown thoughts; feet 
following file friends, each his own thought-maze alone treading. (37) 
 
It is not only the narrative voice, or the thoughts of the poetically oriented Private Ball, that 
are expressed in this language. The same rhythms are waiting to be discovered in modern 
colloquial English: ‚goddam guide’s done the dirty‛ (34). This is the same transubstantiative 
gesture whereby Ball can turn shellfire into starlight, and whereby the poeta is unhindered by 
a disordered world. It is a gesture Jones makes more than once with regards to modern 
English. In the Preface to In Parenthesis, Jones writes that 
I have been hampered by the convention of not using impious and impolite words, because the 
whole shape of our discourse was conditioned by the use of such words. The very repetition of 
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them made them seem liturgical, certainly deprived them of malice, and occasionally, when 
skillfully disposed, and used according to established but flexible tradition, gave a kind of 
significance, and even at moments a dignity, to our speech. (xii) 
These acts of vulgar speech can be prayerful as well as artistic: "The 'Bugger! Bugger!' of a man 
detailed, had often about it the 'Fiat! Fiat' of the Saints" (xii). After being relieved of night duty 
in Part 3, soldiers speaking in chorus create a kind of communion ritual while lining up for 
tobacco ration: 
… dole out the issue. 
dispense salvation, strictly apportion it 
let us taste and see, 
let us be renewed, 
for christ‘s sake let us be warm. 
O have a care – don‘t spill the precious 
O don‘t jog his hand – ministering; (73) 
 
The uncapitalized ‚christ‛ is both a curse word and a cue to collective prayer, evoking ideas 
of salvation, renewal, and ministry. It is difficult to read this instance of the coincidence of 
sacred and profane as deflation or burlesque, since the scene starts with the prosaic tobacco 
ration; the metaphysical register comes second, added by the fancy of the soldiers. Religious 
meaning is, once again, something made by human agency, and something available under 
any circumstance. 
 But there is always an anxiety when ritual/artistic/cultural play and innovation are 
carried past a certain point, an anxiety only more marked because no explicit criterion can be 
invoked to repudiate the transgression of a limit. In Part 2, as the Twenty-Third strikes camp in 
preparation for a day of marching which will end when they reach the trenches in Part 3, a 
group of soldiers attract the ire of an inspecting officer. They begin to curse: 
Amanuensis Nancy can‘t jot his damaging hogs-wash fast enough 
Cotsplut! there‘s bastards for you. 
They‘ll feel the pinch alright at Daffy Shenkin‘s Great Assize. 
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Roll on the Resurrection. 
Send it down David.  
Rend the middle air. 
Send it down boy. (18) 
 
Line after line, the men begin to synthesize their expressions, which start disparate but move 
towards a formally unified litany.  The lines shorten, and alliterative emphases on r, d, and s 
become discernible. As they do this, the soldiers shift the content of their speech from a topical 
disparagement to what is in effect a religious invocation. ‚Amanuensis Nancy‛ refers to the 
officer’s attendant, taking down his inspection notes (‚Nancy‛ is the regular soldiers’ 
denigration of this auxiliary’s masculinity). ‚Cotsplut‛ is ‚God’s blood,‛ intended simply as an 
expletive, but nevertheless signaling a shift, which subsequent speakers continue. ‚Daffy 
Shenkin‛ is a colloquial name for the devil: this line calls for the damnation of the officer and his 
attendant, and those following ask, as Jones explains in a footnote, for a rainstorm to stop the 
parade. The anti-authoritarianism here is related to the detailed soldier's "Bugger! Bugger!" but 
is less genial than it could be; the sexual slur and the call for another person's damnation seem 
mean-spirited. The anti-authoritarianism is also marked with a discomfiting religious reference. 
‚Middle air‛ is from John Milton’s ‚Ode on the Morning of Christ’s Nativity‛ (Milton, 
appropriately enough, worked by amanuensis): Christ comes to earth to die, but ‚at the world’s 
last session / The dreadful Judge in middle air shall spread His throne‛ (44).8 
                                                          
8 In much the same way that this passage suggests an association between Milton and an unkind theological 
emphasis on damnation and judgment, Part 4 suggests a link between Miltonic vocabularies and modern warfare: 
  
As though that Behemoth stirred from the moist places, tensored his brass sinews suddenly, shattered with 
deep-bellied trumpetings the long quietude; awaking stench and earthquake in his burrowing-up. 
 Black chemist‘s smoke thinned out across the narrow neck of sky. The Pandemonium swung more 
closely, with a 5.9 dud immediately outside; (85) 
“Pandaemonium” is the fiery subterranean palace that Satan and his angels build in Book 2 of Paradise Lost. In 
Book 1, the quality of hell is explained by an image of chthonic flatulence: 
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 Jones detested Milton. The proto-Enlightenment polemicism of Milton's verse contrasted 
unfavourably with the sensual and irrationalist commitments of much of modernism, and many 
poets of this period lamented his canonical authority. In a characteristic reproof, Ezra Pound 
wrote of ‚the definiteness of Dante's presentation, as compared with Milton's rhetoric‛ (7). 
Milton forms a revealing point of contrast between Eliot and Jones. Eliot at first participated in 
Milton’s devaluation, but then in a 1947 essay reneged. Dilworth recounts that Jones thought 
Eliot had ‚sold out to the English establishment.‛9 This reversal follows from the pragmatic 
nature of Eliot's commitment to orthodoxy; if it made sense in the abstract to disparage the 
liberal and iconoclastic poet, the immanent fact of Milton's canonical authority made his 
disparagement its own kind of iconoclasm. Just as Jones' Roman Catholicism put him at odds 
with the "the English establishment," it also put him at odds with the anti-Catholic Milton. This 
is another instance of the contradictions in Jones's position; Milton was a defender of private 
religious conscience against imposition and standardization, in a way that coincides with claims 
for the exceptional status of religious minorities, while also buttressing the libertarian and 
secularized social default against which these minorities now define themselves. In this way, it 
is both highly appropriate and extremely awkward that the soldiers' prayer-play turns in the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
And such appear'd in hue, as when the force 
Of subterranean wind transports a Hill 
Torn from Pelorus, or the shatter'd side 
Of thundring Ætna, whose combustible 
And fewel'd entrals thence conceiving Fire, 
Sublim'd with Mineral fury, aid the Winds,  
And leave a singed bottom all involv'd 
With stench and smoak: (361) 
The echo imputes to Milton something more, or something less, than a usefully evocative phrase. It is as though 
sensibilities like Milton's are responsible for the indignities of modern combat. 
 
9
 Dilworth learned of this opinion second-hand, through a conversation with Jones’ friend Harman Grisewood (77). 
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direction of Milton. 
 The presence of Milton suggests the largest logical problem in this poem's attempts to 
posit an English cultural authenticity, a problem raised not by intercultural contact, but by 
transformation from within. Speaking derisively of "the English establishment," Jones could 
have been complaining about the undue influence of the English canon on Welsh writers, but 
this would be an odd complaint to make to Eliot, who was not Welsh. It seems much more 
likely that Jones objected to the specific group of writers who had become established in English 
literature for the past few centuries, writers like Milton. An unsurprising preference for pre-
modern and pre-reformation English sources is evident throughout In Parenthesis, from the 
Saxon formalism to the invocation of poems like Widsith, which comes from the tenth-century 
Exeter Book. But what principle is there, within the framework of man-made culture, for a 
validity distinction between modern and pre-modern England? A metaphysical framework 
would allow a very sharp distinction: pre-modern England attached social value to the 
observance of God's will, was organized by a more correct understanding of the divine plan, 
etc. But Jones's claim is not metaphysical. "The English establishment" seems to denigrate 
writers like Milton simply for having replaced and changed pre-existing aspects of English 
culture; that replacement is an undoubted historical reality, but affords little basis for 
distinction, since the cultural forms now under threat must themselves have displaced still-
earlier forms. The fact of historical priority is particularly insufficient to defenses of religious 
culture. Private Ball can shuttle comfortably between visions of Odin and German Christmas 
carols, and then be disappointed by "Casey Jones." But for the Odinist as well as the Christian, 
would not the transition between the first and second moments be as significant as that between 
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the second and third? This is an issue for Welsh tradition in the poem as well; Corporal Lewis's 
long speech in Part 4 refers to Derfel Gatheren, the mythic figure who is supposed to be able to 
call the dead back to earth from heaven and hell. In the note which explains this reference, Jones 
comments on the ‚engaging optimism and local pride‛ which allowed medieval Christian 
Wales to ‚put aside theological exactness‛ and continue venerating Derfel (207-8). Jones's 
evident warm regard for this practice is not hard to explain: There is certainly an analogy to be 
drawn between residual paganism, in the context of medieval Christianity, and Jones's own 
residual Catholicism in the context of British Protestantism and secularization. But are these 
forms of faith to be endorsed because they are residual? 
 The problem of historical shift is evident even in the poem's frame of representation. At 
the end of the seventh and final section of In Parenthesis, the wounded Private John Ball looks 
back at the rifle he has dropped in seeking cover, and thinks  
    Let it lie for the dews to rust it, or ought you to decently 
cover the working parts. 
    Its dark barrel, where you leave it under the oak, reflects 
The solemn star that rises urgently from Cliff Trench. 
    It‘s a beautiful doll for us 
it‘s the Last Reputable Arm. 
    But leave it – under the oak. 
Leave it for a Cook‘s tourist to the Devastated Areas and crawl  
as far as you can and wait for the bearers. (186) 
 
It is now July of 1916, and the Twenty-Third are assaulting Mametz wood on the Somme. 
Unlike most of his friends, Ball has survived the assault, but his wound will ensure him passage 
home.  This might seem a natural place to end the story. But the passage contains an interesting 
denial of closure, with Ball prevented from performing what he considers a ritually appropriate 
farewell to arms. Instead, we get a curious prolepsis - how could Ball have imagined battlefield 
tourism in 1916? - whose bitterness towards the future is almost unconscious. In Parenthesis 
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maintains an active imaginative engagement with past conflicts, and this derisive attitude 
towards retrospectors a few years away would seem to call for some extraordinary shift 
between 1916 and the years just following it. 
 There is some indication of such a disjuncture. Ball’s story is undisguisedly related to 
Jones’s own, their rank, regiment, and campaign trails the same. In his preface, Jones 
remembers himself as “grotesquely incompetent, a knocker-over of piles, a parade’s despair” 
(xv). When Ball arrives late for inspection on the first page of Part 1, as the Fusiliers prepare to 
depart Hampshire for Belgium in December of 1915, he fills out this description amply: 
Heavily jolting and sideways jostling, the noise of liquid shaken in a small vessel by a regular 
jogging movement, a certain clinking ending in a shuffling of the feet sidelong –all clear and distinct 
in that silence peculiar to parade grounds and refectories. The silence of a high order, full of peril in 
the breaking of it, like the coming on parade of John Ball. (1) 
 
The significant difference is that Jones did not go home in 1916. What did happen that summer, 
Jones’ preface explains, was a change in the nature of the War: 
The wholesale slaughter of the later years, the conscripted levies filling the gaps in every file of 
four, knocked the bottom out of the intimate, continuing, domestic life of small contingents of men, 
within whose structure Roland could find, and, for a reasonable while, enjoy, his Oliver. (ix) 
 
The allusion is to the Chanson de Roland, the early medieval French epic whose Roland and 
Oliver die together, gallantly fighting the Saracens for Charlemagne. Again there is the 
connection between significant small community ("intimate, continuing, domestic life") and the 
Middle Ages. Evidently, however, it was only some time during the summer of 1916 that the 
nature of warfare changed, and became inhospitable to meaningful connections like that 
between the two French knights. The change is offered as a matter of immutable circumstance: 
connection between soldiers became impossible due to higher mortality rates and the expansion 
of the draft, just as Private Ball is denied a ceremonious farewell to his rifle by enemy fire. But 
the achievement of meaning despite circumstantial adversity is the central trope of this poem, 
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and Ball's imaginative, culture-making capacity is able to sublimate gunfire, mud, and trench 
rats. If achievement like this were impossible - if hospitable social conditions were essential for 
cultural flourishing - we would be back within an Eliotic cultural model, one which could not 
easily be invoked in support of British Jews, Catholics, or Pagans. And if war was evacuated of 
meaning after 1916, would this not actually legitimate the backward-looking Cook's tourist Ball 
imagines so mordantly? Would this not be the same as Jones's own backward look to Roland 
and Oliver? 
 The disjunctive, arbitrary quality of the poem's conclusion is symptomatic of the larger 
difficulty facing Jones, and subsequent defenders of minority religious tradition on 
anthropological grounds. Religious traditions that are socially minor may restrict their 
normative claims to narrowly defined populations, though they may also make normative 
claims which go far beyond their adherents. But within the relevant delimitation, there is no 
reason to think that these traditions exercise less moral force than traditions that are societally 
comprehensive. Thus any defense of these traditions on the grounds of cultural freedom is 
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Conclusion: Poetry and Postsecularism 
In the first part of the "Crowning of Offa" section of his 1971 Mercian Hymns, Geoffrey Hill 
blends two registers: 
On the morning of the crowning we chorused our re- 
 mission from school. It was like Easter: hankies 
 And gift-mugs approved by his foreign gaze, the village lintels curlered with paper flags 
 
We gaped at the car-park of "The Stag's Head" where a 
 bonfire of beer-crates and holly-boughs whistled 
 above the tar. And the chef stood there, a king in  
 his new-risen hat, sealing his brisk largesse with 
 "any mustard?" (95) 
The reference points here are, first, an eighth-century Saxon king, and, second, Hill's own 
twentieth-century childhood in the English Midlands. The scenery is all modern, but the 
marking of time which frees the boys from their grammar school is ancient, and the aura of 
coronation seems to descend on the cook of a pubside bonfire. Thus far, at least, the presence of 
the deep past is ennobling.  If the juxtaposition were merely detractive, a condemnation of the 
modern world by the standards of the centuries-departed age, the collection would lose much 
of its compelling strangeness, and its central conceit would have grown tiresome long before it 
was over. What that strangeness means, however, is that the present is not quite a self-evident 
fulfillment of the past either. Does King Offa's legacy echo through the hankies, the crate fires, 
the mustard? Or is it only that the world of these things must turn back to that legacy to find its 
meaning? 
 That the strangeness is compelling shows Hill's ability to make necessity a virtue. 
Whether English modernity is as valid as the English past is a question Mercian Hymns is barred 
from answering. On the one hand, Hill's career-long interest in pre-modern England is focused 
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on values of piety, sanctity, and sacrifice, values which dispose against the material 
consolations of secular capitalism almost inevitably. On the other, Hill's Christianity is so firmly 
and specifically rooted in English cultural history that without grounding in an ongoing 
tradition, it would seem to lose purchase on the present altogether.1 In the introduction to a 
1991 collection of criticism tellingly titled The Enemy's Country, Hill writes that  
Intellect will always be learned, albeit at times idiosyncratically. Of "culture" and "education" as 
currently understood and practiced, one feels less confident. (173) 
The basically conflicted attitude towards collective belonging shows itself in the turn between 
sentences. Hill is unwilling to play the solitary poet or intellectual outsider, and allows the 
"idiosyncratic" merely as a kind of situational indulgence. But he is also drily dubious about any 
prospect of incorporation or discipline that actually presents itself. The scare quotes around 
"culture" and "education" suggest imposture, as though authentic versions of these things 
existed only outside the standing consensus. 
 Hill does not, like the T.S. Eliot of the 1930s, premise his Christianity on an estimation of 
what is demographically plausible. Indeed, the determinedly quixotic quality of his religious 
stance suggests a strong metaphysical commitment. But there is also an anthropological glamor in 
the defense of endangered tradition, and this has become a part of Hill's rhetorical pitch.  A 
simple espousal of theological truth could be asserted without regard for questions of societal 
consensus or exceptionality: the only overriding question for worldly engagements like culture 
and education would be their fulfillment of immaterial values and laws. But it is difficult to 
imagine anyone of Hill's literary stature engaging for long in such an effort, which many would 
                                                          
1
 Raphael Ingelbein writes that Hill's long historical reach "relativizes" the comparatively recent developments of 
British imperialism (34).The wording is apt, and we could undoubtedly say something similar about the 
comparatively recent development of British secularity. But this relativization necessarily works in both directions. 
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encounter as aesthetically flat fundamentalism. The anthropological approach is more 
actionable. But its claim that the old ways among the new are precious depends on the idea that 
they are threatened or disrespected, though also that they are continually practiced, in whatever 
put-upon capacity, that they continue to have meaning to people. In an age which even many 
irreligious people understand by reflex as soulless and vulgar, this is exactly the sort of defense 
one hears made of the endangered pursuit of poetry.  It would be interesting to know how much 
of Hill's readership moves beyond this kind of valuation, towards the supposition of a "not-
myself" in the Bradleyan sense. It would be equally interesting to know how many active British 
Christians are drawn to the nation's most celebrated Christian poet. 
 Hill represents the endgame of the relativist defense of British Christianity, one in which 
even Anglo-Saxon Anglicans are relegated to a position of cultural minority, in which "cultural" 
defenses of this group implicitly surrender any claim to govern British society as a whole.2  But 
the concept of the particular, misunderstood community makes the relativist defense of religion 
pertinent to  a vastly expanded range of beliefs, as represented both in the non-Christian faith 
communities which grow so dynamically in Britain after the Second World War and in 
postcolonial nations grappling with numerous versions of secular statehood. It is in these 
directions that much of the contemporary "post-secular " turn is focused. In this capacity, it 
would be wrong to present "misunderstood community" as a purely notional or figural term. 
Talal Asad, for instance, has helped bring to light the ways in which Western discourses of 
                                                          
2
 This generalization excludes the purely formal articulations of Christianity made by some versions of far-right 
racial nationalists, who certainly do hope to exert a claim on culture nationwide. I join others in understanding 
these articulations as opportunistic, and intended primarily to exclude. Christian devotion among people these 
groups consider to be authentically British seems to be of no concern to them at all. 
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historical transformation and progress are stacked against the fair representation of Islamic 
people. This is an important difference between the position of Muslims under Western 
secularism and the otherwise-analogous situation of people like Geoffrey Hill. Relativistic 
thinking can help achieve a more amiable set of relations: whatever practical conflicts will 
continue to exist between communities, the reminder that secularization narratives involve their 
own contingent forms of value will be some disincentive to purely creedal forms of hostility 
(what one is supposed to do when people's values lead them to reject this reminder is, of course, 
a more difficult question).3 But attempts to move from this negative use of relativism to 
relativist justifications of religious practice bring with them what will now be a familiar set of 
contradictions.  These contradictions continue to have special implications for literature. 
 In the final chapter of his 1993 Genealogies of Religion, Asad turns to the Rushdie Affair, 
the reaction to which he offers as further evidence of the secular West's apprehension of Islam 
as a special problem. A significant part of the discussion is focused on the reactions among 
intellectuals, politicians, and the British press to the remonstrations against Salman Rushdie's 
1988 novel The Satanic Verses, which included book-burnings within Britain, an offer of reward 
for the murder of the author and publishers, and several attacks, one fatal. The reactions Asad 
surveys take a generally patronizing and at times outright hostile tone towards Islamic people, 
though Asad does not mention the several, generally conservative British commentators who 
                                                          
3
 I tend to follow Vincent Pecora here, in his suggestion of what amounts to a more self-conscious and inclusive 
version of intercultural secularism (see Pecora's Secularization and Cultural Criticism). Asad warns of the ways in 
which, via logics of multiculturalism, "Because fundamentally different traditions are described as in themselves 
contradictory (and therefore in need of regulation), state power extends itself by treating them as norms to be 
incorporated and coordinated" (261). This description implies that the conflictual understanding exists only on the 
outside; notwithstanding the numerous problems with easily self-congratulatory multiculturalism, the extension of 
state apparatuses for the fuller incorporation of citizens, across lines of cultural difference, is a process I regard 
more warmly than Asad does. 
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lined up against Rushdie and in support of Islamic condemnation of him.4 Asad is also drawn 
into a discussion of the novel itself, but presents comparatively little of his own reading of it. 
Before making his own assertions, and at greater length, he offers a range of interpretive 
positions, from secular and devout British Muslims, from other Britons of South Asian descent, 
and from Rushdie himself. The reason for this deferral of judgment seems at first to be purely 
methodological; Asad does not wish to be guilty of any kind of textual positivism, of what he  
calls "the 'fundamentalist' position - according to which the text is self-sufficient for arriving at 
its meaning" (283). 
 This deferral of judgment on Asad's part confers legitimacy upon the judgments he 
reports, which are presented as valid on subjective or expressive grounds and consequently 
immune to falsification by "empirical" reading of the text. Asad gives special prominence to the 
reactions of Shabbir Akhtar, an "articulate young Bradford Muslim" (Akhtar has since become a 
professor of Philosophy in the United States).  
Akhtar finds The Satanic Verses inferior as a work of fiction, and the chapters recounting the story 
of Mahound deliberately insulting to Muslims. The prophet Muhammad, he points out, represents 
for believers the paradigm of virtue; an attack on him is therefore seen by Muslims as an attack on 
their highest moral and religious ideals. Rushdie has the right, he says, to disbelieve in any of the 
sacred teachings of Islam, and even to criticize Muslims for their erroneous beliefs, but not to do so 
in a provocative manner. (281) 
Given the very post-empirical assumptions of this whole discussion, one has to wonder who 
would decide what counted as "provocative." Would the simple fact of feeling provoked, for 
instance, be evidence of provocation? Such a default to opinion would in fact be quite consistent 
with Asad's approach here, his efforts to present Akhtar's comments as subjective 
                                                          
4
 For instance, Norman Tebbit, Conservative MP for Chingford during the Satanic Verses Controversy, called 
Rushdie a "villain," guilty of "the betrayal of his upbringing and religion" (see McSmith 15). 
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interpretation, rather than as a deduction from the theological principles that define blasphemy, 
or the legal ones that define hate speech. It is this emphasis on the interpretive which leads 
Asad to include Akhtar's aesthetic response to the novel, which is surely irrelevant from either 
the theological or legal point of view. The same emphasis gives us the specific wording 
whereby the prophet "represents for believers the paradigm of virtue," as subtly distinct from 
the claim, for instance, that Muslims believe him to be the paradigm of virtue. So long as 
complaints like Akhtar's represent a feeling or subject-position, they cannot be simply obviated 
by the falsely naturalized ideas of freedom of speech and the autonomy of art which Asad finds 
in Western critique of Islamic response. 
 Part of the reason that Western response to Muslim indignation over The Satanic Verses 
was so disproportionate, Asad contends, was the perception that hostility towards the book 
constituted an attack on the "bourgeois rhetoric of literature," rooted in the idea that "literature 
was the truth of life" (289). Like many others, Asad sees this apparently liberal-universalist 
point of view as in fact the particular conclusion of a particular history of Protestant-
secularizing textualism. This history is real and demonstrable, and Asad can point convincingly 
to Rushdie himself writing of a "God-shaped hole" which he hoped to fill with literature (286).5 
In my introduction, I spoke of a late-Arnoldian story where poetry comes to succeed religion 
through relativization (imperfect relativization, Asad might lead us to conclude). What I have 
been trying to tell here is that story's counter-story, about the ways in which a relativist 
understanding of culture in general and literature in particular are fed back into defenses of 
                                                          
5
 The "God-shaped hole" is an image from the opening of Rushdie's Midnight's Children (1981), where Dr. Aadam 
Aziz, just returned Kashmir, loses his faith while attempting to pray. In a 1989 essay on "The Book Burning," 
Rushdie reuses the image for autobiographical purposes, and adds the idea of literature as supplement. 
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faith. If Rushdie fits into the first story, Asad fits into the second. His defense of Islamic 
conscience is substantively a literary defense, of the same tradition that gives us Coleridge's 
Reason and Understanding, and which, in more fully anthropologized form, produces Jones' 
sacramental-poetic triumphs over an oppressive modernity. This may be part of the reason that, 
for the most part, Asad leaves the critique of Rushdie to others; to argue the invalidity of this 
case of subjective expression would be to undermine the same legitimation Asad is elsewhere 
performing.  But here also is the gap between Asad's position and the Islamic subjectivity he 
defends, the same gap which has faced all the authors we have seen here. It seems unlikely that 
those who invoke the category of blasphemy do so only on the grounds of their own 
subjectivities. If Akhtar's sense that The Satanic Verses constitutes blasphemy is immune to 
disproval, so is the position that it is not blasphemy, or that blasphemy is a false category 
altogether. As Asad says of Rushdie, "in these matters everyone interprets from a specific, 
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